FINDING A PROVIDER

Is quick and easy

To view the most up-to-date listing visit DeanCare.com. Follow the simple steps below to search for a provider or hospital and look up contact information.

1. Go to DeanCare.com/Doctors

2. Under Dean Health Plan Product Type, select Commercial HMO/POS Insurance (Group or Individual Coverage)

3. Search by specialty, name, location, gender and/or language
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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCTION

About This Provider Directory

This directory is current as of 11/28/2023. This provider directory lists in-network plan providers by county, according to the location where Dean Health Plan has approved them to provide services. Other types of plans may offer different provider options. See your member certificate if you are not sure which plan you have.

There are symbols that appear next to names listed in this provider directory. These symbols provide important information you will need when choosing a provider. Each page displays a key to explain what the symbols mean.

Go Online To Find a Provider

Although this provider directory was accurate at the time it was printed the provider network may have changed. You should confirm our network providers before you seek care. You can do this by viewing our online provider directory at deancare.com/doctors. You can search by name, specialty, location and more.

Your Primary Care Provider (PCP)

When you enroll as a Member you will choose a PCP to manage your health care. Your PCP evaluates your total health needs and provides personal medical care in one or more medical fields. Our PCPs are listed within this provider directory, or you can visit deancare.com/newmember. There, you will find the most up-to-date listing of providers and information about finding and choosing your new PCP.

Changing Your PCP

You are free to switch to a different PCP at any time. If you are changing to another PCP within the same clinic, you may ask that clinic's staff for assistance. Otherwise you can change your PCP on DeanConnect (Dean Health Plan's member portal available on deancare.com) or call our Customer Care Center.

Areas of Practice

PCPs generally focus on certain medical areas of practice and each area has its own benefits:

- Family medicine focuses on health care for the entire family. Some family medicine providers include obstetrics, which is the care of women during pregnancy and childbirth.
- Internal medicine focuses on adult medicine and the aging process (ages 18 and older). Some internal medicine providers have a particular focus on complex or multiple ongoing health conditions.
- Pediatrics focuses on childhood medicine and health care (up to age 17).

Prior Authorization

You must get prior authorization from us before you receive certain services or procedures. If you fail to get Prior Authorization for any covered service which requires an authorization, you, the Member, will be responsible for paying up to 100% of the total cost. Review the Member Guide on deancare.com/members to learn more about the prior authorization process.

You can also call our Customer Care Center at 800-279-1301 for more information. Refer to your member certificate and benefit summary for benefit limitations and coverage details.

Get the Right Care

When you need care, first call your PCP or primary care clinic for an available appointment.

If your need is more immediate, urgent or emergency care may be appropriate.

- Urgent care is meant to treat medical problems sooner than a scheduled office visit. If urgent care is needed, go to an Urgent Care Clinic, which is generally open evenings and weekends.
- Emergency care is for illness or injuries that are life-threatening. In the case of an emergency, call 911 or go to the nearest emergency room.

Urgent care and emergency room copays are generally higher than office visit copays. Visit deancare.com/rightcare for more details about getting the right care.

Dean On Call

Have health questions or not sure if you need medical care? Call our free 24-hour nurse line at 800-57-NURSE to speak with our exceptional registered nurses. Due to licensing laws, Dean On Call services are only available to Wisconsin residents.

DeanConnect

Get online access to your plan information at any time. With DeanConnect, you can review your benefits, change your PCP and much more! Visit deancare.com/newmember to register today.

Pharmacy

Our pharmacy page provides information about which medications are covered and what programs are available. Visit deancare.com/pharmacy to learn more and to search for a pharmacy near you.
How do I know whether to go to the Emergency Room or an Urgent Care Center?

An EMERGENCY is the sudden and unexpected onset of acute symptoms that would lead a reasonable person to seek immediate medical attention. Emergencies include: heart attacks, strokes, poisoning, loss of consciousness and loss of breathing. Network facilities should be used whenever possible when seeking emergency services. However, if you are unable to reach a network provider please go to the nearest medical facility.

URGENT CARE provides treatment that is needed sooner than a routine doctor's visit. Urgent care is not emergency care. Some examples of ailments treated by urgent care include: most broken bones, sprains, minor cuts, minor burns, most drug reactions and non-severe bleeding.
# SECTION 2 – LIST OF NETWORK PROVIDERS

## Primary Care Providers

Number of contracted primary care providers: 2102

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOONE COUNTY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BELVIDERE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>OSF MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>13539 IL ROUTE 76</td>
<td>1-815-765-0147</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>POPLAR GROVE</strong></td>
<td><strong>13539 IL ROUTE 76</strong></td>
<td><strong>1-815-765-0147</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSF MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>13539 IL ROUTE 76</td>
<td>1-815-765-0147</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Khan, Mirza Ali U, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Garcia, Pamela J, APRN</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ruchi P, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Khan, Mohammed M, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Meade, Kathleen M, APRN</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Parikh, Ruchi P, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Meade, Kathleen M, APRN</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>INTERNAL MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>OSF MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>13539 IL ROUTE 76</td>
<td>1-815-765-0147</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Harmston, Greg, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Garcia, Pamela J, APRN</strong></td>
<td><strong>Ruchi P, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOLEY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>117 N MAIN ST</td>
<td>1-815-858-2238</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GALENA</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POPLAR GROVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREEPORT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STEPHENSON COUNTY</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ogle county</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BYRON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OGLE COUNTY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PEDIATRIC MEDICINE</strong></td>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
<td><em>(HANDICAP ACCESS: Y)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
<td>LANGUAGES SPOKEN:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Myers, Rachel N, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Guffey, Jennifer, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>George, James S, DO</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Definitions
- **Handicap Access:** Y indicates accessible facilities.
- **Languages Spoken:** ENGLISH is the primary language spoken, followed by any additional languages.

---
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INTERNAL MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MONROE
CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1301 S KIWANIS DR
FREEPORT, IL 61032
1-815-235-1406
Handicap Access: Y

ANDRASKI, DOROTA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PENESETTI, SUNIL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PINEDA, DIANE R, NP
ENGLISH

DELGADILLO, JULIO A, NP
ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

Handicap Access:

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

May choose as a primary care provider.

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
OSF PROMPTCARE-ST ANTHONY
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-395-6000
Handicap Access: Y
^ CLARK, KYLE R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HENDERSON, AMY R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MOHIUDDIN, SYED M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TASHAKORI, MAHTAB, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHULTHEIS, MARTINE A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ZAIDI, SYED R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SAINT ANTHONY CENTER FOR CANCER CARE
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2273
Handicap Access: Y
BOYD, JEFFREY, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ BREDLAU, JULIE A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LESTER, GEORGE W, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SPECIALTY CLINIC-GUILFORD SQUARE
698 FEATHERSTONE RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-3277
Handicap Access: Y
^ KNOLL, JESSICA A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

ILLINOIS NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE-ROCKFORD
535 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-387-1717
Handicap Access: Y
BEILFUSS, BRENDA A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RASSI, CRISTIN M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SEYFERT, ASHLEY M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
444 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-3000
Handicap Access: Y
BREDLAU, JULIE A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DAGEFOERDE, NANCY G, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DALAWARI, JASDEEP S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARSHALL, MARY L, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SILVA, JULIO R, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP
6830 VILLAGREEN VW
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-282-1339
Handicap Access: Y
^ BARTEL, ALISSA M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CARLOVSKY, KATHRYN R, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DONG, TIANYU, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HOUSE, MELISSA R, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MAGERL, THOMAS S, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SAVAGE, CHRISTINE D, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP-OBGYN-GARRETT LANE
6030 GARRETT LN
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-399-4404
Handicap Access: Y
SUBRAMANIAN, KAVITHA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP
1502 PARKVIEW AVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-381-7250
Handicap Access: Y
^ ZAIDI, SYED R, MD

OSF PROMPTCARE-ST ANTHONY
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-395-6000
Handicap Access: Y
^ DINGES, JENNIFER L, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF ROCKFORD HOSPITALISTS
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2000
Handicap Access: Y
NARAYANANA, MEENALOCHANI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF ROCKFORD PALLIATIVE CARE
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-921-8929
Handicap Access: Y
MAIER, DEANA M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF ROCKFORD PALLIATIVE CARE
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-395-4548
Handicap Access: Y
SLICK, WENDY S, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEST, SHERI L, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SAINT ANTHONY CENTER FOR CANCER CARE
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2273
Handicap Access: Y
^ CLENNER, ANNE M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KROOS, AMY L, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ROGERS, MARGARET A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Grand River Medical Group
1515 Delhi St
Dubuque, IA 52001
1-563-557-3995
Handicap Access: Y

Kumor, Benjamin B, MD
Languages Spoken:
English

Schreiber, Thomas J, MD
Languages Spoken:
English

Shaffer, Michelle M, DO
Languages Spoken:
English

Wenger, Gretchen, ARNP
Languages Spoken:
English

A. Kutsch, Angie M, ARNP
Languages Spoken:
English

M. Martin, Kenneth W, DO
Languages Spoken:
English

Nelson, Brian J, MD
Languages Spoken:
English

Pfab, Kari L, ARNP
Languages Spoken:
English

Ruff, Katherine, ARNP
Languages Spoken:
English

Saunders, Timothy T, ARNP
Languages Spoken:
English

Tevebaugh, Kyle T, PA-C
Languages Spoken:
English

Wenger, Gretchen, ARNP
Languages Spoken:
English

Willenbring, Brad M, DO
Languages Spoken:
English

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

TRI STATE FAMILY PRACTICE
1500 DELHI ST
STE 4100
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5900
Handicap Access: Y
MCKENNA, MICHAEL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL PRACTICE

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
1500 DELHI ST
STE 3500
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5911
Handicap Access: Y
KUNKEL, MOLLY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
2395 NW ARTERIAL
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-557-3995
Handicap Access: Y
KUNKEL, MOLLY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
3500 DODGE ST
STE 135
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-557-3935
Handicap Access: Y
KUNKEL, MOLLY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UPC UROLOGY - DUBUQUE
1500 DELHI ST
STE 4300
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5971
Handicap Access: Y
HESSE, CARRIE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

FINLEY HEART & VASCULAR CENTER
350 N GRANDVIEW
STE G3300
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-589-2557
Handicap Access: Y
BIN ABDULHAK, AREF A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FINLEY HOSPITAL
350 N GRANDVIEW AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52004
1-563-582-1881
Handicap Access: Y
READ, PETER, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
1515 DELHI ST
STE 100
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-9111
Handicap Access: Y
CAO, ZHENGJIN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CASEY, MELISSA K, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HUBANKS, ANGELA W, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KELLEY, ANGELA D, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KIRKENDALL, MATTHEW J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KONZ, CYNTHIA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KUETER, CORTNEY M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LENGELING, RANDALL W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LIABOE, MARK Q, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCPHERSON, ELISE M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MORAN, BRIAN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MORAN, GINA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NELSON, KRISTIN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWERS, BRADEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWERS, JILL, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SALAS, HILLARD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEOSTA

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
1500 DELHI ST
STE 3500
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5911
Handicap Access: Y
HANSON, ANGELA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NORDINE, ANDREW C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROSENBLOM, DENNIS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
1500 DELHI ST
STE 4300
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-9111
Handicap Access: Y
KUNKUMEN, SHINY S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THAO, KEVIN K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
3500 DODGE ST
STE 135
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-557-3935
Handicap Access: Y
KUNKEL, MOLLY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
4025 WESTMARK DR
STE 100
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-583-9300
Handicap Access: Y
KUNKEL, MOLLY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEARD, MARK
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
8456 PEOSTA COMMERCIAL CT
PEOSTA, IA 52068
1-563-557-3960
Handicap Access: Y
ROBINSON, AMANDA, ARNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WISCONSIN

ADAMS COUNTY

FRIENDSHIP

FAMILY MEDICINE

FAMILY HEALTH / LA CLINICA
302 W LAKE ST
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
1-920-787-9411
Handicap Access: Y
BARAZA CHAVEZ, MIGUEL A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THAO, KEVIN K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUNDERSEN MOUNTVIEW CLINIC
402 W LAKE ST
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
1-608-339-3331
Handicap Access: Y
BATTIE, VIRGINIA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BYRNE, MICHAEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINZE, DANIELLE L, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KAMPSSCHMITT, KARA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LONG, RICHARD E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WANIGER, RICKY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL PRACTICE

FINLEY HOSPITAL
350 N GRANDVIEW AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52004
1-563-582-1881
Handicap Access: Y
KOHNKE, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LENGELING, RANDALL W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LIABOE, MARK Q, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCPHERSON, ELISE M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MORAN, BRIAN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MORAN, GINA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NELSON, KRISTIN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWERS, BRADEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWERS, JILL, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SALAS, HILLARD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEOSTA
GUNDERSEN MOUNDVIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
402 W LAKE ST
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
1-608-339-3331
Handicap Access: Y

FRONK, PATRICIA J, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STUEVE, KEITH D, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWEENEY, HEATHER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLAR, COLIN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRYAN, MICHELLE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARTZ, MEGAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALZER, ELISE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MENG, KAREN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRAUS, BRUCE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROMENS, AMANDA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COLUMBIA COUNTY

COLUMBUS

FAMILY MEDICINE

PAUQUETTE CENTER
1341 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-5578
Handicap Access: Y

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
1341 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2200
Handicap Access: Y

BARTZ, MEGAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRYAN, MICHELLE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALZER, ELISE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLAR, COLIN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - COLUMBUS
1513 PARK AVE
1ST FL
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-9611
Handicap Access: Y

HAASE, TINA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INNER MEDICINE

POSER CLINIC
635 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-5000
Handicap Access: Y

POSER, MICHAEL E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POSER, ROLF F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POSER, SAMUEL G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - COLUMBUS
1513 PARK AVE
1ST FL
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-9611
Handicap Access: Y

CARSTENSEN, JEAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH - COLUMBUS
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2200
Handicap Access: Y

BRYAN, MICHELLE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH - COLUMBUS
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-1200
Handicap Access: Y

BRYAN, MICHELLE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH - COLUMBUS
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2200
Handicap Access: Y

BRYAN, MICHELLE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARTZ, MEGAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

 Vicki Haase, Tina M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRYAN, MICHELLE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALZER, ELISE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLAR, COLIN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POSER, MICHAEL E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POSER, ROLF F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POSER, SAMUEL G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Romens, Amanda R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC
2817 NEW PINERY RD
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-4131
Handicap Access: Y

BARDEN, CHRISTI JO, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLOHM, BRENDA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHO, EUNJU, APNP
 Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HALFMANN, SARAH J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIEGEL, PAYTON J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIRONOVICH, VASILISA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWAN, JAMES M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
2901 HUNTERS TRL
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-5518
Handicap Access: Y

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - PORTAGE
2825 HUNTERS TRL
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-7161
Handicap Access: Y

ALEXANDER, KARI J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROUETTE, MICHAEL E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESCOBEDO-MORSE, ANTONIO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Haroldson, Sarah M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ESCOBEDO-MORSE, ANTONIO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRUMPOS, GERALD L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LANGAN, ANDREA J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O'ROURKE, MELISSA A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEINHORST, DARCY L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHITING, THADDEUS C, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WANGERIN, JOSEPH J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WANGERIN, JOSEPH J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHATすることがない

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - WISCONSIN DELLS
1310 BROADWAY RD
WISCONSIN DELLS, WI 53965
1-608-253-1171
Handicap Access: Y

SWALLEN, KAREN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAWFORD COUNTY

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN

FAMILY MEDICINE

CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
37822 US HWY 18
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y

MERTENS-DODGEN, MICHELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Huber, Kristen, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MERTENS-DODGEN, MICHELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAYNE, TERRI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUER, CHARLENE F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SNITKER, MATTHEW, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VALYO, KENNETH A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC
2817 NEW PINERY RD
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-4131
Handicap Access: Y

KRECKMAN, SUSAN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, ELIZABETH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - WISCONSIN DELLS
1310 BROADWAY RD
WISCONSIN DELLS, WI 53965
1-608-253-1171
Handicap Access: Y

MURPHY, MAUREEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XIAO, CINDY, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC
2817 NEW PINERY RD
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-4131
Handicap Access: Y

BELL, TAMI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIS, BRENNA E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GINTER, LARA N, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOROWITZ, SARAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUNNEKE, SHARILYN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURPHY, MAUREEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XIAO, CINDY, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC
2817 NEW PINERY RD
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-4131
Handicap Access: Y

ARNOLD, AMY K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEREZ-ROMANO, LORENZO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WISSON DELLS

FAMILY MEDICINE

CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
37822 US HWY 18
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y

HUBER, KRISTEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MERTENS-DODGEN, MICHELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAYNE, TERRI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUER, CHARLENE F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SNITKER, MATTHEW, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VALYO, KENNETH A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
37868 US HWY 18
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y

GRANGAARD, KATHLEEN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUBER, KRISTEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KING, JENNIFER, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SNITKER, MATTHEW, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALIOTO, BRITTANY, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GIBBONS, BRENNA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOWLETT, BETHANY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KENEALY, BRIAN P, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAKS, KANE, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LANDECK, JILLIAN K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUBSN, JULIA R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MICHAEL, WILLIAM E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAKEL, DAVID P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STILES, MELISSA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DONOVAN, LAUREN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access: Y

RECORD, MARANDA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RECORD, MARANDA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELLEVILLE CLINIC
1121 BELWEST BLVD
BELLEVILLE, WI 53508
1-608-423-3384
Handicap Access: Y

SHADBOLT, MICHELLE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHEPHERD, ALISON, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TURNER, CATHERINE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COTTAGE GROVE CLINIC
251 E COTTAGE GROVE RD
COTTAGE GROVE, WI 53527
1-608-793-3515
Handicap Access: Y

HAMPTON, JASON A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLLY, CHRISTINA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LENTFER, KAREN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALLORY, DOROTHY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIDELFORT, LEILA R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEBSTER, BRYAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DEERFIELD CLINIC
103 LAKE ST
DEERFIELD, WI 53531
1-608-764-5487
Handicap Access: Y

STEVENS, JENNIFER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MADISON CLINIC
ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - ERDMAN CLINIC
2202 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-443-5480
Handicap Access: Y

COLEMAN, MARY K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EPSTEIN, JODY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FEHR, KEVIN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
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MIRO, LAUREN M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUER, JENNIFER, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMITT, ANNA M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHWAB, MELISSA A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCODARY, KATHERINE E, APRN
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHALES, MELANIE A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHEARER, DAVID R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, KRISTI D, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TURNER, STUART P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WACHHOLZ, JENNIFER L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZENNER, GENNA K, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

GROMMON, MAGGIE J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUHL, JENNIFER E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLS, KIA J, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAVAL, NILAM A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEMANEK, BRIAN P, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAH, ROOPA K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TROTTER, DANIEL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BERtram, ANTONIA E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CZECHOWSKI, MACIEJ M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOHL, RENEE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Giffin-rao, georgina M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Roenneburg, drew a, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Scheuing, meagan M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Verstegen, Caitlin A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEIM, PAIGE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH
NORTHPORT DR CLINIC
3209 DRYDEN DR
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-241-9020
Handicap Access: Y

Anderson, kortney L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Brown, bonnie, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Dubey, jared L, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Enzler, kathryn A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Hansmann, kellia, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Hayon, Ronni L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Hovlett, Bethany M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Lemmon, russell, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Lubsen, julia R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Mcnier, Sarah K, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Moore, laurence N, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

French
Italian

Rakel, david P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Schmitz, Anne, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Schwab, William E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Stiles, melissa M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Temple, Justin, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Uminsi, joan E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Spanish

Viloria Rodriguez, Karina, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Yogendran, lashika D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Spanish

Wildwood Family Clinic
4901 Cottage Grove RD
Madison, Wi 53716
1-608-221-1501
Handicap Access: Y

Kees-johnson, Susan, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Kniffter, Kathleen A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Lowery, Sarah E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Mcmillen, julia G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Siewert, Lynda A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Siewert, steven P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Sturm, Anthony J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Spanish

Family Medicine W/ Obstertrics

Access Community Health Centers - Evjue Clinic
3434 E Washington Ave
Madison, Wi 53704
1-608-443-5480
Handicap Access: Y

Sullivan, Nicholas W, DO
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Access Community Health Centers - Wingra Clinic
1102 S Park St
Madison, Wi 53715
1-608-263-3111
Handicap Access: Y

Dresang, Lee T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

James, Sarah J, DO
Telehealth Only
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Rindfleisch, kirsten S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

BERGE, AMBER M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FLORIO, NIMA P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KALSCHEUR, LISA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOERTEN, AARON A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUSA, ALBERT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ITALIAN

RAETHER, JILIANNE S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMID, DOUGLAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SZUL, TRACY L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

ALLAN, MELISSA Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ANDERSON, CLIFFORD J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHOLES, DIANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COOPER, DAVID M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAAS, RANDALL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUANG, NANCY Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MACAULAY, GRANT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLS, KIA J, PA-C
Telehealth Optional

SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S HOSPITAL
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

GRUENENFELDER, MICHELE M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, KIMBERLY R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - ERMANN CLINIC
2202 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-443-5480
Handicap Access: Y

DEMURI, GREGORY P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OMOHUNDRO, JAMES, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

AABERG, CAROLINE P, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELLISSIMO, PATRICIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

HALLETT, NICHOLAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAGEL, CHRISTINE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRIAS, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - ERDMAN CLINIC
3209 DRYDEN DR
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-241-9020
Handicap Access: Y

DOHERTY, ELIZABETH R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRELLEZ-GIRON, PATRICIA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

WHITE, MORGAN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH NORTHPORT CR CLINIC
3209 DRYDEN DR
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-241-9020
Handicap Access: Y

EDGOOSE, JENNIFER Y, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHRAGER, SARINA B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

YOGENDRAN, LASHIKA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILDWOOD FAMILY CLINIC
4901 COTTAGE GROVE RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-221-1501
Handicap Access: Y

HOO, CHRISTINA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LENTFER, KAREN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALLORY, DOROTHY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIDELFORT, LEILA R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMITT, ANDREW B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEBSTER, BRYAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW ENGLAND
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

- ELFMAN, LAWRENCE A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HEGERMAN, KARI A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KRECKMAN, SARA E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MAHAFFEE, MEGAN E, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y

- AABERG, CAROLINE P, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- FITZPATRICK, KRISTY L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MORIARTY, KATHERINE F, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

MARSHALL

FAMILY MEDICINE

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH CLINIC - MARSHALL
301 W MAIN ST
MARSHALL, WI 53559
1-608-655-8181
Handicap Access: Y

- BRAKER, KRISTINE, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- ROOF, SANDRA K, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - OREGON
753 N MAIN ST
OREGON, WI 53575
1-608-835-2222
Handicap Access: Y

- BROWN, LORI A, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- DORRANCE IV, JAMES F, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HEBGEN, JOANNA R, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAZOMANIE

FAMILY MEDICINE

WISCONSIN HEIGHTS CLINIC
506 CROCKER ST STE 3
MAZOMANIE, WI 53560
1-608-795-4110
Handicap Access: Y

- HUPP, JANELLE K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- WEISS, EMILY M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOUNT HO Reb

FAMILY MEDICINE

UPLAND HILLS HEALTH CLINIC - MT HO Reb
1809 SPRINGDALE ST
MOUNT HO Reb, WI 53572
1-608-437-8033
Handicap Access: Y

- BERG, JOSEPH R, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- CLERKIN, KATHLEEN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - OREGON
753 N MAIN ST
OREGON, WI 53575
1-608-835-2222
Handicap Access: Y

- SHEAN, KELSEY L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
500 W MAIN ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y

- ZENNER, TYLER D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STOUGHTON

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

STOUGHTON HOSPITAL
900 RIDGE ST
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
1-608-877-2777
Handicap Access: Y

- AGNI, GUIRISH A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, HINDI
- JOHNSON, KIMBERLY R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - OREGON
753 N MAIN ST
OREGON, WI 53575
1-608-835-2222
Handicap Access: Y

- SHEAN, KELSEY L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STOUGHTON HOSPITAL
900 RIDGE ST
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
1-608-877-2777
Handicap Access: Y

- BIRDSEY, JENNIFER, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- DOCTER, KRISTIN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GEISSBUHLER, ABBY L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LIVELY, MORGAN, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- PIERCE, SHERI L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- STOLC Part, LAURA D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
WRMC HEART & VASCULAR CENTER
125 HOSPITAL DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

- AL-BITAR, ISSAM, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SHAMMO, SALIM M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 2009
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4560
Handicap Access: Y

- EYZAGUIRRE, ARTURO E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SPANISH
- MATHAI, MATHEW G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- STULEANU, FLORIN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH AT WORK
620 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-324-5581
Handicap Access: Y

- CHOQUINARD, TERESA J, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
608 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

- DILLENBAC, BRANDON K, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KARTECHNER, ELIZABETH A, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NAGLE, BRE ANNA, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NAGLE, ROBERT V, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SHARDA, MANISH, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- THIEDE, SAMANTHA L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

MARIANO L ROSALES JR MD
600 FERN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-324-3559
Handicap Access: Y

- ROSALES, MARIANO L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDiatric MEDICINE

MEADE MEDICAL CLINIC
134 HOSPITAL DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-261-6500
Handicap Access: Y

- MARTIN, SCOTT A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MATHAI, MATHEW G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MEADE, JEFFREY A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUPUN

FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH AT WORK
620 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-324-5581
Handicap Access: Y

- LI, NICOLE C, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KARTECHNER, ELIZABETH A, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NAGLE, BRE ANNA, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NAGLE, ROBERT V, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SHARDA, MANISH, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- THIEDE, SAMANTHA L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
608 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

- KUMAR, PUNIT, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
608 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-324-5581
Handicap Access: Y

- MAYER, REBECCA, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- RICKERT, JENNIFER B, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOND DU LAC

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

COMMUNITY PEDIATRICS
608 W BROWN ST
STE 2
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-239-2200
Handicap Access: Y

- MIESFELD, JAY M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MIESFELD, JESSICA L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PETERSON, ELIZABETH M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Eau Claire County

Eau Claire

FAMILY MEDICINE

NYSTROM & ASSOCIATES - EAU CLAIRE
3703 OAKWOOD HILLS PKWY
STE 100
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-715-444-4582
Handicap Access: Y

- LI, NICOLE C, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KARTECHNER, ELIZABETH A, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NAGLE, BRE ANNA, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NAGLE, ROBERT V, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SHARDA, MANISH, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- THIEDE, SAMANTHA L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOND DU LAC COUNTY

CampbellSport

FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
350 E SHEBOYGAN ST
CAMPBELLSPORT, WI 53010
1-920-533-8361
Handicap Access: Y

- MAYER, REBECCA, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- RICKERT, JENNIFER B, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOND DU LAC

FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH AT WORK
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-5666
Handicap Access: Y

- AMUNDSON, DARCEY P, PAC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BERENZ, ELIZABETH J, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- DIENER, MEGAN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- DRUMMOND, JANET M, PAC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GROCHOWSKI, KATHLEEN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GERMAN PETRIE, STEFANIE, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE
480 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-4100
Handicap Access: Y

- LENTSCHER, REBECCA L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH EXPRESS CLINIC
145 N MAIN ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-8492
Handicap Access: Y

- BIDDICK, LOUANN L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7400
Handicap Access: Y
COLLISTER, BETH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COLMENARES, DEEREK I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EVERSON, GINA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FABRICIUS, THOMAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GAUTHIER, RICHARD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Humboldt, Seth D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HABECK, JESSICA L, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANG, ANNA C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMBOLDT, SETH D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUHNDORF, WILHELM V,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSEN, CHRISTINE R,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Practice Name</th>
<th>Addresses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ripon</td>
<td>SSM Health Fond Du Lac Regional Clinic</td>
<td>835 Parkside St Ripon, WI 54971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-920-745-3520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSM Health Ripon Community Hospital</td>
<td>845 Parkside St Ripon, WI 54971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-920-745-3101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLARK, Dwayne C, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GAUTHIER, Richard, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GLOD, STEPHANIE J, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOEDEN, TERRINA K, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PASZKIEWICZ, EWA, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COVACH, DANIELLE M, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KUMAR, PUNIT, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boscobel</td>
<td>Gundersen Boscobel Area Hospital &amp; Clinics</td>
<td>205 Parker St Boscobel, WI 53805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-608-375-4112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LYKE, JEANNE, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DANIELL, REBECCA S, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cassville</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grant Regional Community Clinic</td>
<td>222 W Amelia St Cassville, WI 53806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-608-723-5350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALLEN, ABBY E, PA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BURNS, ABIGAIL M, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADDISON, AMANDA S, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
INTERNAL MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y

^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAUSER, MICHELLE R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAYES, CHELSEA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PONSLEER, KATHERINE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BURNS, ABIGAIL M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CASILLAS PLAZOLA, DAVID E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LOEFFELHOlz, RACHEL E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MUECH, KELLY S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ QUICK, BRIAN A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
220 LINCOLN AVE
FENNIMORE, WI 53809
1-608-822-3737
Handicap Access: Y

^ ADDISON, AMANDA S, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CONNELLY, DARCY H, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLUG, ALLISON, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LARSON, STACEY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCCURRY, COLLEEN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PETERSON, MICHELLE R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y

^ ADDISON, AMANDA S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ALLEN, ABBY E, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CARTER, ABBY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAYES, CHELSEA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y

^ CARR, KEVIN G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KAMPS-SCHMITT, KARA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLANN, ANDREW R, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLUG, ALLISON, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MERTENS-DODGEN, MICHELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PAYNE, TERRI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAUER, CHARLENE F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SKINNERTON, MATTHEW, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y

^ CARR, KEVIN G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KAMPS-SCHMITT, KARA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLANN, ANDREW R, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLUG, ALLISON, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MERTENS-DODGEN, MICHELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PAYNE, TERRI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAUER, CHARLENE F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SKINNERTON, MATTHEW, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FENIMORE

FAMILY MEDICINE

CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC
FENNIMORE
1800 BRONSON BLVD
FENNIMORE, WI 53809
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y

^ HUBER, KRISTEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MERTENS-DODGEN, MICHELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PAYNE, TERRI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAUER, CHARLENE F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SNITKER, MATTHEW, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VALYO, KENNETH A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RUFF, HALIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SUKHWAL, ADITYA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC
FENNIMORE
1800 BRONSON BLVD
FENNIMORE, WI 53809
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y

^ RECORD, MARANDA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SLANE, ERIC G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ STADER, ERIC E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VARNAM, JESSICA H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
220 LINCOLN AVE
FENNIMORE, WI 53809
1-608-822-3363
Handicap Access: Y

^ DANIELL, REBECCA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DORST, NANCY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KIELER, ANDREW N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIELER
FAMILY MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH KIELER CLINIC
3695 PRISM LN
KIELER, WI 53812
1-608-568-3107
Handicap Access: Y

^ ANDERSON, MACKENZIE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BRANT, MICHELLE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CHAMBERS, BRITTANY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DROESZLER, ZACHARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAUSER, MICHELLE R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAYES, CHELSEA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KAMPS-SCHMITT, KARA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LAMPMAN, FAITH, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LUCAS, ANN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCMAHON, KELLY S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCQUILLAN, KATHERINE S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MEIER, KYLIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MIESS, CHRISTINA A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MILLIN, SHANNON L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ OLDAKER-TERDROW, DEBRA K, ARNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ OSTERBERGER, ALEXANDRIA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PONSLER, KATHERINE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RADER, EMILY M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SHANNON, BROOKE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SVIRCEV, ANNA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ TIBBITS, AMY L, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

SOUTHWEST HEALTH KIELER CLINIC
3695 PRISM LN
KIELER, WI 53812
1-608-568-3107
Handicap Access: Y

^ CARR, KEVIN G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KAMPS-SCHMITT, KARA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LUEY, MARTHA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LUCEAS, ANN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCMAHON, KELLY S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCQUILLAN, KATHERINE S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MEIER, KYLIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MIESS, CHRISTINA A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MILLIN, SHANNON L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ OLDAKER-TERDROW, DEBRA K, ARNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ OSTERBERGER, ALEXANDRIA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PONSLER, KATHERINE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RADTKE, EMILY M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SHANNON, BROOKE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SVIRCEV, ANNA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ TIBBITS, AMY L, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH KIELER CLINIC
3695 PRISM LN
KIELER, WI 53812
1-608-568-3107
Handicap Access: Y

^ SCHARSCHMIDT, TRAVIS, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAUSER, MICHELLE R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAYES, CHELSEA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PONSLER, KATHERINE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WHITE, RONALD J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDiatric MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH KIELER CLINIC
3695 PRISM LN
KIELER, WI 53812
1-608-568-3107
Handicap Access: Y

^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAUSER, MICHELLE R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAYES, CHELSEA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PONSLER, KATHERINE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LANCASTER

FAMILY MEDICINE

GRANT REGIONAL COMMUNITY CLINIC
507 S MONROE ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2131
Handicap Access: Y

^ ALLEN, ABBY E, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ALLEN, ABBY E, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CASILLAS PLAZOLA, DAVID E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ JAMES, ELI T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLEIN, JESSICA L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MARTIN, NEIL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LANCASTER FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
9177 OLD POTOSI RD
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-4300
Handicap Access: Y

^ CHEEMA, SABEENA K, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ EDGE, RENEE D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ STADER, JOSEPH T, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

GRANT REGIONAL COMMUNITY CLINIC
507 S MONROE ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2131
Handicap Access: Y

^ BURNS, ABIGAIL M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CASILLAS PLAZOLA, DAVID E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ QUICK, BRIAN A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REUTER, KATHERINE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WHITE, RONALD J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
### FAMILY MEDICINE

**UPLAND HILLS HEALTH CLINIC - MONTFORT**
202 W US HWY 18
MONTFORT, WI 53569
1-608-945-8308

* Handicap Access: Y
  * HARTLINE, RACHEL H, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * NEMITZ, MISTY L, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * WANEK, STEPHANIE A, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MUSCODA HEALTH CENTER**
1075 N WISCONSIN AVE
MUSCODA, WI 53573
1-608-739-3113

* Handicap Access: Y
  * BANKER, ANNA G, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * BUTRICK, ROBIN M, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * COOKE, WILLIAM T, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * DICKMAN, JAMES J, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * KROLL, BRIAN, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * NGUYEN, MYSA, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * PULS, KATHRYN E, NP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * SINNETT, KAREN R, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * TAYLOR, JENNA, FNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * THOMAS, LAUREN E, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### INTERNAL MEDICINE

**GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER**
507 S MONROE ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2143

* Handicap Access: Y
  * TOBERT, DAREN G, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SOUTHWEST BEHAVIORAL SERVICES**
1185 N ELM ST
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331

* Handicap Access: N
  * LEVY, MARTHA, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### FAMILY MEDICINE

**GU N D E R S E N  B O S C O B E L A R E A H O S P I T A L & C L I N I C S**
525 N WISCONSIN AVE
MUSCODA, WI 53573
1-608-375-4144

* Handicap Access: Y
  * ADDISON, AMANDA S, APNP
    Telehealth Optional
    Phone/Video
    3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * CONNELLY, DARCY H, PA-C
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * KLUG, ALLISON, PA
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * LARSON, STACEY, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * MCCURRY, COLLEEN L, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * PETERSON, MICHELLE R, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * RUFF, HALIE, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * SUKHVAL, ADITYA, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

**GU N D E R S E N  B O S C O B E L A R E A H O S P I T A L & C L I N I C S**
525 N WISCONSIN AVE
MUSCODA, WI 53573
1-608-375-4144

* Handicap Access: Y
  * LAWLER, TARYN A, DO
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * LAMPMAN, FAITH, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * LEVY, MARTHA, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * LUCAS, ANN M, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### INTERNAL MEDICINE

**GU N D E R S E N  B O S C O B E L A R E A H O S P I T A L & C L I N I C S**
525 N WISCONSIN AVE
MUSCODA, WI 53573
1-608-375-4144

* Handicap Access: Y
  * DANIELL, REBECCA S, MD
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
  * MILLIN, SHANNON L, APNP
    Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ODLAKER-TEDROW, DEBRA K, ARNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OSTEBERGER, ALEXANDRIA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ PONSLER, KATHERINE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ RADTKE, EMILY M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SHAUNN, BROOKE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STADER, ANDREW E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SVIRCEV, ANNA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TIBBITS, AMY L, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WHEELS, CHRISTOPHER L, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WEETS, DAWN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y

^ ADDISON, AMANDA S, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ANDERSON, MACKENZIE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BARRY, KORI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BLUME, CATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BRANT, MICHELLE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CHAMBERS, BRITTANY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DROESZLER, ZACHARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

^ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
FAMILY MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1904 FIRST CENTER AVE
BRODHEAD, WI 53520
1-608-897-2191
Handicap Access: Y

BOHN, MORGAN S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHANSON, LUKE A, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NESEMEYER, STEPHANIE, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMIDT, KELSEY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, MELISSA A, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BETHUNE, SERENE, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHAMBERS, SUSIE, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOVER, ALYSSA, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JAEGGI, JANELLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHANSON, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHANSON, LUKE A, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MACNACK, ROBERT B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MANLEY, TYLER D, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OMOWANILE, OMOLOLU D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATTERSON, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATTERSON, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMIDT, KELSEY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
100 W 8TH ST
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-1940
Handicap Access: Y

BETHUNE, SERENE, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROWN, ELICIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORMANKIEWICZ, SARA M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHANSON, LUKE A, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MANLEY, TYLER D, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATTERSON, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RSO, ANGELA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RYLAND, JOY E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, CHRISTOPHER, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH MONROE HOSPITAL
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-1000
Handicap Access: Y

HOOVER, ALYSSA, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATTERSON, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWCAP NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH PARTNERS
1017 17TH ST
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-348-9766
Handicap Access: Y

CRANE, JULAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FREY, JOHN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, AMY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KING, JANIS, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ENGLISH

**NEW GLARUS**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1800 2ND ST
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-527-5296
Handicap Access: Y

- HESSELING, KELLY M, NP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HOESLY, BROOKE, NP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MACNACK, ROBERT B, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PEDIATRIC MEDICINE**

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1800 2ND ST
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-527-5296
Handicap Access: Y

- CRANE, JULAN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- FREY, JOHN P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GEIER, LINDSAY M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- REBEDEW, KATHRYN J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GREEN LAKE COUNTY**

**MARKESAN**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
730 N MARGARET ST
MARKESAN, WI 53946
1-920-398-2406
Handicap Access: Y

- MCSHANE, LEESA A, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ENGLISH**

**IOWA COUNTY**

**BARNEVELD**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

UPLAND HILLS HEALTH CLINIC - BARNEVELD
103 QUAIL RIDGE DR
BARNEVELD, WI 53507
1-608-924-1088
Handicap Access: Y

- CLERKIN, KATHLEEN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KEESNEY, MEGAN S, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS**

UPLAND HILLS HEALTH CLINIC - BARNEVELD
103 QUAIL RIDGE DR
BARNEVELD, WI 53507
1-608-924-1088
Handicap Access: Y

- MCGRAW, JODI P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DODGEVILLE**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

DODGEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER OF UPLAND HILLS HEALTH
1204 N JOSEPH ST
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2308
Handicap Access: Y

- KEITH, RACHEL R, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MULLIN, PETER G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**INTERNAL MEDICINE**

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - DODGEVILLE
833 S IOWA ST
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-3301
Handicap Access: Y

- HARTLINE, RACHEL H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- REYNOLDS, COURTNEY R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MINERAL POINT**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

MINERAL POINT MEDICAL CTR OF UPLAND HILLS HEALTH
104 HIGH ST
MINERAL POINT, WI 53565
1-608-987-2346
Handicap Access: Y

- BERGER, KAREN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SCHAAF, SARAH Z, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- WALLACE-BAWDEN, CHELSEY M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MINERAL POINT**

- NEMITZ, MISTY L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HIGHLAND**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

UPLAND HILLS HEALTH CLINIC - HIGHLAND
723 MAIN ST
HIGHLAND, WI 53543
1-608-929-4518
Handicap Access: Y

- HARTLINE, RACHEL H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MINERAL POINT**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

MINERAL POINT MEDICAL CTR OF UPLAND HILLS HEALTH
104 HIGH ST
MINERAL POINT, WI 53565
1-608-987-2346
Handicap Access: Y

- BERGER, KAREN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SCHAAF, SARAH Z, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- WALLACE-BAWDEN, CHELSEY M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MINERAL POINT**

- NEMITZ, MISTY L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS**

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - DODGEVILLE
833 S IOWA ST
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-3301
Handicap Access: Y

- BLABAUM, JOHN H, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- JEWELL, EMILY L, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KLEIN, PATRICK J, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MINERAL POINT**

**FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS**

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MINERAL POINT
227 COMMERCE ST
MINERAL POINT, WI 53565
1-608-987-2391
Handicap Access: Y

- BLABAUM, JOHN H, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1800 2ND ST
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-527-5296
Handicap Access: Y

- MILLER, ANGELA C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- REBEDEW, KATHRYN J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- REICHERT, HEATHER K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- GRUENENFELDER, GRUENENFELDER
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KEESNEY, MEGAN S, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- KLEIN, PATRICK J, APNP
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH

- NEMITZ, MISTY L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- BLABAUM, JOHN H, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- WALLACE-BAWDEN, CHELSEY M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- HARTLINE, RACHEL H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- NEMITZ, MISTY L, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Languages Spoken:**

- Handicap Access: Y
- 1-608-924-1088
- 1-608-935-2308
- 1-608-935-3301
- 1-608-937-7000
- 1-608-987-2391
- 1-608-929-4518

- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
FORT HEALTHCARE INTEGRATED FAMILY CARE CLINIC
1520 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-5500
Handicap Access: Y

BRANTMEIER, SCOTT J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DALEY, PATRICK T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DARLING, KAYLIN G, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCQUIRE, JEFFREY P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEYER, SHAUNA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TOULA, KELLY R, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE CENTER FOR WOMENS HEALTH
650 MCMILLEN ST
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-8900
Handicap Access: Y

GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE INTEGRATED FAMILY CARE CLINIC
1520 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-5500
Handicap Access: Y

KOENIG, LAURA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RIHAWI, MOUHAMMED, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WINTER, JENNIFER A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE CENTER FOR WOMENS HEALTH
650 MCMILLEN ST
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-8900
Handicap Access: Y

GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE PAIN MANAGEMENT CLINIC
1604 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-568-6596
Handicap Access: N

VANSELOW, LINDSAY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN CENTERS OF WISCONSIN - FORT ATKINSON
1604 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-888-901-7246
Handicap Access: Y

VANSELOW, LINDSAY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE INTERNAL MEDICINE & PEDIATRICS
500 MCMILLEN ST
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-5571
Handicap Access: Y

RUNTE, LAUREL J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHULTZ, DANE R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE INTERNAL MEDICINE & PEDIATRICS
611 SHERMAN AVE E
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-568-5000
Handicap Access: Y

WINTER, JENNIFER A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILLIAMS, DONALD L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES
1504 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-7888
Handicap Access: Y

VANSELOW, LINDSAY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH FORT ATKINSON
1620 MEHTA LN
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-6544
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JEFFERSON

FAMILY MEDICINE

FORT HEALTHCARE JEFFERSON
840 W RACINE AVE
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
1-920-674-6000
Handicap Access: Y

DETHIER, MIRANDA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUENTHER, RACHEL F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOLKOVICH, CHERYL A, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MISORSKI, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JEFFERSON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
1541 ANNEX RD
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
1-920-674-3105
Handicap Access: Y

BONACCORSI, MARY T, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

FORT HEALTHCARE JEFFERSON
840 W RACINE AVE
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
1-920-674-6000
Handicap Access: Y

GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERNAL MEDICINE

FORT HEALTHCARE JEFFERSON
840 W RACINE AVE
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
1-920-674-6000
Handicap Access: Y

JENNICH, HEIDI J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWEENEY, CATHERINE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON CREEK

FAMILY MEDICINE

FORT HEALTHCARE JOHNSON CREEK
400 DOCTORS CT
JOHNSON CREEK, WI 53038
1-920-699-4000
Handicap Access: Y

DETHIER, MIRANDA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUENTHER, RACHEL F, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MISORSKI, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOLFF-ELLIFSON, JACQUELINE S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THREE OAKS HEALTH
480 VILLAGE WALK LN
STE F
JOHNSON CREEK, WI 53038
1-920-542-3010
Handicap Access: N

HUNTER, CATHY A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILFORD, JAMES A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NAGEL, LINNEA, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC JOHNSON CREEK CLINIC
540 VILLAGE WALK LN
JOHNSON CREEK, WI 53038
1-920-699-6200
Handicap Access: N

GAY, KRISTINE M, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOTHE, KATHERINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLER, AMBER K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMILEY, DAVID G, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STINNETT, DANA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOLFF-ELLIFSON, JACQUELINE S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE JOHNSON CREEK CLINIC
1025 MULBERRY ST
JOHNSON CREEK, WI 53038
1-920-563-5571
Handicap Access: Y

JACQUELINE S, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC LAKE MILLS CLINIC
1025 MULBERRY ST
LAKE MILLS, WI 53551
1-920-648-4518
Handicap Access: Y

GAY, KRISTINE M, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOTHE, KATHERINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLER, AMBER K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMILEY, DAVID G, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VAN REESEN, WHITNEY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAKE MILLS

FAMILY MEDICINE

FORT HEALTHCARE LAKE MILLS
200 E TYRANENA PARK RD
LAKE MILLS, WI 53551
1-920-648-8393
Handicap Access: Y

HALBERSMA, BRIDGET A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ISAACSON, STUART L, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHILBIN, JENNIFER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RUNTE, LAUREL J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOTTESTAD, STEPHANIE L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC LAKE MILLS CLINIC
1025 MULBERRY ST
LAKE MILLS, WI 53551
1-920-648-4518
Handicap Access: Y

GAY, KRISTINE M, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOTHE, KATHERINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLER, AMBER K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMILEY, DAVID G, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VAN REESEN, WHITNEY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
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WHYTE, BRETT S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOJTOWICZ, TRAVIS, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAUSTON

FAMILY MEDICINE

MILE BLUFF CLINIC
1040 DIVISION ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-847-5000
Handicap Access: Y

BJELLAND, TIMOTHY D, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRANDT, RANDALL S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CUSTER, CRISTINA A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DENDURA, AGNIESZKA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GOTHARD, MARGARET E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUNDERSON, KATHERINE E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOFFMANN, DAVID M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JENSEN, CHRISTINE M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOHNSON, SHAWN P, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KATTENBRAKER, DANIEL W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KIDD, CATHERINE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KOVACH, CASSONDRA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MYERS, BRYAN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OLSON, ANGELA M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RADANT, LEON J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RUDY, PAUL M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SABEY, KIMBERLEY E, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SENDLbach, WADE R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STANEK QUINN, BARBARA J, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VON ARX, BROOKE M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE

MILE BLUFF MEDICAL CENTER
1050 DIVISION ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-847-6161
Handicap Access: Y

FERNANDEZ, ALICIA-MARIA, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NECEDAH

FAMILY MEDICINE

NECEDAH FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
1408 WHEELIHAN AVE
NECEDAH, WI 54646
1-608-566-2000
Handicap Access: Y

GATZKE-PLAMANN, ANGELA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STANEK QUINN, BARBARA J, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VON ARX, BROOKE M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

MILE BLUFF MEDICAL CENTER
1040 DIVISION ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-847-5000
Handicap Access: Y

BUTTERFIELD, KEVIN A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NECEDAH FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
1408 WHEELIHAN AVE
NECEDAH, WI 54646
1-608-566-2000
Handicap Access: Y

PLAMANN, RYAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW LISBON

FAMILY MEDICINE

NEW LISBON FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
901 W BRIDGE ST
NEW LISBON, WI 53950
1-608-562-3111
Handicap Access: Y

FENWICK, ANNE B, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NACHREINER, GLORIA J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STANEK QUINN, BARBARA J, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WONEWOC

FAMILY MEDICINE

ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUARDSEN LUTHERAN
301 RAILROAD ST
WONEWOC, WI 53968
1-608-464-3575
Handicap Access: Y

ERIE, SAMANTHA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GAGLIARDO, BETH M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HELLERUDE-BORCHARDT, SUSAN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MEYER, ZACHARY S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
O’ROURKE, KATHERINE A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SHOSKEY, RICHARD H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WHYTE, BRETT S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUARDSEN LUTHERAN
301 RAILROAD ST
WONEWOC, WI 53968
1-608-464-3575
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, ANDREA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LA CROSSE COUNTY

LA CROSSE
Primary Care Clinic

Argyle

Primary Care Clinic
107 Center St
Argyle, WI 53504
1-608-543-3392
Handicap Access: Y

- Bourquin, Lisa A, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Cleary, Martin J, MD
Languages Spoken: English

- Gruenenfelder, Dana B, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Hay, Donald T, DO
Languages Spoken: English

- Reisen-Garvey, Michelle L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Suthers, Lucas, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Tibbits, Amy L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Urs, Cheyanne E, PA
Languages Spoken: English

- Whalen, Mitchell J, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

Blanchardville

Primary Care Clinic
309 S Main St
Blanchardville, WI 53516
1-608-776-5820
Handicap Access: Y

- Bourquin, Lisa A, APNP
Languages Spoken: English, Spanish

- Hay, Donald T, DO
Languages Spoken: English

- Reisen-Garvey, Michelle L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Suthers, Lucas, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Tibbits, Amy L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Urs, Cheyanne E, PA
Languages Spoken: English

- Whalen, Mitchell J, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

Darlington

Memorial Hospital of Lafayette County
800 Clays St
Darlington, WI 53530
1-608-776-4466
Handicap Access: Y

- Bourquin, Lisa A, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Cleary, Martin J, MD
Languages Spoken: English

- Gruenenfelder, Dana B, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Hay, Donald T, DO
Languages Spoken: English

- Reisen-Garvey, Michelle L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Suthers, Lucas, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Tibbits, Amy L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Urs, Cheyanne E, PA
Languages Spoken: English

- Whalen, Mitchell J, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

Shullsburg

Primary Care Clinic
104 S Judgement St
Shullsburg, WI 53586
1-608-965-4475
Handicap Access: Y

- Bourquin, Lisa A, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Cleary, Martin J, MD
Languages Spoken: English

- Gruenenfelder, Dana B, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

- Hay, Donald T, DO
Languages Spoken: English

- Reisen-Garvey, Michelle L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

- Suthers, Lucas, APNP
Languages Spoken: English
**FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS**

**PRIMARY CARE CLINIC**
SHULLSBURG
104 S JUDGEMENT ST
SHULLSBURG, WI 53586
1-800-965-4475
Handicap Access: Y
◆ SOLVERSON, MATTHEW W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
◆ THOMAS, MELINDA J, PA
Languages Spoken: SPANISH
◆ WEIL, CHRISTINA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MARQUETTE COUNTY**

**OXFORD**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

**ASPIRUS OXFORD CLINIC**
N4390 CROSSROADS CLINIC RD
OXFORD, WI 53952
1-800-589-5333
Handicap Access: Y
◆ BARDEN, CHRISTI JO, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
◆ BLOHM, BRENDA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
◆ CHO, EUNJU, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
◆ HALFMANN, SARAH J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
◆ LIEGEL, PAYTON J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
◆ SWAN, JAMES M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PEDIATRIC MEDICINE**

**ASPIRUS OXFORD CLINIC**
N4390 CROSSROADS CLINIC RD
OXFORD, WI 53952
1-800-589-5333
Handicap Access: Y
◆ PEREZ-ROMANO, LORENZO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**INFORMATION**

◆ May choose as a primary care provider
◆ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
◆ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
◆ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**Internal Medicine**

**Midwest Nephrology Associates**
9420 S 22nd St
Oak Creek, WI 53154
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: Y

- Ganne, Vasundhara, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Wauwatosa**

**Advent Wauwatosa**
2885 N Mayfair Rd
Wauwatosa, WI 53222
1-888-938-3838
Handicap Access: N

- Dahlinger, Kathryn M, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Hughes, Alethia F, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Peters, Matthew E, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Metropolitan Urology Group**
2600 N Mayfair Rd
Ste 545
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
1-414-476-0600
Handicap Access: Y

- Mustas, William P, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Milwaukee GI Specialists**
1033 N Mayfair Rd
Ste 101
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
1-414-454-0600
Handicap Access: Y

- Firkus, Lauryn, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Tosa Pediatrics**
8651 W North Ave
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
1-414-774-9200
Handicap Access: N

- Dillon, Virginia, NP
  Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Pediatric Medicine**

**Milwaukee GI Specialists**
1033 N Mayfair Rd
Ste 101
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
1-414-454-0600
Handicap Access: Y

- Mayer, Alan N, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Rivera, Maria T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Tosa Pediatrics**
8651 W North Ave
Wauwatosa, WI 53226
1-414-774-9200
Handicap Access: N

- Braun, Hannah R, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Brill, Catherine M, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Dillon, Virginia, NP
  Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Infectious Disease Specialists of SE WI**
8901 W Lincoln Ave
West Allis, WI 53227
1-262-786-4550
Handicap Access: N

- Hong, Jennifer J, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Midwest Nephrology Associates**
1800 S 108th St
West Allis, WI 53214
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

- Ganne, Vasundhara, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Midwest Nephrology Associates**
8901 W Lincoln Ave
West Allis, WI 53227
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

- Ganne, Vasundhara, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Outagamie County**

**Appleton**

**Christian Family Solutions**
4351 W College Ave
Ste 410
Appleton, WI 54914
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y

- Weyenberg, Tammy E, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Ozaukee County**

**Mequon**

**Familys Medicine**

**Lifestance Health**
11649 N Port Washington Rd
Ste 201
Mequon, WI 53092
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: N

- Klotz, Carolyn J, NP
  Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Tsyrulnykov, Eduard, APNP
  Telehealth Optional Video
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Racine County**

**Mount Pleasant**

**Internal Medicine**

**Midwest Nephrology Associates**
13250 Washington Ave
Mount Pleasant, WI 53177
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: Y

- Ganne, Vasundhara, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Waterford**
**FAMILY MEDICINE**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**

790 CORNERSTONE CROSSING
WATERFORD, WI 53185
1-262-928-1977
Handicap Access: Y

- WOLFE, JOSEPH M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- WOOLEVER, JON L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- ZIELKE, ALYSSA N, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**RICHLAND COUNTY**

**RICHLAND CENTER**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

**RICHLAND HOSPITAL**

333 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

- CHERRY, ANDREA A, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- COOKE, WILLIAM T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- CORNELIUS, CRISTINE L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- DICKMAN, JAMES J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- ELLIAS, YAKUB A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- EWING, ALLISON G, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GRADE, MATTHEW P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KROLL, BRIAN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NGUYEN, MYSA, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- PULS, KATHRYN E, NP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- TAYLOR, JENNA, FNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- THOMAS, LAUREN E, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS**

**RICHLAND HOSPITAL**

333 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

- LAWLER, TARYN A, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LAWLER, TARYN A, DO
  Languages Spoken: SPANISH
- RICHARDS, CHRISTINE S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**INTERNAL MEDICINE**

**RICHLAND HOSPITAL**

333 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

- WHITNEY, COURTNEY W, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ROCK COUNTY**

**BELOIT**

**FAMILY MEDICINE**

**BELOIT AREA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER**

74 ECLIPSE CTR
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-800-361-0311
Handicap Access: Y

- ANDERSON, LAURA A, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BEDWARD, DARCEY J, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LAKE-MELTON, STEPHANIE M, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SOCHA, CAITLYN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- TAMANJI, MARIE M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC**

1905 HUEBEE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y

- BENTKOWSKI, MAREK, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BLOMBERG, BRITTANY, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- CHO-ESCALANTE, JENNIFER S, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- CLAYTON, ERIN T, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- FIELD, TRISHA L, NP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GOETZEN, MARIA M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MAXEY, MEREDITH A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- PRESS, BETSY R, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- TECARRO, CHRISTEL, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- WANG, JACK-KY, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- FREDERICK, JOSHUA G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- RUDISILL, STEPHEN R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MAY choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BURNS, KARRIE R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CAYEY, ANDREA R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHAO, BENJAMIN, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GARCIA, PAUL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KACHHAWALA, FURKHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BAIRD, SUSAN K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHARMA, DIVYA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MITCHELL, DANIELLE E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROSA, ANGELITA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHEUING, MEAGAN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KANDEL, NATHAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAYLOR, CHRISTOPHER C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BAIRD, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCHSNER, WHITNEY A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Waraksa, juliA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RITTER, CARI L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEPER, KATIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIVIMAKI, ALEX, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATTISON, LAURA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEPER, KATIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RITTER, CARI L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SABOURIN, MARY ELLEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
505 BROADWAY
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-4200
Handicap Access: Y

CONSIDINE, GRETCHEN F, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - BARABOO
1700 TUTTLE ST
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-1240
Handicap Access: Y

CARLSON, ETHAN W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DE LONG, BRIDGET S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GEHIN, CHERYL L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANNAH, STUART G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRSZJZANIEK, RANDY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
INTERNAL MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - BARABOO
1700 TUTTLE ST
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-3800
Handicap Access: Y
MARA, TRUDY A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - BARABOO
1700 TUTTLE ST
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-3800
Handicap Access: Y
ANKUMAH SAIKOOM, JASON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PLAIN

FAMILY MEDICINE

PLAIN MEDICAL CLINIC
825 MAIN ST
PLAIN, WI 53577
1-608-546-4211
Handicap Access: Y

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

PLAIN MEDICAL CLINIC
825 MAIN ST
PLAIN, WI 53577
1-608-546-4211
Handicap Access: Y

PRAIRIE DU SAC

FAMILY MEDICINE

ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES OF SAUK PRAIRIE
260 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-2471
Handicap Access: Y

FURUKAWA, MASARU, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KREY, DAVID P, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PAUQUETTE CENTER
50 PRAIRIE AVE
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3147
Handicap Access: Y
PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SAUK PRAIRIE HEALTHCARE CAMPUS CLINIC
260 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3111
Handicap Access: Y
DENU, MARIA A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

PRAIRIE CLINIC OB/GYN
250 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3351
Handicap Access: Y
BAKER, MARIBETH H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUSS, TREVVER C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VARLEY, THOMAS J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SAUK PRAIRIE HEALTHCARE CAMPUS CLINIC
250 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-7171
Handicap Access: Y
DENU, MARIA A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL PRACTICE

SAUK PRAIRIE HEALTHCARE
260 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3311
Handicap Access: Y
NELSON, LORI A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG

FAMILY MEDICINE

RAMC PHYSICIANS GROUP
1900 N DEWEY AVE
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6477
Handicap Access: Y
BATIE, VIRGINIA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BREY, ALLISON R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUSSER, SHARESEA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CASTILLO, ALICIA C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHERNEY, HEATHER H, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487
Handicap Access: Y
BATIE, VIRGINIA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CASTILLO, ALICIA C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHERNEY, HEATHER H, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- GIERKE, SAMANTHA J, PA-C
  Telehealth Optional
  Chat/Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- KAST, CARRIE, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MCafee, Amanda M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Rockweiler, Tammy, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Smith, Emmaleigh M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Sullivan, Cassie S, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Warnke, Stacey C, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Weiss, Emily M, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL SPECIALTY CENTER
1104 21ST ST
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-768-3903
Handicap Access: Y

- Dingwall, Elizabeth A, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY MEDICINE W/ OBSTETRICS

RAMC PHYSICIANS GROUP
1900 N DEWEY AVE
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6477
Handicap Access: Y

- Kincaid, Steven W, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK CITY

FAMILY MEDICINE

PRAIRIE CLINIC
112 HELEN ST
SAUK CITY, WI 53583
1-608-643-3351
Handicap Access: Y

- BAKER, Maribeth H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

PRAIRIE CLINIC
112 HELEN ST
SAUK CITY, WI 53583
1-608-643-3351
Handicap Access: Y

- Buss, Trever C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Johnson, Steven J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Mcaliffe, John, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Varley, Thomas J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPRING GREEN

FAMILY MEDICINE

RIVER VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
436 SUNRISE DR
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-2502
Handicap Access: Y

- Fortney, Luke W, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Furukawa, Masaru, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPRING GREEN MEDICAL CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-7413
Handicap Access: Y

- Banker, Anna G, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Bard, Neil N, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Butrick, Robin M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Cooke, William T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Cornelius, Cristine L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Dicksman, James J, MD

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
2750 GOLF RD
DELAFIELD, WI 53018
1-262-928-4900

HARTLAND

FAMILY MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
1500 WALNUT RIDGE DR
HARTLAND, WI 53029
1-262-928-7500
Handicap Access: Y

WATSON, ROGER D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZEMAN, JENNIFER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MENOMONEE FALLS

INTERNAL MEDICINE

INFECTION DISEASE
SPECILISTS OF SE WI
W180N8085 TOWN HALL RD
MENOMONEE FALLS, WI
1-262-786-4550
Handicap Access: Y

HONG, JENNIFER J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUKWONAGO

FAMILY MEDICINE

MILWAUKEE GI
SPECIALISTS
240 MAPLE AVE
STE 2200
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-414-454-0600
Handicap Access: N

FIRKUS, LAURYN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
ONDROLOGY
240 W MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-549-2229
Handicap Access: N

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOMENS HEALTH CARE

240 W MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL PRACTICE

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-414-454-0600
Handicap Access: N

CARRON, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KWIATT, JAMES T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LANTZ, HELEN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH
Languages Spoken: English
Handicap Access: N

MAYER, ALAN N, MD
Languages Spoken: English

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

ALI, ZUBER S, MD
Languages Spoken: English

FARIS, SEAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: English

GNYAWALI, RITA, MD
Languages Spoken: English

WHORLEY, LAURIE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

ZGANJAR, JOY, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

TIMOTHY G MCAVOY MD
S69 W15636 JANESVILLE RD
MUSKEGO, WI 53150
1-262-928-7000
Handicap Access: Y

MCAVOY, TIMOTHY G, MD
Languages Spoken: English

PEDIATRIC MEDICINE

MUSKEGO

FAMILY MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
S69 W15636 JANESVILLE RD
MUSKEGO, WI 53150
1-262-928-7000
Handicap Access: Y

DAHMS, VONDA B, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

DAVIES, ELIZABETH M, MD
Languages Spoken: English

LARSON, JILL C, DO
Languages Spoken: English

WITTCHOW, ALISON, MD
Languages Spoken: English

LAPOW, CARRIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

NEW BERLIN

FAMILY MEDICINE

NEZIH Z HASANOGLU DO
13700 W NATIONAL AVE
STE 116
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-782-5662
Handicap Access: Y

HASANOGLU, NEZIH Z, DO
Languages Spoken: Turkish

INTERNAL MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
S69 W15636 JANESVILLE RD
MUSKEGO, WI 53150
1-262-928-7000
Handicap Access: Y

CHAPMAN, JAMES M, MD
Languages Spoken: English

CHENG, DANIEL, MD
Languages Spoken: English

MARQUEZ, GILBERTO, MD
Languages Spoken: English

THIRUMAKIZHMARAN, UMA, MD
Languages Spoken: English

ABEYTA, EMILY M, MD
Languages Spoken: English

BUCHBERGER, JESSICA, DO
Languages Spoken: English

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

EDWARDS, WENDY, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

GENERAL PRACTICE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

RUNNING, CHARLES R, MD
Languages Spoken: English

STAUDER, SCOTT W, MD
Languages Spoken: English

TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

TETZLAFF, VICKI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

WINKOSKI, JEFFREY D, MD
Languages Spoken: English

INTERNAL MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

MOORE, LISA, MD
Languages Spoken: English

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

RUNNING, CHARLES R, MD
Languages Spoken: English

STAUDER, SCOTT W, MD
Languages Spoken: English

TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

TETZLAFF, VICKI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

WINKOSKI, JEFFREY D, MD
Languages Spoken: English

SUMMARY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

RUNNING, CHARLES R, MD
Languages Spoken: English

STAUDER, SCOTT W, MD
Languages Spoken: English

TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

TETZLAFF, VICKI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

WINKOSKI, JEFFREY D, MD
Languages Spoken: English

• May choose as a primary care provider

• Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

• Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

• This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 120
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-414-454-0600

May choose as a primary care provider

HANDICAPE ACCESS: Y

CARRON, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KWIAIT, JAMES T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LANTZ, HELEN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

MOHOREK, MATTHEW R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SANTHARAM, RAJESH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

VELEZ, MARIO J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 125
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-414-454-0600

May choose as a primary care provider

HANDICAPE ACCESS: N

CARRON, DAVID A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KWIAIT, JAMES T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SANTHARAM, RAJESH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-414-454-0600

May choose as a primary care provider

HANDICAPE ACCESS: Y

SCHMALZ, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**Languages Spoken:**

- **ENGLISH**
- **CANTINESE**
- **CHINESE**
- **GRIEBACH, SIMON B, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **KOENIG, KELSEY, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **KRASOVICH, SUSANNE M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **LONGEY, MAUREEN P, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **SMITH, JAMI L, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TETZLAF, VICKI L, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **WITT, ANNA M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **OVERHEAD, MAUREEN P, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **WITT, ANNA M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**

**Handicap Access:**

- **Y**

**Medicaid:**

- **Yes**

**Languages Spoken:**

- **CANTINESE**
- **CHINESE**
- **GRIEBACH, SIMON B, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **KOENIG, KELSEY, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **KRASOVICH, SUSANNE M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **LONGEY, MAUREEN P, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **SMITH, JAMI L, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TETZLAF, VICKI L, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **WITT, ANNA M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**

**ProHealth Care Medical Group**

**Waukesha, WI 53188**

**Languages Spoken:**

- **ENGLISH**
- **CANTINESE**
- **CHINESE**
- **GRIEBACH, SIMON B, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **KOENIG, KELSEY, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **KRASOVICH, SUSANNE M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **LONGEY, MAUREEN P, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **SMITH, JAMI L, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **TETZLAF, VICKI L, APNP** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**
- **WITT, ANNA M, MD** Languages Spoken: **ENGLISH**

**Handicap Access:**

- **Y**

**May choose as a primary care provider**

**Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.**

**Provides services in this community on a limited basis.**

**This provider sees patients at multiple locations.**
Specialists

Number of contracted specialists: 6081

**ILLINOIS**

**DE KALB COUNTY**

**SYCAMORE**

**CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY**

OSF CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
2540 HAUSER ROSS DR STE 250
SYCAMORE, IL 60178
1-815-754-2458
Handicap Access: Y

DHANEKULA, LEELA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TELFER, EDWARD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIOLOGY**

OSF CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
2540 HAUSER ROSS DR STE 250
SYCAMORE, IL 60178
1-815-754-2458
Handicap Access: Y

DHANEKULA, LEELA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HISER, MARK W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KURIEN, SHAUN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZAVERDAS, GEORGE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY**

OSF CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
2540 HAUSER ROSS DR STE 250
SYCAMORE, IL 60178
1-815-754-2458
Handicap Access: Y

NATESAN, VISWANATH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY

OSF CHILDRENS MEDICAL GROUP-CONGENITAL HEART CTR
2540 HAUSER ROSS DR STE 250
SYCAMORE, IL 60178
1-815-227-5600
Handicap Access: Y

BOGARAPU, SOUJANYA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GALENA**

**CHIROPRACTIC**

HEALING WATERS LASER CENTER
300 SUMMIT ST
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-776-7610
Handicap Access: Y

CLUCHEY, AGNIESZKA, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

KAREN L MALONEY MD
305 N MAIN ST STE 8
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-243-3376
Handicap Access: Y

MALONEY, KAREN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GENERAL SURGERY**

MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER
ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-777-7381
Handicap Access: Y

WAGNER, JACOB L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**COLON/RECTAL SURGERY**

OSF SURGICAL GROUP-ROCKFORD
900 N 2ND ST
ROCHELLE, IL 61068
1-815-397-7900
Handicap Access: Y

PRABHAKAR, LAWRENCE P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GALO RODAM COUNTY**

**ROCHELLE**

**CARDIOLOGY**

OSF CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
900 N 2ND ST
ROCHELLE, IL 61068
1-815-398-3000
Handicap Access: Y

KURIEN, SHAUN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOWAKEAA, SAMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WANG, XIU, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OTOLARYNGOLOGY**

MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER
ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-776-7381
Handicap Access: Y

GIVENS, DANIEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PODIATRY**

MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER
ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-776-7381
Handicap Access: Y

ROSE, JUSTIN A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY**

OSF CARDIOVASCULAR INSTITUTE
900 N 2ND ST
ROCHELLE, IL 61068
1-815-398-3000
Handicap Access: Y

MOWAKEAA, SAMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEUROLOGY

ILLINOIS
NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE
698 FEATHERSTONE RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-387-1717
Handicap Access: N

CHWAJOL, MARK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KORONKIEWICZ, ANNE, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY
NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE-ROCKFORD
535 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-387-1717
Handicap Access: Y

RASSI, CRISTIN M, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHEELOCK, KEVIN P, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y

JAMESON, DANIEL R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MULDER, BRIAN T, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY

OSF SAINT ANTHONY CENTER FOR CANCER CARE
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-227-2273
Handicap Access: Y

CEILESH, ALYSSA A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EBIE, NYAMBI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOSKINS, KENT F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JARONWANICHKUL, PAIROTE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THAI

NUTRITION

ILLINOIS
NEUROLOGICAL INSTITUTE-ROCKFORD
535 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-387-1717
Handicap Access: Y

BELLFUSS, BRENTA A, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O'BRIEN, LAURIE M, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

QUBAIH, OSAMA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y

QUBAIH, OSAMA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

ORTHOMIDWEST
2902 MCFARLAND DR
STE 300
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y

JOHNSON, ANGELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KADAR, JASON A, PA-C
Telehealth Optional

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MONTANA, KELSEY R, APRN
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROH, MICHAEL, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHWABERO, MATTHEW D, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SLIVA, CHRISTOPHER, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SOARE, SEAN C, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOMIDWEST  
324 ROXBURY RD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-398-9491  
Handicap Access: Y

BEAR, BRIAN, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRODERICK, COLIN M, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARLILE, KEVIN, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COMBS, CARLIE R, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOMIDWEST  
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61114  
1-815-398-9491  
Handicap Access: Y

HOMB, TORI L, APNP  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KARG, MICHAEL, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KORCEK, KENNETH J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCANNON, VALERIE, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCKEOWN, NICHOLAS, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCCRAGGAN, JAMES, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCKEOWN, NICHOLAS, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PONTARELLI, KASEY L, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WHITEHURST, JON, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZUSSMAN, MARC, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOMIDWEST  
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61114  
1-815-398-9491  
Handicap Access: Y

BRODERICK, COLIN M, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARLSON, TAMMY, APRN  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KROOS, AMY L, APRN  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER  
5666 E STATE ST  
ROCKFORD, IL 61108  
1-815-226-2000  
Handicap Access: Y

LESTER, GEORGE W, APRN  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SPECIALTY CLINIC- 
GUILFORD SQUARE  
688 FEATHERSTONE RD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-398-3277  
Handicap Access: Y

FERGUSON, JONATHAN L, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LOUGHLIN, TERRENCE R, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF SPECIALTY CLINIC- 
GUILFORD SQUARE  
688 FEATHERSTONE RD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-398-3277  
Handicap Access: Y

AHMAD, ZEESHAN, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARNHART, H. T, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF CHILDRENS MEDICAL GROUP- 
CONGENITAL HEART CTR  
444 ROXBURY RD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-227-5600  
Handicap Access: Y

ALBOLIRAS, ERNERIO T, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOGARAPU, SOUJANYA, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP  
6830 VILLAGREEN VW  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-282-1339  
Handicap Access: Y

FINNEGAN, DAVID C, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HAN, FRANK Y, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP- 
ORTOPEDIC SURGERY  
5666 E STATE ST STE 400  
ROCKFORD, IL 61108  
1-815-921-8929  
Handicap Access: Y

FISCHER, ANDREAS J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KROOS, AMY L, APRN  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF ROCKFORD PALLIATIVE CARE  
5666 E STATE ST  
ROCKFORD, IL 61108  
1-815-395-4548  
Handicap Access: Y

BARNHART, H. T, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SLICK, WENDY S, APRN  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF CHILDRENS MEDICAL GROUP- 
CONGENITAL HEART CTR  
444 ROXBURY RD  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-227-5600  
Handicap Access: Y

ALBOLIRAS, ERNERIO T, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOGARAPU, SOUJANYA, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP  
6830 VILLAGREEN VW  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-282-1339  
Handicap Access: Y

FINNEGAN, DAVID C, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HAN, FRANK Y, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP- 
ORTOPEDIC SURGERY  
5666 E STATE ST STE 400  
ROCKFORD, IL 61108  
1-815-921-8929  
Handicap Access: Y

FISCHER, ANDREAS J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KROOS, AMY L, APRN  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP  
6830 VILLAGREEN VW  
ROCKFORD, IL 61107  
1-815-282-1339  
Handicap Access: Y

FINNEGAN, DAVID C, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HAN, FRANK Y, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSF MEDICAL GROUP- 
ORTOPEDIC SURGERY  
5666 E STATE ST STE 400  
ROCKFORD, IL 61108  
1-815-921-8929  
Handicap Access: Y

FISCHER, ANDREAS J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Languages Spoken:

Handicap Access:

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDICURE ORTHOPEDICS

ORTHOMIDWEST
324 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
MOORE, JOHN, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
AHMAD, ZEESHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ENKE, RYAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
MOORE, JOHN, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
GILBERTSON, TIMOTHY, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
GILBERTSON, TIMOTHY, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SURGICAL ONCOLOGY

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
AMAN, JONATHAN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC SURGERY

ORTHOMIDWEST
5875 E RIVERSIDE BLVD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
GILBERTSON, TIMOTHY, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRANFORMATIONS PLASTIC SURGERY

5995 SPRING CREEK RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61114
1-815-977-4403
Handicap Access: Y
PRIOR, LANDON S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

ORTHOMIDWEST
324 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
BUSH, WILLIAM, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

ORTHOMIDWEST
324 ROXBURY RD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
1-815-398-9491
Handicap Access: Y
BUSH, WILLIAM, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PARESI, ROBERT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRYOR, LANDON S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RODRIGUEZ, PEDRO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POULAKIDAS, STATHIS J,
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Phone/Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARDGRAVE-MASSENA, LINDSAY A, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JARRARD, ALLISON, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>350 N GRANDVIEW STE G3300 DUBUQUE, IA 52001 1-563-589-2557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KASPER, KATEY, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEEHNER, LAURA, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLOKOWICZ, MADISON, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caravel Counseling and Diagnostics</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payer, Megan N, PSYD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price, Kailie, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Dyke, Christopher R, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>3505 STONEMAN RD DUBUQUE, IA 52002 1-563-585-0560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NIETO, JUAN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SPANISH
RISMA, JUSTIN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RISMA, TYLER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

THE FUERSTE EYE CLINIC
2140 JOHN F KENNEDY RD
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-582-0769
Handicap Access: Y

AUER, DAVID, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PLOESSL, LUKE, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORAL SURGERY

GREAT RIVER ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
100 BRYANT ST
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-557-1440
Handicap Access: Y

DALTON, MICHAEL J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DALTON, STEPHANIE M, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRENCH, CHRISTOPHER J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KING, THOMAS J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NAGEL, JUSTIN W, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PINGEL, KIMBERLY V, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

DUBUQUE ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEONS
1500 DELHI ST
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5999
Handicap Access: Y

BURGMEIER, JOHN, PA-C
Languages Spoken:

UNIFIED THERAPY SERVICES
4121 PENNSYLVANIA AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-583-4003
Handicap Access: Y

HENTRICH, PAIGE, PT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HEYSINGER, KELLY, PT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LOEFFHELHOLZ, KELLY, PT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
REISS, JASMINE, PT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SULLIVAN, MICHELLE, PT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

PLASTIC SURGERY AESTHETICS
3395 LAKE RIDGE DR
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-589-9119
Handicap Access: N

KENNEDY, ERIN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

DUBUQUE PODIATRY
1500 DELHI ST
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5930
Handicap Access: N

ARNZ, MICHAEL, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRANZEN, KARA, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JEDLICKA, NICOLE M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KESEY, ROBERT S, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
QUAGLIANO, TIMOTHY J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROHR, CHARLES L, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE
GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
1515 DELHI ST
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-9111
Handicap Access: Y
POWERS, BRADEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TRUMM, LAUREN E, ARNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RADIATION ONCOLOGY
WENDT REGIONAL CANCER CENTER
350 N GRANDVIEW AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-582-1861
Handicap Access: N
LINDHOLM, PAUL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY
DUBUQUE RHEUMATOLOGY
2140 JFK RD
STE B
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-583-4848
Handicap Access: Y
ISAAC, GEORGE B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE
FINLEY HOSPITAL
350 N GRANDVIEW AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52004
1-563-582-1861
Handicap Access: Y
GEISLER, SCOTT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP
1515 DELHI ST
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-9111
Handicap Access: Y

HUANG, JINGTAO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MANDARIN CHINESE

SPEECH PATHOLOGY (AUTISM)
UNIFIED THERAPY SERVICES
4121 PENNSYLVANIA AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-583-4003
Handicap Access: Y
BLEAN, GINA, SLP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ERICKSON, AUDREY, SLP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KRAFT, JENNIFER, SLP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UNIFIED THERAPY SERVICES
4121 PENNSYLVANIA AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-583-4003
Handicap Access: Y
BLEAN, GINA, SLP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ERICKSON, AUDREY, SLP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KRAFT, JENNIFER, SLP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY
UPC UROLOGY - DUBUQUE
1500 DELHI ST
STE 4300
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-5971
Handicap Access: Y
HORCHAK, ALEX M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DYERSVILLE

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
HILLS AND DALES CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
1213 12TH ST SE
STE 103
DYERSVILLE, IA 52040
1-563-875-0077
Handicap Access: Y
KASPER, KATEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
HILLS AND DALES CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
1213 12TH ST SE
STE 103
DYERSVILLE, IA 52040
1-563-875-0077
Handicap Access: Y
KASPER, KATEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JACKSON COUNTY

MAQUOKETA

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
HILLS AND DALES CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
115 S 2ND ST
STE 3
MAQUOKETA, IA 52060
1-563-748-0144
Handicap Access: Y
KASPER, KATEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
HILLS AND DALES CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
115 S 2ND ST
STE 3
MAQUOKETA, IA 52060
1-563-748-0144
Handicap Access: Y
KASPER, KATEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCOTT COUNTY

DAVENPORT
MAURHOF, BRADLEY D, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMUS, ROBERT E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAPIRO, STEPHEN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILSON, RACHEL M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

GYNECOLOGY

HEALTHFIRST NETWORK
500 MAIN ST
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
1-800-246-5743
Handicap Access: Y

POMPO, JESSICA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

HEALTHFIRST NETWORK
500 MAIN ST
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
1-800-246-5743
Handicap Access: Y

BUYESKE, KATHRYN A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZABEL, EARL W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

GUNDERSEN MOUNDVIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
402 W LAKE ST
FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934
1-800-246-5743
Handicap Access: Y

FUERBRINGER, BRENT A, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HORDYK, PETER J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROWN COUNTY

DE PERE

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

WISCONSIN EARLY AUTISM PROJECT
1141 W MAIN AVE
STE 201
DE PERE, WI 54115
1-920-338-1610
Handicap Access: Y

HOOPER, CHRISTINA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZIMMERMAN, ALI M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

WISCONSIN EARLY AUTISM PROJECT
1141 W MAIN AVE
STE 201
DE PERE, WI 54115
1-920-338-1610
Handicap Access: Y

BLIESE, MOLLY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARRIS, LEANN E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOPER, CHRISTINA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZIMMERMAN, ALI M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREEN BAY

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1575 ALLOUEZ AVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

VAN DYKE, CHRISTOPHER R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
1575 ALLOUEZ AVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

VAN DYKE, CHRISTOPHER R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
1575 ALLOUEZ AVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

VAN DYKE, CHRISTOPHER R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
2738 MANITOWOC RD
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-301-3189
Handicap Access: Y

PAYEER, MEGAN N, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VAN DYKE, CHRISTOPHER R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waters, Kylee M, BCBA</td>
<td>Behavioral Health (Autism)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1595 Alloquez Ave, Green Bay, WI 54311</td>
<td>1-920-857-9041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montes Fuentes, Paula A, BCBA</td>
<td>Behavioral Health (Autism)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1595 Alloquez Ave, Green Bay, WI 54311</td>
<td>1-920-857-9041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins, Kylee M, BCBA</td>
<td>Behavioral Health (Autism)</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>1595 Alloquez Ave, Green Bay, WI 54311</td>
<td>1-920-857-9041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - COLUMBUS SPECIALITY
1513 PARK AVE
2ND FL
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-9535
Handicap Access: Y

TORRES, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - COLUMBUS SPECIALITY
1513 PARK AVE
2ND FL
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-9535
Handicap Access: Y

ZURKO, JOANNA C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
1513 PARK AVE FIRST FL
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2431
Handicap Access: Y

YABLICK, MICHAEL W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH CLINIC - COLUMBUS
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-1200
Handicap Access: Y

MACDONALD, JUDY A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROMENS, AMANDA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE

LODI MEDICAL CLINIC
160 VALLEY DR
LODI, WI 53555
1-608-592-3296
Handicap Access: Y

FAUBERT, MELISSA S, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PORTAGE

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

UW HEALTH PORTAGE
2977 CTH CX
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-3004
Handicap Access: Y

HEALY, CHRISTOPHER T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RITTER, MICHAEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIAC SURGERY

ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC
2817 NEW PINERY RD
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-4131
Handicap Access: Y

KAO, WALTER G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

BIAGTAN, MARK J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BINDL, GREGORY A, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRAUN, JENNIFER, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DOLE, PETER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCCORMICK, THOMAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

* May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**DERMATOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - PORTAGE SPECIALTY**
2825 HUNTERS TRL
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-1063
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

---

**ENDOCRINOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - PORTAGE SPECIALTY**
2825 HUNTERS TRL
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-1063
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

---

**GENERAL SURGERY**

**ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC**
2817 NEW PINERY RD
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-4131
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

---

**INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - PORTAGE SPECIALTY**
2825 HUNTERS TRL
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-1063
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

---

**NEPHROLOGY**

**UW HEALTH PORTAGE**
2977 CTH CX
PORTAGE, WI 53901
1-608-742-3004
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Specialty</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY</td>
<td>ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC 2817 NEW PINERY RD PORTAGE, WI 53901 1-608-742-4131 Handicap Access: Y RENAKER-JANSEN, ELIZABETH A, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPHROLOGY</td>
<td>GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN DIALYSIS - PRAIRIE DU CHIEN 610 E TAYLOR ST PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53921 1-608-326-3325 Handicap Access: Y SRINIVASAN, BALAJI, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY</td>
<td>CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC PRAIRIE DU CHIEN 37868 US HWY 18 PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821 1-608-357-2500 Handicap Access: Y PETERSON, JAIME M, PA-C Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SIMON, DEBORAH A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORTHOPEDICS</td>
<td>CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH 37868 US HWY 18 PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821 1-608-357-2000 Handicap Access: Y KLEAN, KEVIN, DO Languages Spoken: ENGLISH WIER, ANDREW P, PA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTOLARYNGOLOGY</td>
<td>CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH 37868 US HWY 18 PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821 1-608-357-2000 Handicap Access: Y WILLMAN, TYLER, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
^ LUSKIN, ALLAN T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MURPHY, CAITLAN R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OLSON, ASHLEIGH A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
342 JUNCTION RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-440-8070
Handicap Access: Y
^ BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
^ LUSKIN, ALLAN T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ THORSEN, JULIA L, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
(AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
2418 CROSSROADS
STE 1600
MADISON, WI 53718
1-608-960-8921
Handicap Access: Y
^ AMACHER, ABBY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DALEY, JORDYN, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ EHLEN, ALICIA C, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KOOSTRA-CASS, ELIZABETH T, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ RIEDL, KELLY R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHEELER, IVORY A, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ VAN DYKE, CHRISTOPHER R, LPC Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4005 FELLAND RD
STE 101 AND 102
MADISON, WI 53718
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
^ ABT, NICOLE M, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ AMACHER, ABBY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CHWA, JENNIFER K, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DALEY, JORDYN, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ EHLEN, ALICIA C, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ FANONE, CARLEY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HUANG, YU-CHIAO, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MANDT, ELEANOR E, BCBA Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
ACUPUNCTURE & HERBAL MEDICINE
3240 UNIVERSITY AVE
STE 3B
MADISON, WI 53705
1-608-469-0877
^ WANG, XUEHUI, LAC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MADISON
ACUPUNCTURE & COMPLEMENTARY MEDICINE
6402 ODANA RD
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-467-9711
^ GUINTHER, AMY, LAC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HANDICAP ACCESS: N
^ GUINTHER, AMY, LAC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REMEDIY
ACUPUNCTURE
4001 NAKOOSA TRL
STE 205
MADISON, WI 53714
1-608-268-9000
Handicap Access: Y
^ IRVING, JAIME M, CAC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHOLE YOU
ACUPUNCTURE AND HEALTH CONSULTING
3330 UNIVERSITY AVE
STE 205
MADISON, WI 53705
1-608-333-1663
Handicap Access: Y
^ EIMERMANN, HEIDI M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
^ LUSKIN, ALLAN T, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MURPHY, CAITLAN R, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OLSON, ASHLEIGH A, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
MADISON EAST
559 ZOR SHRINE PL
MADISON, WI 53719
1-800-218-3781
Handicap Access: Y
^ ABT, NICOLE M, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DALEY, JORDYN, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ EHLEN, ALICIA C, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NIEDERMIR, STEPHANIE J, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ PEKSA, RICHARD M, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ RIEDL, KELLY R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHEELER, IVORY A, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SQUIRE, MARGOT K, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ VAN, JORDYN, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WEBER, SARAH A, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WINGERT, CARRIE E, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
559 ZOR SHRINE PL
MADISON, WI 53719
1-800-218-3781
Handicap Access: Y
^ ABT, NICOLE M, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ AMACHER, ABBY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CHWA, JENNIFER K, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DALEY, JORDYN, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ EHLEN, ALICIA C, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ FANONE, CARLEY, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HUANG, YU-CHIAO, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MANDT, ELEANOR E, BCBA Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
✚ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Phone/Video Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daley, Jordyn, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ehlen, Alicia C, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheeler, Ivory A, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squire, Margo K, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Dyke, Christopher R, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webber, Sarah A, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiegert, Carrie E, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payer, Megan N, Psyd</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandt, Eleanor E, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheeler, Ivory A, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squire, Margo K, BCBA</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao, Jenna, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>3rd Party Caregiver Accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
WENDRICKS HOUSE, LORI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y
LITTLEFIELD, THOMAS P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARY’S HOSPITAL MADISON
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y
KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAND SURGERY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
BOARDMAN, MATTHEW J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JENNERJOHN, MELISSA E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KEMPTON, STEVEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KLEIN, KATHLYN A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LONG - PERO, MADDISEN, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
GAHLMAN, TERRA E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JENNERJOHN, MELISSA E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KEMPTON, STEVEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEBER, MORGAN B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEBER, ALISSA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INFECTION DISEASE
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
MOLL, CARA E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y
ALLEN-BREGMAN, HEIDI K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARLSON, AMANDA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GRADY LETENDRE, NORAH A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JACOBSON, JENNIFER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HEMATOLOGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y
FRONTIERA, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HEUN, JAMES M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KIM, ROY H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEVIN, ADAM B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MULLVAIN, JACQUELINE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
O’MAHAR, SHANNON E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PORTER, RYAN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STOLZ, SUSAN M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEBER, ALISSA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY
SSM HEALTH OUTPATIENT CENTER
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y
BACHUWAR, ALOK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DEINUELE III, ALBERT J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PHelan, JOHN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SINGER, ALAN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARY’S HOSPITAL MADISON
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y
BALLARD, JAMES R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARY’S HOSPITAL MADISON
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Stafel, Brian R, MD
Languages Spoken: English

**NEPHROLOGY**

Fresenius Kidney Care American Parkway
4600 American PKWY
Ste 102
Madison, WI 53718
1-608-243-3003
Handicap Access: N

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

Stafel, Brian R, MD
Languages Spoken: English

**NEUROLOGY**

MADISON AREA RENAL SPECIALISTS
2840 INDEX RD
Madison, WI 53713
1-608-229-7221
Handicap Access: Y

Eggert, Christoph H, MD
Languages Spoken: English
Guerra Rodas, Daniel, MD
Languages Spoken: English

Pandey, Sameer R, MD
Languages Spoken: English
Hindi

Song, Gloria U, MD
Languages Spoken: English

Willians, Mara L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

**NUTRITION**

Endres, Nola L, RD
Languages Spoken: English

Edelweiss Behavioral Health
725 Heartland TRL
Ste 301
Madison, WI 53717
1-608-205-4450
Handicap Access: N

Brokeema, Wendy, RD
Languages Spoken: English

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
Madison, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

Solfelt, Heather E, RD
Languages Spoken: English

Sterry, Tobi M, RD
Languages Spoken: English

**NEUROSURGERY**

SSM Health Outpatient Center
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health Outpatient Center
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-260-2000
Handicap Access: Y

Baggott, Christopher D, MD
Languages Spoken: English
Corriveau, Mark D, MD
Languages Spoken: English
Gavins, Paul K, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

Gutierrez, Elena S, MD
Languages Spoken: English
Hermsdorff, Sarra T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

Hermsdorff, Sarah T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English
Lozier, Alan P, MD
Languages Spoken: English

Maschio, Jeffery E, MD
Languages Spoken: English
O'Neill, Ronan, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English
Rusy, Kara Lee, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

Sweeney, Allysa M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English
Witek, Alex M, MD
Languages Spoken: English
Zellmer, Jennifer M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SMM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Raday, Matthew J, MD
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Hermsdorff, Sarra T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

SMM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Hermsdorff, Sarra T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

SMM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Hermsdorff, Sarra T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

SMM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Hermsdorff, Sarra T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: English

SMM Health St Mary's Hospital Madison
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health Outpatient Center
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health Outpatient Center
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health Outpatient Center
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English

SSM Health Outpatient Center
700 S Park St
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

Mohr, Payton M, APNP
Languages Spoken: English
SSM HEALTH OUTPATIENT CENTER
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

REVELLO, JACLYN S, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

—

SYNERGOS COUNSELING
301 S BLOUNT ST
STE 103
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-405-5111
Handicap Access: Y

BALLARD, KARIN, RD
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KILLIPS, CHRISTY, RD
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POMREHN, SOPHIE, RD
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SYNERGOS COUNSELING
5250 E TERRACE DR
STE 114
MADISON, WI 53718
1-608-405-5111
Handicap Access: Y

BALLARD, KARIN, RD
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KILLIPS, CHRISTY, RD
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POMREHN, SOPHIE, RD
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIVENT HEALTH
600 WILLIAMSON ST
STE H
MADISON, WI 53703
1-800-486-6276
Handicap Access: Y

KORBINES, LEILAH M, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTetrics/GYNEcology

ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - ERDMAN CLINIC
2202 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-443-5480
Handicap Access: Y

WAGNER, JODI, CNM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLEANSLATE CENTERS
1 POINT PL
STE 200
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-820-2381
Handicap Access: Y

GRIFFITH, ANNA M, MD
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

ADAMS, SARAH J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLITON, ELIZABETH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLOCK, SARAH J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

QUENTHER, HOLLY M, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PELICER, DANIEL L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PIVAK, TALYA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

DECKER, MARISSA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUENTHER, HOLLY M, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUSTAFSON, KARIN E, CNM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KALIN, DAWN A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WENDRICKS HOUSE, LORI, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y

DRUMMOND, BRUCE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREENE, SUSAN J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUKLEK, ERIKA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIKULEC, ERIKA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORRICK, ANDREA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STAFEIL, BRIAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STURZA, MARISA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

BLAGOGEE, BENJAMIN O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, KESLIE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

HAKER, JUI B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STURZA, MARISA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BLAGOGEE, BENJAMIN O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, KESLIE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

JACOBSON, JENNIFER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOSTICH, LORI JEAN M, CNM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORRICK, ANNE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STURZA, MARISA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH NORTHPORT DR CLINIC
3209 DRYDEN DR
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-241-9020
Handicap Access: Y

HAMPTON, ADRIENNE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

JACOBSON, JENNIFER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOSTICH, LORI JEAN M, CNM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORRICK, ANNE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STURZA, MARISA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH NORTHPORT DR CLINIC
3209 DRYDEN DR
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-241-9020
Handicap Access: Y

HAMPTON, ADRIENNE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

JACOBSON, JENNIFER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOSTICH, LORI JEAN M, CNM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRUPP, JENNIFER L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORRICK, ANNE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STURZA, MARISA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH NORTHPORT DR CLINIC
3209 DRYDEN DR
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-241-9020
Handicap Access: Y

HAMPTON, ADRIENNE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COMMON THREADS
FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
1717 N STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-838-8999
Handicap Access: Y
FARETTA, MICHAELA M, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LUDIN, MACKENZIE, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MYERS, ALYSON, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SIEBERS, RUTH C, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WALCH, HAILEY, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KGH AUTISM SERVICES
3113 W BELTLINE HWY
STE 300
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-819-6810
Handicap Access: Y
BUOL, TARIN, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARLSON, MAIJA, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MEYERHOFER, BROOKE E, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TA, MEGAN, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y
ARBAJE, YAMIL M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
BELLISSIMO, BRIDGET L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FRONTIERA, MICHAEL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
GEANON, JOHN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GROSSL, SARAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEWEEM, ASHLEY E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
BOORSTEIN, STEPHEN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

* May choose as a primary care provider
✓ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
† Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH DAVIS
DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
1025 REGENT ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-282-2000
Handicap Access: Y

BOCK, NOELLE R, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BUSHEY, RACHEL M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARKINS, NATHANIEL C, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLANVILLE, RACHEL K, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CATTERSON, NATHAN L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEBB, MARC B, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHLOTTHAUER, KATIE L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KORNAUS, MARK A, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARRINGTON, WENDY E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BUSHEY, RACHEL M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access: Y

1-608-824-4000
MADISON, WI 53717
752 N HIGH POINT RD

SSM HEALTH DAVIS
DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6020
Handicap Access: N

ZINDL, NICOLE E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

ARRINGTON, WENDY E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KORNIS, MARK A, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHLOTTHAUER, KATIE L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEBB, MARC B, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Language Spoken: ENGLISH

HANDICAP ACCESS: Y

1-608-824-4000
MADISON, WI 53717
752 N HIGH POINT RD

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

NEWMAN, FRANK R, DMD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6020
Handicap Access: N

ZINDL, NICOLE E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

CATTERSON, NATHAN L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLANVILLE, RACHEL K, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARKINS, NATHANIEL C, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHUBEL, KURT, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y

Grahm, Terra E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETERSON, JEN R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON
1211 FISH HATCHERY RD
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-252-8000
Handicap Access: Y

ARNOLD, DOUGLAS R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AUSTON, DARRYL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BILSE, SCOTT A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHAPMAN, EMMA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHRISTENSEN, JAMES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHRISTENSEN, JAMES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access: Y

1-608-260-6000
MADISON, WI 53716
1821 S STOUGHTON RD

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

MCNAMAR, JUSTIN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POGODZINSKI, MATTHEW S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOLSTAD, CASSIE J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEINK, JOHN H, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOONAN, KENNETH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

DOOR CREEK DENTAL
6420 COTTAGE GROVE RD
MADISON, WI 53718
1-608-222-8080
Handicap Access: Y

JONG, AILEEN, DMD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

MCNAMAR, JUSTIN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POGODZINSKI, MATTHEW S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RESENHOEFT, LINDSAY C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOONAN, KENNETH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEINK, JOHN H, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOONAN, KENNETH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN
OUTPATIENT CENTER
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

GEIB, DANIEL S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOONAN, KENNETH J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHIMON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VANDELLT, TIMOTHY P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEINK, JOHN H, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

96
SSM HEALTH SLEEP CENTER
2844 INDEX RD
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-229-7979
Handicap Access: Y
- ALEXANDER, EWA I, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BLATY, JUSTIN L, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- CRISALLI, JOSEPH A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GALSKE, MEGAN E, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- GUNTLY, TANYA K, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HEIM, PAIGE C, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MORTENSEN, MICHELLE M, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- NELSON, JACALYN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- PETERSEN, DANIEL S, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S HOSPITAL MADISON
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-251-6100
Handicap Access: Y
- JOHNSON, KIMBERLY R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

SSM HEALTH OUTPATIENT CENTER
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

^ CALDWELL, LYDIA M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ZELLNER, KOREY R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC SURGERY

SSM HEALTH OUTPATIENT CENTER
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

^ ZELLNER, KOREY R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1621 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y

^ BLACKTHORN, AMANDA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MILLER, KARI R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VASCULAR SURGERY

SSM HEALTH OUTPATIENT CENTER
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-260-2900
Handicap Access: Y

^ MILLER, KARI R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RICHARDS, NORMAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ACUPUNCTURE

BEIJING ACUPUNCTURE & CHINESE HERBAL MEDICINE CL
6255 UNIVERSITY AVE
MIDDLETON, WI 53562
1-608-238-3333
Handicap Access: Y

^ SONG, JUNTHAN, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, CHINESE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CHIROPRACTIC</strong></th>
<th><strong>GONSTEAD CLINIC OF CHIROPRACTIC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PO BOX 46</strong></td>
<td><strong>1505 SPRINGDALE ST</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOUNT HOEB, WI 53572</strong></td>
<td><strong>1-608-437-5985</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
<td><strong>SALINGER, WILLIAM S, DC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Languages Spoken:</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>STOUGHTON</strong></th>
<th><strong>CARDIOLOGY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON HOSPITAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>900 RIDGE ST</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
<td><strong>1-608-873-6611</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
<td><strong>KAJI, EUGENE H, MD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Languages Spoken:</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CHIROPRACTIC</strong></th>
<th><strong>LSM CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>720 NYGAARD ST</strong></td>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-608-480-7103</strong></td>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MURPHY, ZACHARY, DC</strong></td>
<td><strong>Languages Spoken:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
<td><strong>TA, LAUREN H, OD</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Languages Spoken:</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DERMATOLOGY</strong></th>
<th><strong>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - STOUGHTON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>225 CHURCH ST</strong></td>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-608-877-2777</strong></td>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHANG, NAREE K, MD</strong></td>
<td><strong>Languages Spoken:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
<td><strong>Languages Spoken:</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
<td><strong>ENGLISH</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GASTROENTEROLOGY</strong></th>
<th><strong>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - STOUGHTON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>225 CHURCH ST</strong></td>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-608-877-2777</strong></td>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>GENERAL SURGERY</strong></th>
<th><strong>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - STOUGHTON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>225 CHURCH ST</strong></td>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-608-877-2777</strong></td>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NEUROLOGY</strong></th>
<th><strong>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - STOUGHTON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>225 CHURCH ST</strong></td>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-608-877-2777</strong></td>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>NUTRITION</strong></th>
<th><strong>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - STOUGHTON</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>225 CHURCH ST</strong></td>
<td><strong>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1-608-877-2777</strong></td>
<td><strong>Handicap Access: Y</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

###_mount_horeb

- **May choose as a primary care provider**
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- **Provides services in this community on a limited basis.**
- **This provider sees patients at multiple locations.**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SUN PRAIRIE
10 TOWER DR
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-825-3500
Handicap Access: Y

BILSE, SCOTT A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHRISTENSEN, JAMES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEINK, JOHN H, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SUN PRAIRIE
10 TOWER DR
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-825-3500
Handicap Access: Y

GREYTAK, ROBERT M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SUN PRAIRIE
10 TOWER DR
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-825-3500
Handicap Access: Y

REEDER, BRIAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VERONA

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SEVERSON, KATHERINE, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VANDE HEY, ERIN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CULTIVATE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AND EDUCATION
901 WHALEN RD
VERONA, WI 53593
1-708-994-5751
Handicap Access: Y
BECK, MANU, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GOLDADE, JENNIFER, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KANABLE, KAYLA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: BCBA
1-608-849-4227
VERONA, WI 53593
201 W VERONA AVE
Handicap Access: Y
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Chat/Phone/Video
Telehealth Optional
THOMPSON, CASEY A, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEE, PAULA R, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHARP, BAILEE N, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEANNA, CODY R, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MIKKELSON, JILL, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PETERSEN, RACHEL C, SLP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WAUNAKEE CHIROPRACTIC
1024 QUINN DR
WAUNAKEE, WI 53597
1-608-849-4521
Handicap Access: Y
LEE, PAULA R, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OPTOMETRY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - WAUNAKEE
1300 S CENTURY AVE
WAUNAKEE, WI 53597
1-608-849-4315
Handicap Access: Y
THOMPSON, CASEY A, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DODGE COUNTY

BEAVER DAM

ACUPUNCTURE

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH CLINIC - BEAVER DAM
134 CORPORATE DR
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
1-920-356-1000
Handicap Access: Y

BARTZ, MEGAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - BEAVER DAM
130 CORPORATE DR
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
1-920-887-3102
Handicap Access: Y

LUSKIN, ALLAN T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UW HEALTH BEAVER DAM MARSHFIELD MEDICAL CENTER
705 S UNIVERSITY AVE
STE 200
BEAVER DAM, WI 53916
1-920-887-9272
Handicap Access: Y

BIAGTAN, MARK J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ENGLISH

^ YAEQGI, BRENT P, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC JUNEAU CLINIC
334 S WESTERN AVE
JUNEAU, WI 53039
1-920-386-0290
Handicap Access: N

^ GRAGLIA, GREG T, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VOLKERT, PAUL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ JOHNSON, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROMAN, TERRY M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ O’HALLORAN, KEVIN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 106B
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ LOY, VERONICA M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

RICHARD E NEILS MD
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 106B
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ NEILS, RICHARD E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 106B
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ BALTZ, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LANTZ, HELEN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SPANISH

NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 106B
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ BALDERAS, KATIE J, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GERIATRIC MEDICINE

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ LOY, VERONICA M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ LOY, VERONICA M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC HEART & VASCULAR CENTER
123 HOSPITAL DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ SHAMMO, SALIM M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VOLKERT, PAUL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAYVILLE

UROLOGY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
360 S MOUNTIN DR
MAYVILLE, WI 53050
1-920-387-7500
Handicap Access: Y

^ JOHNSON, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WATERTOWN

CARDIOLOGY

WRMC JUNEAU CLINIC
334 S WESTERN AVE
JUNEAU, WI 53039
1-920-386-0290
Handicap Access: N

^ VOLKERT, PAUL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRMC HEART & VASCULAR CENTER
123 HOSPITAL DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4449
Handicap Access: Y

^ VOLKERT, PAUL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AL-BITAR, ISSAM, MD
Languages Spoken:

- May choose as a primary care provider
  - Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEPHROLOGY

NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1004
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-262-524-1024
Handicap Access: Y

BALDERAS, KATIE J, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ELANGOVAN, LOGANATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH TAMIL

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAJJAD, IMRAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY

WRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 2009
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4560
Handicap Access: Y

NASIR, SAJJAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY

SHEKHAR A DAGAM NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY
125 HOSPITAL DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-414-385-7150
Handicap Access: Y

DAGAM, SHEKHAR A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STOICA, ANA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

RADIOLOGY WAUKESHA
125 HOSPITAL DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-988-850-0494
Handicap Access: N

FRANCKEN, GREGORY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

WRMC CENTER FOR EYE CARE
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1002
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-261-8225
Handicap Access: Y

DRAKE, SUSIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAVINE, JENNA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

WRMC CENTER FOR EYE CARE
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1002
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-261-8225
Handicap Access: Y

DRAKE, SUSIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAVINE, JENNA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOLOGICAL SERVICES

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

WRMC CENTER FOR EYE CARE
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1002
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-261-8225
Handicap Access: Y

DRAKE, SUSIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAVINE, JENNA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

WRMC CENTER FOR EYE CARE
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1002
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-261-8225
Handicap Access: Y

DRAKE, SUSIE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAVINE, JENNA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 1008
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-206-6500
Handicap Access: Y

CHAKRAVARTY, RAJIT M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILSON, ELIZABETH A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEYES, BRIAN J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURAS, EMILY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
| **FORT HEALTHCARE ENT SPECIALISTS** |
| 123 HOSPITAL DR |
| STE 106A |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-261-8196 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **PAIN MANAGEMENT** |
| **WATERTOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER** |
| 125 HOSPITAL DR |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-261-4210 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **PALLIATIVE MEDICINE** |
| **WATERTOWN FAMILY PRACTICE ASSOCIATES** |
| 127 HOSPITAL DR |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-261-8500 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **PULMONARY DISEASE** |
| **WRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC** |
| 123 HOSPITAL DR |
| STE 2009 |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-262-4560 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **UROLOGY** |
| **WRMC UROLOGY CLINIC** |
| 123 HOSPITAL DR |
| STE 2006 |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-261-1334 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **WRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC** |
| 123 HOSPITAL DR |
| STE 2009 |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-262-4560 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **WRMC ORTHOPEDICS AND SPORTS MEDICINE CLINIC** |
| 123 HOSPITAL DR |
| STE 1008 |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-206-6500 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **SLEEP MEDICINE** |
| **WRMC SPECIALTY CLINIC** |
| 123 HOSPITAL DR |
| STE 2009 |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-262-4560 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **SPORTS MEDICINE** |
| **MEADE MEDICAL CLINIC** |
| 134 HOSPITAL DR |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-261-6500 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **SPORTS MEDICINE** |
| **MEADE MEDICAL CLINIC** |
| 134 HOSPITAL DR |
| WATERTOWN, WI 53098 |
| 1-920-261-6500 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **CHIROPRACTIC** |
| **NEW MEDICAL CENTER** |
| 160 GATEWAY DR |
| WAUPUN, WI 53963 |
| 1-920-324-9899 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **CARDIOLOGY** |
| **SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC** |
| 608 W BROWN ST |
| WAUPUN, WI 53963 |
| 1-920-929-2300 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **HEMATOLOGY** |
| **SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE** |
| 608 W BROWN ST |
| WAUPUN, WI 53963 |
| 1-920-926-4100 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **INFECTION DISEASE** |
| **SSM HEALTH WAUPUN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL** |
| 620 W BROWN ST |
| WAUPUN, WI 53963 |
| 1-920-324-5581 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

| **NEPHROLOGY** |
| **SSM HEALTH DIALYSIS CENTER** |
| 10 BEAVER DAM ST |
| WAUPUN, WI 53963 |
| 1-920-324-6531 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
RADIATION ONCOLOGY
ST VINCENT HOSPITAL REGIONAL CANCER CENTER
323 S 18TH AVE
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
1-920-433-0111
Handicap Access: Y
MINEHAN, KIERNAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUNN COUNTY

PODIATRY
FOOT & ANKLE CLINIC
201 CEDAR FALLS RD MENOMONIE, WI 54751
1-715-235-4274
Handicap Access: Y
FUERBRINGER, BRENT A, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EAU CLAIRE COUNTY

EAU CLAIRE

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4232 LONDON RD
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
BURKART, CHERI, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DUREN, HOLLY R, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SOBERG, ASHLEE, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4232 LONDON RD
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
REDMOND-CIERNIA, KATHERINE M, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4330 GOLF TER
STE 218
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-715-246-9752
Handicap Access: Y
HOLZAPFEL, MEAGAN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4330 GOLF TER
STE 218
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-715-246-9752
Handicap Access: Y
HOLZAPFEL, MEAGAN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4330 GOLF TER
STE 218
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-715-246-9752
Handicap Access: Y
MIHAJLOVIC, MICHAEL M, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4232 LONDON RD
EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
HUAI, NANI, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE
LUND, ERIC J, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOND DU LAC

ACUPUNCTURE
SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-924-0400
Handicap Access: Y
BOYD, MARGARET M, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY
KAGEN ALLERGY CLINIC
333 N PETERS AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-924-0400
Handicap Access: Y
KAGEN, STEVEN L, MD
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAZ, BALDERRAMA, Tadeo A, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIAZ, Juan F, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARDING, JESSICA B, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOMPREY, KIERSTYN L, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTA-CRUZ, Richard A, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETTY, Sampoornima, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEIGER, Patrick B, PA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC</td>
<td>421 CAMELOTH DR FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-923-7400</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>DEER, NICHOLAS, DC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEIGER, Patrick B, PA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC</td>
<td>305 CAMELOTH DR FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-926-8722</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>SCHUSTER, JAMES E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC</td>
<td>420 E DIVISION ST FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-923-7400</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>DOUMA, AMANDA K, APNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC</td>
<td>430 E DIVISION ST FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-923-2300</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>MAGILL, STEVEN B, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC</td>
<td>430 E DIVISION ST FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-923-2300</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>BURMESCH, AMY M, PA-C Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC</td>
<td>420 E DIVISION ST FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-923-7400</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>FRYDA, JENNIFER L, APNP Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC</td>
<td>421 CAMELOTH DR FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 1-920-923-7400</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td>CAHEE, STEVEN M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
HEMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE
480 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-4100
Handicap Access: Y
^ RANDHAWA, JASLEEN K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TOLAY, SAMEER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INFECTIONOUS DISEASE

SHALOM MEDICAL
333 N PETERS AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-266-5055
Handicap Access: Y
ADEJUMO, ADUTUNJI A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-2300
Handicap Access: Y
^ FANNIN, AMY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HINZ, TONI M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ JEAN-LOUIS, GARRY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7400
Handicap Access: Y
^ SETTY, SAMPOORNIMA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE

FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC - NEPHROLOGY
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-928-8573
Handicap Access: Y
^ STAFEIL, BRIAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7400
Handicap Access: Y
^ CALVELLO, CHRISTINA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DEJONG, JULIE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

SSM HEALTH DIALYSIS CENTER
305 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-3333
Handicap Access: Y
^ PASIUK, BRETT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY

FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC - NEPHROLOGY
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-8573
Handicap Access: Y
^ ROCKETT, ALICIA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSCIENCE GROUP OF NORTHEAST WISCONSIN
420 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-725-5973
Handicap Access: N
^ BHATTACHARJEE, SUMON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HAWKINS, ALEXANDER T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ MUNSON, CHRISTINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STURGEON, BILLIE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY

SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE
480 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-4100
Handicap Access: Y
^ HAGNER, KELLY M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ JONES, MICHAEL W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LENTSCHER, REBECCA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**ORAL SURGERY**

**DENTAL ASSOCIATES**
545 E JOHNSON ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-924-9090
Handicap Access: Y

**ANDERSON, DAVID M, DDS**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SCHMIDT, PAUL E, DDS**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ORAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES**
464 S HICKORY ST
STE A
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-0111
Handicap Access: Y

**SCHMIDT, DAVID P, DDS**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC**
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7400
Handicap Access: Y

**AUL, BRYCE J, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**STRITTMATTER, ADAM, OD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**TAM, CLARENCE, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPTOMETRY**

**SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC**
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7400
Handicap Access: Y

**BROWN, PAMELA, OD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BROWN, TRISTAN, OD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KOSIKOWSKI, STUART A, OD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SCORESBY, BENJAMIN, OD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SEMA, NINA, OD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OROLARYNGOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC**
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7400
Handicap Access: Y

**BOELK, TIFFANY M, APNP**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HARIRI, SUHAIL M, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PAIN MANAGEMENT**

**SSM HEALTH PAIN CARE**
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-5900
Handicap Access: Y

**KEMP JR, GLEN J, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MAGOLINE, MICHAEL R, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MAGOLINE, STEVEN, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OSBORNE, JACKLYN R, APNP**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PIZINGER, RYAN M, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WILLIAMS, KAREN A, APNP**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WISELEY, BENJAMIN R, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC**
912 S HICKORY ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-7490
Handicap Access: Y

**KEMP JR, GLEN J, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

---

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
GUPTA, SAMEER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

GUNDLACH, ROGER O, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

BERTRAM, KARL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REYNOLDS, KAREN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH RIPON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
845 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-3101
Handicap Access: Y

BERTRAM, KARL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REYNOLDS, KAREN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-926-4100
Handicap Access: Y

RANDHAWA, JASLEEN K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

FRESENIUS MEDICAL CARE RIPON SOUTH
37 STONEY RIDGE RD
STE 100
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-8651
Handicap Access: Y

GUPTA, SAMEER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

BRUNET, KELLY J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GU, XIAN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

SSM HEALTH RIPON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
845 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-3101
Handicap Access: Y

AUL, BRYCE J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

MILLER, THEODORE D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAEDIATRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

MILLER, THEODORE D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALLIATIVE MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
790 EASTGATE DR
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

BERTRAM, ROBERT M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEIER, MOLLY J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
37 STONEY RIDGE RD
RIAPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-8651
Handicap Access: Y

GUPTA, SAMEER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH RIPON
COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
845 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-3101
Handicap Access: Y

^ STROEBEL, JONATHAN K, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

^ HATAHET, YASIR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ NEZAMI, BIJAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

^ WRIGHT, JAMES A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRANT COUNTY
BOSCOBEL

GASTROENTEROLOGY
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

GROSKREUTZ, JAMES L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

BALDWIN, LEAH M, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE
SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

^ MICHELS, LISA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC
WILLIAMS CHIROPRACTIC
832 WISCONSIN AVE
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-5100
Handicap Access: Y

^ WILLIAMS, GRANT L, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

ENDOCRINOLOGY
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

MCKENNEY, RACHEL L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

BALDWIN, LEAH M, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE
GUNDERSEN
BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY
SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
790 EASTGATE DR
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3180
Handicap Access: Y

^ HEDICAN, SEAN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEDICAN, SEAN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRIGHT, JAMES A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

118
UROLOGY
GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y
LONDERGAN, THOMAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VASCULAR SURGERY
GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y
GROVE, STEPHANIE D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONVENIENT CARE
SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y
MILLER, LAURA J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y
BURDS, JOSEPH, CRNA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LENZMEIER, BRIAN M, CRNA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER CLINIC
2388 HWY 80
CUBA CITY, WI 53807
1-608-744-2767
Handicap Access: Y
OSTERBERGER, ALEXANDRIA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE
GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS
220 LINCOLN AVE
FENNIMORE, WI 53809
1-608-822-3737
Handicap Access: Y
ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIELER
CONVENIENT CARE
SOUTHWEST HEALTH KIELER CLINIC
3695 PRISM LN
KIELER, WI 53812
1-608-568-3107
Handicap Access: Y
MILLER, LAURA J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY
SOUTHWEST HEALTH KIELER CLINIC
3695 PRISM LN
KIELER, WI 53812
1-608-568-3107
Handicap Access: Y
WAMPFLER, MARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC
WILSON CHIROPRACTIC WELLNESS CENTER
9102 SHORT CUT RD
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-6188
Handicap Access: Y
WILSON, JOSHUA J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY
PETERSON DERMATOLOGY
9177 OLD POTOSI RD
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-574-5044
Handicap Access: Y
PETERSON, JENNIFER S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY
GRANT REGIONAL COMMUNITY CLINIC
507 S MONROE ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2131
Handicap Access: Y
PERTTU, DARREN W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
507 S MONROE ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2143
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken:

Handicap Access:

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialties</th>
<th>Providers</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedics</td>
<td>PERTTU, DARREN W, MD, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL COMMUNITY CLINIC</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHATTACHARYYA, DEBASISH, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BHATTACHARYYA, DEBASISH, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OYEN, MARY, MD, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podiatry</td>
<td>BINSFELD, BRADLEY G, DO, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERICKSON, AUDREY, SLP, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep Medicine</td>
<td>TOBERT, DAREN G, MD, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STORMONT, IAN M, MD, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urology</td>
<td>UREY, MARY, MD, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUNDELL, JOSEPH D, DPM, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary Disease</td>
<td>AULIFF, MARCIA L, APNP, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL &amp; CLINICS</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allergy/Immunology</td>
<td>ECKLOR, BRAD L, PA, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>507 S MONROE ST</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIAGTAN, MARK J, MD, Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Surgery</td>
<td>MUSCODA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>MUSCODA HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>1075 S MONROE ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUSCODA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MUSCODA</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td>LANCASTER, WI 53813</td>
<td>1-608-723-2131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHIROPRACTIC

ROSEMEYER JONES CHIROPRACTIC
662 HWY 151 EAST
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-4500
Handicap Access: Y
^ KAJI, EUGENE H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ KAJI, EUGENE H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

CONDUSTIVE CARE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ MILLER, LAURA J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ MILLER, LAURA J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

PETEKRSON DERMATOLOGY
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-574-5044
Handicap Access: Y
^ MOTL, SARAH M, PA-C
Telehealth Optional Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ PETERSON, JENNIFER S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ BURR, CHRISTINA S, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

TRI STATE DIALYSIS
1250 HWY 151 E STE B
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-5064
Handicap Access: Y
^ BLAND, ANDREW C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ RINGOLD, DAVID M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WHALEN, JOHN E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ FISCHER, GREGORY G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHATZEDER, LAUREN K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ SCHATZEDER, LAUREN K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTHALMOLOGY

THE EYE CENTER AT SOUTHWEST HEALTH
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-342-2020
Handicap Access: Y
^ BUJEWISKI, STEVEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CARR, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WAMPFLER, MARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE EYE CENTER AT SOUTHWEST HEALTH
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-342-2020
Handicap Access: Y
^ BUJEWISKI, STEVEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CARR, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WAMPFLER, MARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

THE EYE CENTER AT SOUTHWEST HEALTH
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-342-2020
Handicap Access: Y
^ BUJEWISKI, STEVEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CARR, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WAMPFLER, MARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE EYE CENTER AT SOUTHWEST HEALTH
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-342-2020
Handicap Access: Y
^ BUJEWISKI, STEVEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CARR, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WAMPFLER, MARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ENGLISH
^ BELKEN, JENNY L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KLEIN, NICOLE M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OLSEN, ZACHARY, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TASHNER, MICHAEL L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WONTOR, THADDEUS M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE eyE cEnTRe
mCgReGOR PlaZa
170 mCgReGOR PLaZa
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-342-2515
Handicap Access: Y
^ BAINSBRIDGE, CHLOE M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KLEIN, NICOLE M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OLSEN, ZACHARY, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ TASHNER, MICHAEL L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WONTOR, THADDEUS M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

enGlish
^ ORAL SURGERY
GREAT rivEr ORAL & MAXilloFACIAL SURGERY
1270 n wATER st
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-8955
Handicap Access: Y
^ DALTON, MICHAEL J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DALTON, STEPHANIE M, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ FRENCH, CHRISTOPHER J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KING, THOMAS J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ NAGEL, JUSTIN W, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ PINGEL, KIMBERLY V, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
SOUTHWEST BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
1185 n eLM st
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: N
^ STRASSMAN, ALEXANDER, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ BINSFELD, BRADLEY G, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BURR, PHILLIP Q, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LINDSEY, JOSHUA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OPEL, DAYTON M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OSTERBERGER, ALEXANDRIA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ OSTERBERGER, SAMANTHA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STADER, ANDREW E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ STRASSMAN, ALEXANDER, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ QUILLIN, KYLE P, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT
SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ LENZMEIER, BRIAN M, CRNA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ LENZMEIER, BRIAN M, CRNA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY
PLATTEVILLE PODIATRY
915 e MINERAL st
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-7688
Handicap Access: Y
^ HARRINGTON, JOAN M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KJAR, SCOTT H, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ HASSAN, MOIZ, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ HASSAN, MOIZ, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
^ SCHATZEDER, LAUREN K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOUTHWEST HEALTH-PLATTEVILLE CLINIC
1450 EASTSIDE RD
PLaTTEvILLE, Wl 53818
1-608-348-4330
Handicap Access: Y
^ SCHATZEDER, LAUREN K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SLEEP MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
LINDSEY, JOSHUA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PORTUGUESE

GRALNEK, DAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TOBERT, DAREN G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VILLAREAL, ALEXANDER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

SPORTS MEDICINE

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
LINDSEY, JOSHUA D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

SOUTHWEST HEALTH CENTER
1400 EASTSIDE RD
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
1-608-348-2331
Handicap Access: Y
GRALNEK, DAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREEN COUNTY

BRODHEAD

CARDIOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1904 FIRST CENTER AVE
BRODHEAD, WI 53520
1-608-897-2191
Handicap Access: Y
STOIBER, THOMAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

CARDINAL CHIROPRACTIC
E101 4TH ST
BRODHEAD, WI 53520
1-608-882-4146
MALOTT, TRAVIS J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1904 FIRST CENTER AVE
BRODHEAD, WI 53520
1-608-897-2191
GUTIERREZ, BIBIANCY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

BRODHEAD VISION CLINIC
1005 17TH ST
BRODHEAD, WI 53520
1-608-897-2128
KELLEY, DOUGLAS E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
NETZEL, MICHAEL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
HRAD, VAL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

ADVANCED DERMATOLOGY
412 18TH ST
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-329-5773
Handicap Access: Y
MURRAY, DANIELLE C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STATELER, TARA J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHARATA, HARRY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER OF MONROE
765 10TH AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-328-2225
SPONTAK, WILLIAM D, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC OF MONROE
250 N 18TH AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-325-1999
THOMPSON, THOMAS J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAXWELL, NICHOLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
HUNTSMAN, RICHARD S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

May choose as a primary care provider.
**Languages Spoken:** ENGLISH

**MICHALICKA, VANESSA R, DO**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GENETICS COUNSELING**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**BERGER, NATALIE E, CGC**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**SINGH, GURMEET, DO**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**BALISTRERI, MICHAEL, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NEUROLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**FRUCHT, MICHAEL M, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MORRISON, JOSHUA L, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PAFFORD, JANESSA, NP**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**BALISTRERI, MICHAEL, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Bazley, John A, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Dinges, Jeffrey G, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GUTIERREZ, BIBIANCY, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VAN WOERT, JOHN F, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NEPHROLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**STUART, CHARLES M, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NEUROLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**MCDERMOTT, MIA B, NP**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**HARE, KATHERINE A, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SCHAAB, GABRIEL S, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPTOMETRY**

**MONROE FAMILY EYECARE**

1113 17TH ST
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-325-5606
Handicap Access: Y

**STOTT, AMANDA J, OD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ORAL SURGERY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**FRASER, MICHEL-ANN, OD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HENRY, RALPH W, OD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JAMES, JEFFREY J, OD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SZACHNOWSKI, PETER P, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ORTHOPEDICS**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC EXPRESS CLINIC**

100 W 8TH ST
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-1940
Handicap Access: Y

**SWINDLE, JONATHAN, DO**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WEBER, ALISSA L, APNP**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OTOLARYNGOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**ROGERSON, ANTHONY R, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PAIN MANAGEMENT**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**

515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**SZACHNOWSKI, PETER P, MD**

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PALLIATIVE MEDICINE
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ KINNEY, KATHERINE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC CARDIOLOGY
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ HOYME, DEREK B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ HARE, KATHERINE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ FAULL, MICHELLE S, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY
MONROE FOOT CLINIC
1500 11TH ST
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-325-9175
Handicap Access: Y
^ KIND, CHARLES F, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ KIND, CHARLES F, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ MENEREY, KATHLEEN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SZACHNOWSKI, PETER P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

urology
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
515 22ND AVE
MONROE, WI 53566
1-608-324-2000
Handicap Access: Y
^ MOORE, NATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TAZEH, NGII N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW GLARUS
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
BRIDGES CONSULTATION AND TREATMENT
W4874 EDELWEISS RD
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-438-9360
Handicap Access: Y
^ JUZWIK, SUZANNE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARTIN, DREW W, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SENF, KASSITY M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SLAMA, TESSA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
BRIDGES CONSULTATION AND TREATMENT
W4874 EDELWEISS RD
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-438-9360
Handicap Access: Y
^ JUZWIK, SUZANNE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARTIN, DREW W, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SENF, KASSITY M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SLAMA, TESSA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1800 2ND ST
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-527-5296
Handicap Access: Y
^ MORRISON, JOSHUA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY
SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP
1800 2ND ST
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-608-527-5296
Handicap Access: Y
^ MICHALICKA, VANESSA R, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY
BERLIN FAMILY EYE CARE
269 MEMORIAL DR
NEW GLARUS, WI 53574
1-920-361-1696
Handicap Access: Y
^ GERBER, MICHEAL D, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SAWALLISH, TAMMI L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREEN LAKE COUNTY
BERLIN

OPTOMETRY
BERLIN FAMILY EYE CARE
269 MEMORIAL DR
STE 103
BERLIN, WI 54923
1-920-361-1696
Handicap Access: Y
^ GERBER, MICHEAL D, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SAWALLISH, TAMMI L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREEN LAKE
FORT HEALTHCARE  
611 SHERMAN AVE E  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-568-5000  
Handicap Access: Y

LEE, PETER J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH KOREAN

SINGER, ALAN H, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON  
740 REENA AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-0888  
Handicap Access: Y

HUGHES, JOSEPH O, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEE, PETER J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH KOREAN

SINGER, ALAN H, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC  
LSM CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC  
1000 MADISON AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-4970  
Handicap Access: Y

SMITH, LUKE J, DC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH TESCH, TODD, DC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILCOX, EMILY K, DC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY  
FORT HEALTHCARE CENTER FOR DERMATOLOGY  
611 E SHERMAN AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-568-1000  
Handicap Access: Y

GLINERT, ROBERT J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OKUN, MARTIN M, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FEMALE PELVIC MEDICINE & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY  
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON  
740 REENA AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-0888  
Handicap Access: Y

DRUMMOND, BRUCE C, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY  
FORT HEALTHCARE SURGICAL ASSOCIATES  
212 MILWAUKEE AVE W  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-7900  
Handicap Access: Y

ERICKSON, MARC H, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH KONTNY, BILL G, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCLEAUGHLIN, JONATHAN G, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMATOLOGY  
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON  
740 REENA AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-0888  
Handicap Access: Y

PORTER, RYAN F, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INFECTIOUS DISEASE  
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON  
740 REENA AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-0888  
Handicap Access: Y

NASRALLAH, AMMAR F, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH ARABIC

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY  
FORT HEALTHCARE  
611 SHERMAN AVE E  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-568-5000  
Handicap Access: Y

SINGER, ALAN H, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON  
740 REENA AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-0888  
Handicap Access: Y

BERENTSEN, THOMAS R, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH CLARK, HEATHER, PA-C  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROSURGERY  
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON  
740 REENA AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-0888  
Handicap Access: Y

GUTIERREZ, ELENA S, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY  
FORT HEALTHCARE CENTER FOR WOMENS HEALTH  
650 MCMILLEN ST  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-563-8900  
Handicap Access: Y

CHUPPA, CHRISTINE A, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LARSON, MOLLY M, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LYNK, ELIZABETH H, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SCHILLER, GEORGIA J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY  
FORT HEALTHCARE  
611 SHERMAN AVE E  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-568-5000  
Handicap Access: Y

LUZZIO, CHRISTOPHER, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE HOSPITAL MEDICINE  
611 SHERMAN AVE  
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538  
1-920-568-5408  
Handicap Access: Y

LYNK, ELIZABETH H, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON
740 REENA AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-0888
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ DRUMMOND, BRUCE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

FORT HEALTHCARE CENTER FOR WOMENS HEALTH
650 MCMILLEN ST
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-8900
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONC/OLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON
740 REENA AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-0888
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ PORTER, RYAN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
740 REENA AVE
STE B
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-8468
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ BELL, JAMES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^
^ LEE, CATHERINE H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON
740 REENA AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-0888
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ KULKARNI, AMOL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINDI
MARATHI

OPTOMETRY

SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
740 REENA AVE
STE B
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-8468
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ ALFONSO-KNEIERT, CARMEN, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
HEBERT, COLLEEN S, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KNEIERT, JEFFERY L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOSEMAN, KRISTIN, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PARKER, EMILY, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

FORT HEALTHCARE
611 SHERMAN AVE E
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-568-5000
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ BLISS, MATTHEW S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HODGES, BENJAMIN E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEESS, CAMERON, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZAMBRANO, ISIDORO V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES
1504 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-7888
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ BLISS, MATTHEW S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HODGES, BENJAMIN E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT

FORT HEALTHCARE INTEGRATED FAMILY CARE CLINIC
1520 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-5500
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ VANCELOW, LINDSAY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORT HEALTHCARE ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES
1504 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-7888
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ VANCELOW, LINDSAY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALLIATIVE MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON
740 REENA AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-0888
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ WIEMAN, NICOLE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

ROCK RIVER FOOT & ANKLE CLINIC
303 HAKE ST
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-2136
Handicap Access: Y
^
^ GRAGLIA, GREG T, DPM

* May choose as a primary care provider
◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
* Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
^ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ YAEGGI, BRENT P, DPM
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

FORT HEALTHCARE
611 SHERMAN AVE E
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-568-5000
Handicap Access: Y

|^ HAMED, RAED, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ RIHAWI, MOUHAMMED, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH ARABIC

FORT HEALTHCARE INTEGRATED FAMILY CARE CLINIC
1520 MADISON AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-5500
Handicap Access: Y

|^ HAMED, RAED, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ RIHAWI, MOUHAMMED, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH ARABIC

FORT HEALTHCARE INTERNAL MEDICINE & PEDIATRICS
500 MCMILLEN ST
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-5571
Handicap Access: Y

|^ HAMED, RAED, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ RIHAWI, MOUHAMMED, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH ARABIC

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON
740 REENA AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-0888
Handicap Access: Y

|^ JOHNSON, RACHEL L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ RAKITA, JASON C, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ WILSON, VIRGINIA K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JUNG, NATHAN L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ KOZLER, CRAIG J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH MANAKAS, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - FORT ATKINSON
740 REENA AVE
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-920-563-0888
Handicap Access: Y

|^ WILSON, VIRGINIA K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JUNG, NATHAN L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ KOZLER, CRAIG J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH MANAKAS, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH

|^ WILSON, VIRGINIA K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JUNG, NATHAN L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ KOZLER, CRAIG J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH MANAKAS, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH

|^ WILSON, VIRGINIA K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JUNG, NATHAN L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ KOZLER, CRAIG J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH MANAKAS, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH

|^ WILSON, VIRGINIA K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JUNG, NATHAN L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ KOZLER, CRAIG J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH MANAKAS, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH

|^ WILSON, VIRGINIA K, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JUNG, NATHAN L, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ KOZLER, CRAIG J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH MANAKAS, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ GRUBER, JENNIFER L, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ JACOB, ALEXIS D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ LEWIS, ALAN P, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

|^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH SPANISH
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ORTHOPEDICS

WRMC WATERLOO CLINIC
111 ANNA ST
WATERLOO, WI 53594
1-920-478-3776
Handicap Access: N

^ RHODES, STEVEN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROMAN, TERRY M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

WRMC WATERLOO CLINIC
111 ANNA ST
WATERLOO, WI 53594
1-920-478-3776
Handicap Access: N

^ GRAGLIA, GREG T, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROMAN, TERRY M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE

WRMC WATERLOO CLINIC
111 ANNA ST
WATERLOO, WI 53594
1-920-478-3776
Handicap Access: N

^ RHODES, STEVEN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROMAN, TERRY M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WATERTOWN

ACUPUNCTURE

FACILITATED HEALING
1517 DOCTORS CT
WATERLOO, WI 53594
1-920-262-2954
Handicap Access: Y

^ CERA, NICHOLAS M, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICINE

WRMC WATERLOO CLINIC
111 ANNA ST
WATERLOO, WI 53594
1-920-478-3776
Handicap Access: N

^ RHODES, STEVEN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROMAN, TERRY M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
109 AIR PARK DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-262-928-5100
Handicap Access: Y

^ BURNS, WILLIAM B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
109 AIR PARK DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-262-542-1024
Handicap Access: Y

^ CAREY, MARK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ARABIC

^ FRENCH

^ ANDERSON, AMY J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GORMAN, EMILY H, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GROCHOWSKI, KATHERINE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HENDRIKSEN, AMBER R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HILBY, MARIAH, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ JELACIC, ALEXANDRA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KATCHA, NICOLE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KOLIMAS, CHRISTOPHER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ O'CONNOR, DANIEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KENOSHA COUNTY

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEPHROLOGY
MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
6804 GREEN BAY RD
STE 108
KENOSHA, WI 53142
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
6810 GREEN BAY RD
STE 1
KENOSHA, WI 53142
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

INFECTION DISEASE
VIVENT HEALTH
1212 57TH ST
KENOSHA, WI 53140
1-262-657-6644
Handicap Access: N

NUTRITION
VIVENT HEALTH
1212 57TH ST
KENOSHA, WI 53140
1-262-657-6644
Handicap Access: N

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
ADVANCED ENT SPECIALISTS
8500 75TH ST
STE 101
KENOSHA, WI 53142
1-888-938-3838
Handicap Access: Y

PSYCHOLOGY (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4006 WASHINGTON RD
STE A
KENOSHA, WI 53144
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N

LA CROSSE COUNTY
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
3936 CIRCLE DR
HOLMEN, WI 54636
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

BURKART, CHERI, LPC
Telehealth Optional Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CAPOCASA, KALEY M, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUREN, HOLLY R, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLZAPFEL, MEAGAN M, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REKOWSKI, REVA A, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOBERG, ASHLEE, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARD, SARAH E, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
3936 CIRCLE DR
HOLMEN, WI 54636
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

BURKART, CHERI, LPC
Telehealth Optional Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CAPOCASA, KALEY M, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DUREN, HOLLY R, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLZAPFEL, MEAGAN M, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REDMOND-CIERNIA, KATHERINE M, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REKOWSKI, REVA A, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOBERG, ASHLEE, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARD, SARAH E, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONALASKA

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

REACHING YOUR POTENTIAL
1285 RUDY ST
ONALASKA, WI 54650
1-608-769-6619
Handicap Access: Y

COWLEY, TRACEY A, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

REACHING YOUR POTENTIAL
1285 RUDY ST
ONALASKA, WI 54650
1-608-769-6619
Handicap Access: Y

COWLEY, TRACEY A, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
3936 CIRCLE DR
HOLMEN, WI 54636
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

HUAI, NAN, PHD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MANDARIN CHINESE

LUND, ERIC J, PSYD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIRJAJOVIC, MICHAEL M, PSYD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAFAYETTE COUNTY

ARGYLE

GASTROENTEROLOGY

PRIMARY CARE CLINIC
731 CLAY ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4325
Handicap Access: Y

SHIPPY, CARRIE M, DC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

PRIMARY CARE CLINIC
731 CLAY ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4497
Handicap Access: Y

REISEN-GARVEY, MICHELLE L, PA-C Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF LAFAYETTE COUNTY
800 CLAY ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4497
Handicap Access: Y

RYBERG, PATRICK C, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMUS, ROBERT E, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

137
ASPIRUS OXFORD CLINIC
N4390 CROSSROADS CLINIC RD
OXFORD, WI 53952
1-608-589-5333
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAGILL, TAYLOR, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAUBERT, MELISSA S, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MACKENZIE, SEAN P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NATIONAL LANGUAGE SERVICES
Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
MINDCOLOR AUTISM
9120 W LOOMIS RD
STE 400
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: N
CADDY, NICOLE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DOBBE, DANA K, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FROST, JAMIE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HILLMAN, HANNAH M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JAFFE, RACHAEL E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WAKEMAN, KATHERINE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STENCEL, JACQUELINE A, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PEDiatric GASTROENTEROLOGY
MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS
3111 W RAWSON AVE
STE 240
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-414-454-0600
Handicap Access: N
MAYER, ALAN N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RIVERA, MARIA T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHMALZ, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
5000 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-414-367-2710
Handicap Access: Y
PAYER, MEGAN N, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
5066 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, JEFFREY W, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARDIOLOGY
METROPOLITAN UROLOGY GROUP
7400 W RAWSON AVE
STE 130
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-414-476-0430
Handicap Access: Y
HUIAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE
LUND, ERIC J, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MIHAILOVIC, MICHAEL M, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
5066 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
HUIAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE
LUND, ERIC J, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WISCONSIN CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
5050 W RAWSON AVE
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-414-377-8584
Handicap Access: Y
HUAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
INFECTIONOUS DISEASE
INFECTIONOUS DISEASE SPECIALISTS OF SE WI
475 N RIVER WOODS PKWY
GLENDALE, WI 53212
1-262-876-4550
Handicap Access: Y
HONG, JENNIFER J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KIMBLE, SUMMER J, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LETZER, DAVID M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
PAXTON, ROBERT L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHINKAL, STEVEN P, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GLENDALE
NEPHROLOGY

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
5125 W MORGAN AVE
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

AFZAL, OMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

WARREN, PAUL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
6901 W EDBERGEN AVE
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: Y

BARJES ALRAWI, EZZIDEEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRAKLOW, WILLIAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

OPTOMETRY

THE EYE GROUP
3670 S 108TH ST
STE 204
GREENFIELD, WI 53228
1-414-453-1010
Handicap Access: Y

BRENNAN, KRISTIN, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAGENAIS, MARK, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEITZKE, MARCUS, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

ALLERGY ASTHMA & SINUS CENTER
8585 W FOREST HOME AVE
STE 200
GREENFIELD, WI 53228
1-414-529-8500
Handicap Access: Y

BUKSTEIN, DON A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEVEN, GARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORTHEAST

BUKSTEIN, DON A, MD
ENGLISH

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
5125 W MORGAN AVE
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

AFZAL, OMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

WARREN, PAUL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

OPTOMETRY

THE EYE GROUP
3670 S 108TH ST
STE 204
GREENFIELD, WI 53228
1-414-453-1010
Handicap Access: Y

BRENNAN, KRISTIN, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAGENAIS, MARK, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEITZKE, MARCUS, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
6901 W EDBERGEN AVE
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: Y

BARJES ALRAWI, EZZIDEEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRAKLOW, WILLIAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

ALLERGY ASTHMA & SINUS CENTER
8585 W FOREST HOME AVE
STE 200
GREENFIELD, WI 53228
1-414-529-8500
Handicap Access: Y

BUKSTEIN, DON A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEVEN, GARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILWAUKEE

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

ALLERGY ASTHMA & SINUS CENTER
8580 W CAPITOL DR
STE 202
MILWAUKEE, WI 53222
1-414-393-4002
Handicap Access: Y

BUKSTEIN, DON A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIEFER, AMBER L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MROZ, DANIELLE E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUTZ, JOLINE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NICHOLAS, JESSICA R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSTERGAARD, VICTORIA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PTC (SUCCESS) MIRACLE CENTER
5125 W MORGAN AVE
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: Y

FISHER, ROBERT H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

POLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1020 W HISTORIC MITCHELL ST
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N

BROCKMAN, ELIZABETH, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Sellers, Megan L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Skuhra, Erika E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Straley, Samantha, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Unlaub, Nicollette L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Van Dyke, Christopher R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1020 W HISTORIC MITCHELL ST
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N

Brockman, Elizabeth, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Sellers, Megan L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Skuhra, Erika E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Straley, Samantha, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Unlaub, Nicollette L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Van Dyke, Christopher R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**UROLOGY**

**FROEDTERT & MEDICAL COLLEGE CLINIC - WEST**
9200 W WISCONSIN AVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
1-414-805-3666
Handicap Access: N

- **ARONES, BRITTA, BCBA**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SCHAEFER, MEGHAN B, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PLANNED PARENTHOOD - WATER ST**
435 S WATER ST
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
1-414-276-8777
Handicap Access: Y

- **ARONES, BRITTA, BCBA**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **STASSI, ELIZABETH S, PA-C**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **PAGORIA, DUSTIN A, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SANDLOW, JAY I, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **KROL, LAURA R, NP**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UROLOGY ASSOCIATES**
1223 N MAYFAIR RD
STE 117
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
1-262-445-3593
Handicap Access: N

- **KIDD, CHARLES F, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

- **KROL, LAURA R, NP**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OAK CREEK**

**BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)**

**INBLOOM AUTISM SERVICES**
2603 W RAWSON AVE
STE 132
OAK CREEK, WI 53154
1-888-754-0398
Handicap Access: Y

- **ARONES, BRITTA, BCBA**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NEPHROLOGY**

**MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES**
9420 S 22ND ST
OAK CREEK, WI 53154
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: Y

- **GANNE, VASUNDHARA, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **WARREN, GREGORY V, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OTOLARYNGOLOGY**

**ADVENT OAK CREEK**
500 W DREXEL AVE
STE 300
OAK CREEK, WI 53154
1-888-938-3838
Handicap Access: N

- **BHULLAR, PARMEET K, PA-C**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **UY, KATHLEEN, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIOLOGY**

**ASCENSION MEDICAL GROUP - HEART & VASCULAR**
601 N 99TH ST
STE 201
WAUWATOSA, WI 53226
1-414-778-7790
Handicap Access: N

- **ARMAGANIAN, LISA L, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GASTROENTEROLOGY**

**GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS**
10050 S 27TH ST
STE 200
OAK CREEK, WI 53154
1-262-754-4488
Handicap Access: Y

- **BAUMAN, TYLER M, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ST FRANCIS**

**NEPHROLOGY**

**MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES**
1000 E LAYTON AVE
STE 200
ST FRANCIS, WI 53235
1-414-744-3434
Handicap Access: Y

- **UY, KATHLEEN, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHINKAL, STEVEN P, PA-C
ENGLISH

PAXTON, ROBERT L, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TACHE, DANIEL E, DMD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, KOHLDON C,

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MUSTAS, WILLIAM P, PA-C

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CICIC, ARMAN, DO

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARDON, MARK, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOYDSTON, K
OPTOMETRY

INSIGHT EYE CARE
509 CHAIN DR
APPLETON, WI 54915
1-920-733-3629
Handicap Access: Y

AMES, RYAN P, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEERS, BRITTANY E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATZ, HAYDEN B, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REDWOOD COUNTY

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
10532 N PORT
WASHINGTON RD
STE 1B
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BYKOWSKI, ANDREW D, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCKEE, MARISA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
10532 N PORT
WASHINGTON RD
STE 1B
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Teledhealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROCKMAN, ELIZABETH, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OZAUKEE COUNTY

GRAFTON

ALARUS HEALTHCARE
1971 WASHINGTON ST
STE 200
GRAFTON, WI 53024
1-262-377-6276
Handicap Access: Y

WORTH, COLLEEN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEQUON

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
10532 N PORT
WASHINGTON RD
STE 1B
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Teledhealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROCKMAN, ELIZABETH, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INBLOOM AUTISM SERVICES
6140 W EXECUTIVE DR
STE B
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-888-754-0398
Handicap Access: Y

BARBONI, GINA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEVES, MORGAN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SUOKWATY, KAITLIN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIEFER, AMBER L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

American Sign Language

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ENGLISH

^ NICHOLAS, JESSICA R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RIECK, TASHA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ UNGLAUB, NICOLLETTE L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM
HEALTH
1496 W MEQUON RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-262-365-9063
Handicap Access: N

^ ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BROCKMAN, ELIZABETH, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BURKART, CHERI, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CRAMER, DANIELLE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Dankert, Hannah R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Ehlen, Grace, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Fanone, Carley, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Hass, Melissa N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Hyatt, Jocelin M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Kasper, Tamara S, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Kiefer, Amber L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Klett Leo, Lesley, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Krank, Lisa M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Mroz, Danielle E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Mutz, Joline M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Nicholas, Jessica R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Unglaub, Nicollette L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Pfeiffer, Bethany A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Rieck, Tasha M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Scott, Melinda J, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Sellers, Megan L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Skuhra, Erika E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Straley, Samantha, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Unglaub, Nicollette L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Van Dyke, Christopher R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BYKOWSKI, ANDREW D, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FISCHER, AMANDA I, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCKEE, MARISA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Mindcolor Autism
10400 N BAEHN RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REEVES, MORGAN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SUKOWATY, KAITLIN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

^ MINDCOLOR AUTISM
10400 N BAEHN RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REES, MORGAN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SUKOWATY, KAITLIN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

^ ALSHOUBAKI, NAWRAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MA, YONGJIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Rodriguez Rivera, Claudia G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Sharma, Deepak, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

^ INBLOOM AUTISM SERVICES
6140 W EXECUTIVE DR
STE B
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-888-754-0398
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Bykowskki, Andrew D, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FISCHER, AMANDA I, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCKEE, MARISA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Mindcolor Autism
10400 N BAEHN RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DEEPAK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RODRIGUEZ RIVERA,
LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
ENGLISH

^ SHARMA, DEEPAK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Rodriguez Rivera, Claudia G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SHARMA, DEEPAK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Hanshaw, Michael M,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Huai, Nan, PhD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CHINESE

^ MIHAJLOVIC, MICHAEL M,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MINDCOLOR AUTISM
10400 N BAEHN RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REESES, MORGAN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SUKOWATY, KAITLIN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

^ MINDCOLOR AUTISM
10400 N BAEHN RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REEs, MORGAN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SUKOWATY, KAITLIN R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

^ INBLOOM AUTISM SERVICES
6140 W EXECUTIVE DR
STE B
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-888-754-0398
Handicap Access: Y

^ Bykowskki, Andrew D, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FISCHER, AMANDA I, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MCKEE, MARISA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ Mindcolor Autism
10400 N BAEHN RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: Y

^ Barboni, Gina M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DEEPAK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RODRIGUEZ RIVERA,
LANGUAGES SPOKEN:
ENGLISH

^ SHARMA, DEEPAK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

^ ADVENT MEQUON
10610 N PORT
WASHINGTON RD
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-888-938-3838
Handicap Access: N

^ DUDAS, KRISTEN L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HINKSON, HILLARY L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ IMMEL, GRACE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

^ Madison Medical Affiliates - Ozaukee
13133 N PORT
WASHINGTON RD
STE G18
MEQUON, WI 53092
1-262-243-5000
Handicap Access: N

^ Schenck, Katharine W, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ACUPUNCTURE

^ Extraordinary Acupuncture
146 E STATE ST
STE A
BURLINGTON, WI 53105
1-773-677-8458
Handicap Access: N

^ McNulty, Maureen A, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROCK COUNTY

BELOIT

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y
LOWERY, MARGARET M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
2040 SUTLER AVE
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N
AMATO, TAYLOR N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARMON, KRISTALANN, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PRICE, KALEE, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
2040 SUTLER AVE
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N
AMATO, TAYLOR N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARMON, KRISTALANN, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PRICE, KALEE, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIOLOGY

BELOIT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
1969 W HART RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-5011
Handicap Access: Y
BHAWANDIN, INDIRA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
EGBUJOBI, LEO C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LAHAM, CHARLES L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PATEL, ZEEL S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TAVERAS, MARIA E, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

CHIROPRACTIC

BELOIT CHIROPRACTIC WEST
1610 MADISON RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-361-9000
Handicap Access: N
FENWICK, SCOTT C, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y
COPLIEN, MIRANDA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINOLOGY

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y
MIKKELSEN, HAILEE K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WEIRICH, RICHARD T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FACIAL PLASTIC SURGERY

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y
ZIMMERMAN, ZACHARY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y
COPLIEN, MIRANDA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y
AMBERGER, MELISSA A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BAILEY, ELIZABETH L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access:
Y: Yes
N: No

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SPANISH
APNP

1: May choose as a primary care provider
2: Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
3: Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
4: This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCFADDEN, LEE A, MD</td>
<td>OPTOMETRY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUTOWSKI, MICHAL B, MD</td>
<td>ORTHOPEDICS</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROJAS, MARIO R, MD</td>
<td>ORTHOPEDICS</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWNSEND, ALICE M, MD</td>
<td>ORTHOPEDICS</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKER, IAIN W, DO</td>
<td>PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANSONE, JASON M, MD</td>
<td>PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELLMAN, DANIEL C, MD</td>
<td>PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, DAVID M, APNP</td>
<td>OTOLARYNGOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATLOOB, AJMAL A, MD</td>
<td>OTOLARYNGOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANTZ, JAMIE T, MD</td>
<td>PAIN MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYGART, KRISTY N, APNP</td>
<td>PAIN MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE-MELTON, STEPHANIE M, PA-C</td>
<td>PAIN MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REHBEIN, ALAN, OD</td>
<td>PODIATRY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REHBEIN, CYNTHIA J, OD</td>
<td>PODIATRY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATELSKI, ANNE MARIE C, MD</td>
<td>RADIATION ONCOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REHBEIN, CYNTHIA J, OD</td>
<td>RADIATION ONCOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCFADDEN, LEE A, MD</td>
<td>RHEUMATOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKER, IAIN W, DO</td>
<td>RHEUMATOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUTOWSKI, MICHAL B, MD</td>
<td>RHEUMATOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROJAS, MARIO R, MD</td>
<td>RHEUMATOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWNSEND, ALICE M, MD</td>
<td>RHEUMATOLOGY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKER, IAIN W, DO</td>
<td>THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUTOWSKI, MICHAL B, MD</td>
<td>THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROJAS, MARIO R, MD</td>
<td>THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWNSEND, ALICE M, MD</td>
<td>THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECKER, IAIN W, DO</td>
<td>THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCFADDEN, LEE A, MD</td>
<td>THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RIHAWI MD
11101 N SHERMAN RD
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-884-1397
Handicap Access: Y

RIHAWI, MOUHAMMED, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH ARABIC

SLEEP MEDICINE
EDGERTON HOSPITAL FULTON SQUARE CLINIC
111 W FULTON ST
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-561-6614
Handicap Access: Y

HAMED, RAED, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAED HAMED MD
11101 N SHERMAN RD
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-884-1397
Handicap Access: Y

HAMED, RAED, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - EDGERTON
11051 N SHERMAN RD
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-884-3354
Handicap Access: Y

KOPNICK, MITCHELL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EVANSVILLE

CHIROPRACTIC
WILKE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
503 E MAIN ST
EVANSVILLE, WI 53536
1-608-882-4146
Handicap Access: Y

SCHERRELL, MEGAN R, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SECKER, HANNAH E, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WILKE, PETER J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JANESVILLE

ACUPUNCTURE
CHI'S ACUPUNCTURE & TUINA CENTER
4441 WOODGATE DR
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-770-5334
Handicap Access: Y

CHI, YINGCHUN, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

MURPHY, CAITLAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLSON, ASHELEIGH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
462 MIDLAND CT
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARMON, KRISTALANN, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, NATALIE, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEKSA, RICHARD M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
519 MIDLAND CT
STE 2 & 5
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

AMATO, TAYLOR N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
462 MIDLAND CT
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

Asbury, Chelsey, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARMON, KRISTALANN, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, NATALIE, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
462 MIDLAND CT
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

AMATO, TAYLOR N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARMON, KRISTALANN, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, NATALIE, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
519 MIDLAND CT
STE 2 & 5
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

AMATO, TAYLOR N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ASBURY, CHELSEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POPILEK-AYLING, JESSICA A, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PFEIFFER, BETHANY A, BCBA

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
GENERAL SURGERY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

JORDAN, BENJAMIN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MCDADE, MARK E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RAINIERO, DAVID L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RAINIERO, MICHAEL L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENETICS COUNSELING

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

ANBOUBA, GRACE, CGC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
EICHTEN, CARLENE E, CGC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GYNECOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

KING, NOREEN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROZEBOOM, DALE E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

STAIFEL, BRIAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TORRES, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANDE SURGERY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

KEMPTON, STEVEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KLEIN, KATHLYN A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

MULLVAIN, JACQUELINE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
O’MAHAR, SHANNON E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PORTER, RYAN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STOLZ, SUSAN M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INFECTIOUS DISEASE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

CARLSON, AMANDA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JEAN-LOUIS, GARRY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOUNAJJED, MARK M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NASRALLAH, AMMAR F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

ARAVERA, JOHN, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ARONSON, MARC A, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BACHUWAR, ALOK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BALLARD, JAMES R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

STAFEIL, BRIAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BERENTSEN, THOMAS R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CLARK, HEATHER, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JONES, ASHER Q, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MURPHY, CRISTINA M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SIMIONESCU, MONICA I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WERZ, MARY ANN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

NEUROSURGERY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BAGGOTT, CHRISTOPHER D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NUTRITION

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

WILKINSON, HATSURO, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY

CLEANSATE CENTERS
101 E MILWAUKEE ST
STE 315
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-305-0201
Handicap Access: Y

GRIFITH, ANNA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Telehealth Optional Video

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

BERG, JORDAN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

BOSCHUETZ, TYLER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DRUMMOND, BRUCE C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KING, NOREEN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROZEBOOM, DALE E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STAIFEL, BRIAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:

Languages Spoken:
THOMPSON, JOY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TORRES, MARK, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY (AUTISM)
MOVING ON
302 W COURT ST
STE 101
JANESVILLE, WI 53548
1-608-563-0113
Handicap Access: Y
DYE, BRANDI H, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STEFFEN, MARIA L, OT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y
LAKNER, MICHELLE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MISTRETTA, SARA K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MULLVAIN, JACQUELINE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OMAHAAR, SHANNON E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PORTER, RYAN F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STOLZ, SUSAN M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y
BELL, JAMES E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GEANON, JOHN D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTALMOLOGY
GERAETS VISION CENTER
2704 N PONTIAC DR
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-758-2020
Handicap Access: Y
GERAETS, JAMES, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y
HENNESSY, DAVID W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HZOMA, JONATHAN K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RASMUSSEN, ALYSSA K, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WALTON, SHARON L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y
HAMMAN, REBECCA K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LYON, STEVEN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

PEDIATRIC ALLERGY
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y
OLSON, ASHLEIGH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PODIATRY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ AXE, TIMOTHY, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ STREIT, NICHOLAS F, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
462 MIDLAND CT
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

^ ANASTASIO, EMILY R, PHD
Telehealth Optional

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MIHAJLOVIC, MICHAEL M, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROHR, CHARLES L, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
519 MIDLAND CT
STE 2 AND 5
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N

^ HUAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE

^ MIHAJLOVIC, MICHAEL M, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILYPATH AUTISM SERVICES
20 E MILWAUKEE ST
STE 308
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-512-0780
Handicap Access: N

^ LEVENTHAL, AMY D, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ FERLIK, MOUNIR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEDZIA, ADAM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ BOLEK BERQUIST, JILAINE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OIKONOMOPOULOS, ILIAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRAN, NGUYET-ANH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ CRISALLI, JOSEPH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERUNGS, LEANN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAKITA, JASON C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ ECCLES ROTAR, DEANNE K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ KOPNICK, MITCHELL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VASCULAR SURGERY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ AU, KEVIN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JORDAN, BENJAMIN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILTON

CHIROPRRACTIC

HAMMER CHIROPRRACTIC & REHABILITATION
840 ARTHUR DR
MILTON, WI 53563
1-608-868-4343
Handicap Access: Y
HAMMER, CHRISTOPHER J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

MILTON VISION CLINIC
641 E ST MARYS ST
MILTON, WI 53563
1-608-868-4651
Handicap Access: Y

LONG, JAYME N, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LONG, TRISTAN M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK COUNTY

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - BARABOO SPECIALTY
1626 TUTTLE ST
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-2033
Handicap Access: Y

THORSEN, JULIA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
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### Languages Spoken:
- English
- Spanish
- Portuguese
- German
- French
- Chinese
- Russian
- Italian
- Polish
- Hindi
- Arabic
- Japanese
- Dutch
- Korean
- Tagalog
- Turkish
- Cantonese
- Vietnamese
- Urdu

### Handicap Access:
- Yes

### Phone/Video Telehealth Optional:
- Yes

### 3rd Party Caregivers Accepted:
- Yes
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Nephrology

Madison Area Renal Specialists
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-229-7221
Handicap Access: Y

Eggert, Christoph H, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Pandeya, Sameer R, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
Hindi
Nepali
Song, Gloria U, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Obstetrics/Gynecology

HealthFirst Network
509 Hitchcock St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-800-246-5743
Handicap Access: Y

Buveske, Kathryn A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Zabel, Earl W, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

OccuPational Medicine

SSM Health Dean Medical Group - Baraboo Specialty
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-6868
Handicap Access: Y

Blagogee, Benjamin O, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Smith, Kelsie E, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

OnCology

SSM Health Dean Medical Group - Baraboo Specialty
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-2033
Handicap Access: Y

Fulton, Morgan R, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Levin, Adam B, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Mullvain, Jacqueline A, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Zurko, Joanna C, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Medicine

SSM Health Dean Medical Group - Baraboo Specialty
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-2033
Handicap Access: Y

Balistreri, Michael, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Masciopinto, Jeffery E, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Nutrition

House of Wellness
52845 White Eagle Rd
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-1240
Handicap Access: Y

Richeson, Alex M, MD
Telehealth Only
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
Ripp, Kyla, RD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Interventional Cardiology

SSM Health Dean Medical Group - Baraboo Specialty
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-2033
Handicap Access: Y

Grady Letendre, Norah A, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Mounajjed, Mark M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Medicine

SSM Health Dean Medical Group - Baraboo Specialty
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-2033
Handicap Access: Y

Kortsch, Molly B, APNP
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Zpak, Jessica A, PA-C
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Werz, Mary Ann, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

Maternal-Fetal Medicine

SSM Health Dean Medical Group - Baraboo Specialty
1626 Tuttle St
Baraboo, WI 53913
1-608-355-2033
Handicap Access: Y

Balistreri, Michael, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
.languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZURKO, JOANNA C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY
SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
1110 PRAIRIE ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3333
Handicap Access: Y

SOVINSKI, GREGORY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY
SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE
1110 PRAIRIE ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3333
Handicap Access: Y

DELLARIA-TERRILL, JULIA M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUNDGREN, GARY J, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATES OF SAUK PRAIRIE
260 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-2471
Handicap Access: Y

ARMSTRONG, JAMES L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COOPER, BENJAMIN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EVERTL, ANDREW M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EVerson, JEFFREY J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEBERT, MATTHEW M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLLAND, SARA J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEARNEY, BRYANT R, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAMSON, MICHAEL D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POGODZINSKI, MATTHEW S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG

KAJI, EUGENE H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
MOTIV8 CHILDRENS THERAPY
420 VIKING DR
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-9600
Handicap Access: Y

MITTELSTAEDT, LORRIE L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
MOTIV8 CHILDRENS THERAPY
420 VIKING DR
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-9600
Handicap Access: Y

MITTELSTAEDT, LORRIE L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIOLOGY
REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487
Handicap Access: Y

KAJI, EUGENE H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**CHIROPRACTIC**

**ANDERSON CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE**
420 VIKING DR
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-2616
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, CHRISTOPHER R, DC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETerson, TRACI, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TANN, TRAVIS J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JORANDBY CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC**
149 N PARK ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-2213
Handicap Access: Y

JORANDBY, RICHARD A, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JORANDBY, SHELLEY J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KINCAID CHIROPRACTIC**
146 RAILROAD ST
STE 100A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-1198
Handicap Access: Y

KINCAID, MELISSA G, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LANDON CHIROPRACTIC**
158 E MAIN ST
STE 1A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-415-0705
Handicap Access: Y

LANDON, ZACHARY, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DERMATOLOGY**

**REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL SPECIALTY CENTER**
1104 21ST ST
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-768-3903
Handicap Access: Y

MOTL, SARAH M, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETerson, JENNIFER S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GENERAL SURGERY**

**REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER**
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487
Handicap Access: Y

KLINGBEIL, ERIC W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEIER, MARK A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RUZGA, ANTHONY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NUTRITION**

**RAMC PHYSICIANS GROUP**
1900 N DEWEY AVE
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6477
Handicap Access: Y

PETkovsek, Michelle E, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEIDeman, EMILY E, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER**
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487
Handicap Access: Y

PETkovsek, Michelle E, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEIDeman, EMILY E, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY**

**RAMC PHYSICIANS GROUP**
1900 N DEWEY AVE
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6477
Handicap Access: Y

HOBson, PAULA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHad, TODD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRAUTman, CHRISTINE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPHTHALMOLOGY**

**SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE**
1104 21ST ST
STE F
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-4303
Handicap Access: Y

HASler, PHIlIP J, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PARKer, EMILY, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OPTOMETRY**

**SSM HEALTH DAVIS DUEHR DEAN EYE CARE**
1104 21ST ST
STE F
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-4303
Handicap Access: Y

**ORTHOPEDICS**

**RAMC PHYSICIANS GROUP**
1900 N DEWEY AVE
STE A
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6477
Handicap Access: Y

CROTHERS, KATELYN, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FORMANKIEWICZ, SARA M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NIESEN, MATTHEW C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PODIATRY

ASSOCIATED PODIATRISTS
2670 EAST MAIN ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-415-5553 Handicap Access: N
MERCKX, STEVEN J, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL SPECIALTY CENTER
1104 21ST ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-768-3903 Handicap Access: Y
BAKER, ELIZABETH L, DPM Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487 Handicap Access: Y
ITALIANO, FRANK, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE

REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487 Handicap Access: Y
FISCHER, GREGORY G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TOBERT, DAREN G, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VILLAREAL, ALEXANDER M, MD Languages Spoken: ENGLISH PORTUGUESE

SPEECH PATHOLOGY (AUTISM)

MOTIV8 CHILDREN'S THERAPY
420 VIKING DR
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-9600 Handicap Access: Y
MITTELSTAEDT, LORRIE L, BCBA Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK CITY

ACUPUNCTURE

RIVERWAY ACUPUNCTURE
942 WATER ST
SAUK CITY, WI 53583
1-608-571-2942 Handicap Access: Y
DETTLOFF, MEGAN W, CAC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHRISTIANSON BACK & NECK CENTER
PO BOX 249
150 E JEFFERSON
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-2242 Handicap Access: Y
CHRISTIANSON, ANTHONY T, DC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPRING GREEN

CHIROPRACTIC

LSM CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
707 PHILLIPS BLVD
SAUK CITY, WI 53583
1-608-643-8643 Handicap Access: Y
FRANCIS-NGUYEN, TRACY C, DC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOKENSTEIN, RANDALL J, DC Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENERAL SURGERY

SPRING GREEN MEDICAL CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-7413 Handicap Access: Y
AULIFF, MARCIA L, APNP Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GILBERTSON, ANNA G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUMI, CRYSTAL F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/ GYNECOLOGY

SPRING GREEN MEDICAL CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-7413
Handicap Access: Y

AFRICANO, ENRIQUE A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GROSSEN, NICOLE M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE

SPRING GREEN MEDICAL CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-7413
Handicap Access: Y

PULS, KATHRYN E, NP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE

RIVER VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC
436 SUNRISE DR
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-2502
Handicap Access: Y

FURUKAWA, MASARU, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THAI

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Optometry

SPRING GREEN VISION CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-2612
Handicap Access: Y

VODAK, JEFFREY L, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Orthopedics

SPRING GREEN MEDICAL CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-7413
Handicap Access: Y

AULIFF, MARCIA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Podiatry

SPRING GREEN MEDICAL CENTER
150 E JEFFERSON ST
SPRING GREEN, WI 53588
1-608-588-7413
Handicap Access: Y

RUNDELL, JOSEPH D, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Behavioral Analysis (Autism)

REHAB RESOURCES
3821 KOHLER MEMORIAL DR
STE 102
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
1-920-208-9648
Handicap Access: Y

PUDDY, MEGAN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Behavioral Health (Autism)

REHAB RESOURCES
3821 KOHLER MEMORIAL DR
STE 102
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
1-920-208-9648
Handicap Access: Y

PUDDY, MEGAN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Cardiology

ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUENDSEN LUTHERAN
1400 WATER AVE
HILLSBORO, WI 54634
1-608-489-8000
Handicap Access: Y

CHOKESUWATTANASKUL, WARANGKANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THAI

Languages Spoken: THAI

Geriatric Medicine

ST JOSEPHS HLTH SERVS (CLINIC) GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN
1400 WATER AVE
HILLSBORO, WI 54634
1-608-489-8280
Handicap Access: Y

GAVIN, MICHELLE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Gynecology

ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUENDSEN LUTHERAN
1400 WATER AVE
HILLSBORO, WI 54634
1-608-489-8000
Handicap Access: Y

HOLNESS, ROBERT A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Interventional Cardiology

ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUENDSEN LUTHERAN
1400 WATER AVE
HILLSBORO, WI 54634
1-608-489-8280
Handicap Access: Y

CHOKESUWATTANASKUL, WARANGKANA, MD
Languages Spoken: THAI

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ELKHORN

OPTOMETRY

JOHN E HALL OD
419 N WISCONSIN ST
ELKHORN, WI 53121
1-262-723-2234
Handicap Access: Y
HALL, JOHN E, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAKE GENEVA

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEI AUTISM HEALTH
753 GENEVA PKWY
UNIT 2
LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N
ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMATO, TAYLOR N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARMON, KRYSTALANN, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOHNSTON, NATALIE, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHUPPNER, PAUL W, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STOKES, KATHLEEN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SACOTTE, RYAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

ROCK RIVER FOOT & ANKLE CLINIC
1461 W MAIN ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190
1-920-563-7888
Handicap Access: Y
GIBSON, INGER, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GRAYLIA, GREG T, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
YAEUGI, BRENT P, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHIROPRACTIC

LSM CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
1139 W MAIN ST
WHITEWATER, WI 53190
1-262-753-0017
Handicap Access: Y
SMITH, LUKE J, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WASHINGTON COUNTY

GERMANTOWN

DERMATOLOGY

AFFILIATED DERMATOLOGISTS
N96 W17035 DIVISION RD
GERMANTOWN, WI 53022
1-262-754-4488
Handicap Access: Y
SACOTTE, RYAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STOKES, KATHLEEN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZAJDEI, NICHOLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
631 LOU'S WAY
SLINGER, WI 53086
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N
AFZAL, OMER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
DANIEL, AMIR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORAL SURGERY

ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES
100 E COMMERCE BLVD
STE B
SLINGER, WI 53086
1-262-222-5599
Handicap Access: N
BEST, JOSEPH A, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BROOKES, CAROLYN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CONNOR, KEVIN J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CONNOR, MICHAEL, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CONNOR, SHANE C, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOLZHAUER, DONALD P, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MINDCOLOR AUTISM
13100 W LISBON RD
STE 600
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-833-646-3222
Handicap Access: N

WISCONSIN EARLY AUTISM PROJECT
150 N SUNNY SLOPE RD
STE 100
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-432-5660
Handicap Access: Y

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
330 S EXECUTIVE DR
STE 210
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-737-8400
Handicap Access: Y

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4125 N 124TH ST
STE A/B
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-414-736-2341
Handicap Access: Y

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
### DERMATOLOGY

**AFFILIATED DERMATOLOGISTS**

13800 W NORTH AVE
STE 100
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-754-4488

Handicap Access: Y

- MAJEROWSKI, JACQUELYN M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MAZUR, KATHRYN, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MCGILL, KIMBERLEY, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MOORE, MATT, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- RENDLEMAN, JASON C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**

195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-9695

Handicap Access: Y

- CIRIACKS, KEVIN P, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LEE, BRIAN W, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### GASTROENTEROLOGY

**GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS**

17000 W NORTH AVE
STE 103E
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-414-454-0600

Handicap Access: Y

- ASHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- FOLGER, LAURA R, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- MUNGO, NICOLAS A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### ENDOCRINOLOGY

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**

195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-4695

Handicap Access: Y

- ASHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HEBREW
  STEVENSON, KATHERINE R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS

17000 W NORTH AVE
STE 103E
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-414-454-0600

Handicap Access: Y

- BAER, ALISON M, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BALDERAS, KATIE J, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BALTZ, AARON, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- BLOSKY, WILLIAM J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- CARRON, DAVID A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- FINN, ANDREA, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- SPAHIS
  FICKS, LAURYN, APNP
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HILBELINK, JULIE A, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- HONEYAGER, SARAH A, PA-C
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- JEST, NATHANIEL T, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- KWATT, JAMES T, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LAINE, JACOB C, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LANZ, HELEN H, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- LIPSCOMB, STEVEN J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

### GENERAL SURGERY

**WAUKESHA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS**

19475 W NORTH AVE
STE 310
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-414-454-0600

Handicap Access: N

- Bartos, Stephen, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Davies, Christopher, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Doubleday, Amanda R, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Dux, Justin, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Pettit, Kelli K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Touziros, John G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Wade, Thomas J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Sinitz, Cheryl L, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Van Huis, Adam F, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Velaz, Mario J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Warren, Courtney L, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Zimm, Kristin L, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Brotos, Stephen, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Davies, Christopher, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Doubleday, Amanda R, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Dux, Justin, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Pettit, Kelli K, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Touziros, John G, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Wade, Thomas J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- Sinitz, Cheryl L, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Van Huis, Adam F, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Velaz, Mario J, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Warren, Courtney L, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- Zimm, Kristin L, PA
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* ROBERS, HALEY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
285 S MOORLAND RD
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-303-5055
Handicap Access: N
\* AL-SHIHABI, LAITH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* ANDERSON, THOMAS C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* BAUGRUD, STEVE, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* BELL, JAMES C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* BONG, MATTHEW, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* BOGUNOVIC, LJILJANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* CLUTTER, MICAH L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* COPPAGE, JEFFREY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* CYR, ASHLEY A, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* DAVIES, WILLIAM A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* FILUT, CYNTHIA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* FILZEN, LISA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* FOLEY, JAMES A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* GRIMM, ADAM C, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* HAMEL, JENNAFER, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* HAMM, RYAN K, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* HOLUB, DANIEL P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* CHINESE
\* SPANISH
\* JANZER, JESSICA, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* JOHNSON, PAUL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* KELLY, MICK P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* KIPIIN, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* KLEMAN, MITCHELL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* KLAUS, JORDAN D, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* KRIESEL, NICHOLAS G, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* LAWRENCE, RYAN M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* MERKOW, STEVEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
\* SPANISH
\* NOLTE, MICHAEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* PAPANDREA, RICK F, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* SPANISH
\* SCHNEIDER, SCOTT B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* SKRYPCHAK, JULIE T, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* STEFANCZYK, RYAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* STEINER, SAMUEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* STODDARD, SARA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* THIEDE, ALAN, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* TJARKSEN, MICHAEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* VIEHE, THOMAS B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* WILLEY, DANIELLE E, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* ZHU, HONGSHENG, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY

AFFILIATED DERMATOLOGISTS
13800 W NORTH AVE
STE 100
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-754-4488
Handicap Access: Y
\* BAUMAN, TYLER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* MARY M MILBRATH MD
19475 W NORTH AVE
STE 301
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-780-4444
Handicap Access: Y
\* MILBRATH, MARY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* MORELAND ENT GROUP
19333 W NORTH AVE
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-547-1614
Handicap Access: Y
\* EVERT, BREANNA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* FOX, MARY C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE
\* FRIDIRICI, ZACHARY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* KASS, EDWARD G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y
\* LINN, DAVID T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGY

MILWAUKEE GI SPECIALISTS
17000 W NORTH AVE
STE 102E
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-414-454-0600
Handicap Access: Y
\* MAYER, ALAN N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* RIVERA, MARIA T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* SCHMALZ, MICHAEL J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDIATRIC OPHTHALMOLOGY

CHILDRENS EYE CENTER
17000 W NORTH AVE
STE 102E
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-641-8181
Handicap Access: Y
\* PATTERSON, MARIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* GREEK

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION

ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
285 S MOORLAND RD
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-303-5055
Handicap Access: N
\* VO, ANDREW N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
\* ZOELLER, ROBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**PLASTIC AND RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY**

**GREATER MILWAUKEE PLASTIC SURGEONS**
13800 W NORTH AVE
STE 110
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-717-4000
Handicap Access: Y

KINNEY, THOMAS E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SUNDERMAN, PHILIP L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PODIATRY**

**FOOT & ANKLE ASSOCIATES OF WI**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-542-3779
Handicap Access: N

SELLA, ANTON J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XIONG, LENG, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY (AUTISM)**

**FAMILYPATH AUTISM SERVICES**
16655 BLUEMOUND RD
STE 235
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-608-512-0780
Handicap Access: N

LEVENTHAL, AMY D, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PULMONARY DISEASE**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y

AKBAR, MUHAMMAD T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**RHEUMATOLOGY**

**WEST SUBURBAN CENTER FOR ARTHRITIS**
601 N BARKER RD
STE 110
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-785-0777
Handicap Access: Y

HEMPEL, DOUGLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JODAT, NICOLE M, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEHRANI, TARENEH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEARSON, MARK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SKAMRA, CARLY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SLEEP MEDICINE**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y

BOEHM, ERIC R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SPORTS MEDICINE**

**ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN**
285 S MORELAND RD
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-303-5055
Handicap Access: N

DAVIES, WILLIAM A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLUND, JON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

MERKOW, STEVEN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

SPANISH

STEINER, SAMUEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIEHE, THOMAS B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UROGYNECOLOGY**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-5900
Handicap Access: Y

ASCHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEBREW

DULKIN, INNA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KNIPFER, JESSICA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEVENSON, KATHERINE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UROLOGY**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-5900
Handicap Access: Y

KNIPFER, JESSICA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VASCULAR SURGERY**

**WAUKESHA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS**
195 DISCOVERY DR
BROOKFIELD, WI 53045
1-262-928-4044
Handicap Access: N

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARDIOLOGY**

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**
2750 GOLF RD
DELAFIELD, WI 53018
1-262-928-4900
Handicap Access: Y

BURNS, WILLIAM B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, TAMMY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZARLING, TERRY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PERSIAN

**CHIROPRACTIC**

**LAKE COUNTRY HEALTH CENTER**
1452 GENESSEE ST
DELAFIELD, WI 53018
1-262-646-5800
Handicap Access: Y

MARTIN, MOIRA, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEYE, BRANDON L, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MURRAY, DANIEL T, DC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY**

**MORELAND OB/GYN ASSOCIATES**
2750 GOLF RD
DELAFIELD, WI 53018
1-262-569-8488
Handicap Access: Y

JANZ, SARAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ORTHOPEDICS**

**PROHEALTH CARE SLEEP LAB**
2301 SUN VALLEY DR
STE 300
DELAFIELD, WI 53018
1-262-928-4043
Handicap Access: Y

HUBACEK, LORI A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y
NORDNESS, MARK E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

INFECTION DISEASE SPECIALISTS OF SE WI
W180 N8085 TOWN HALL RD
MENOMONEE FALLS, WI 53051
1-262-786-4550
Handicap Access: Y
WOJTECKI, JEREMY J, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

MUKWONAGO

ALLERGY/IMMUNOLOGY

ALLERGY ASTHMA & SINUS CENTER
123 WOLF RUN
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-414-529-8500
Handicap Access: Y
STEVEN, GARY, MD
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y
NORDNESS, MARK E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y
AZNAUROV, SAMVEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y
AZNAUROV, SAMVEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y
MILLER, ELIZABETH S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDOCRINOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y
HENDRICKSON, REBECCA E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FEMALE PELVIC MEDICINE & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

D N GREENWALD WOMENS HEALTH CENTER
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-363-1914
Handicap Access: N
ASCHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
240 MAPLE AVE
STE 2240
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-414-545-0600
Handicap Access: Y
ROGERS, JAMIE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
240 MAPLE AVE
STE 2240
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-414-545-0600
Handicap Access: Y
ROGERS, JAMIE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STAFF, DAVID M, MD
ONCOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

CRONK, ROBERT J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAMILTON, KATHRYN N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMATOLOGY, KATHLEEN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLEMAN, ARIEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OEDER, AMANDA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WALKER, MELISSA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZUTAVERN, KRISTIN S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE ONCOLOGY
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-696-5690
Handicap Access: Y

ASMUS, KATHRYN R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRAUCH, ABBIGAIL R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAKE, CHRISTOPHER R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEWUSE, AMY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KAPKE, JONATHAN T, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAZA, MOHAMMAD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

SERNA, DEREK S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHORES, SAVANNAH N, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WASSENAAR, TIMOTHY R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

FAMILY VISION & CONTACT LENS CENTERS
920 GREENWALD CT
STE 300
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-363-1717
Handicap Access: Y

BEGOTKA, BRANDON A, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BJORK, DAVID M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOWEN, NICHOLAS C, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HELL, TIMOTHY, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCKINNEY, JON W, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORAL SURGERY

ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES
320 BAY VIEW RD
STE H
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-368-2980
Handicap Access: Y

BEST, JOSEPH A, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROOKES, CAROLYN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNOR, KEVIN J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNOR, MICHAEL, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNOR, SHANE C, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLZHAUER, DONALD P, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOVAK, TIMOTHY S, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMIDT, JOSEPH M, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS

ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
1231 S ROCHESTER ST
STE 100
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-303-5055
Handicap Access: Y

AL-SHIHABI, LAITH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOGUNOVIC, LJLJANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BONG, MATTHEW, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLUTTER, MICAH L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COPPAGE, JEFFREY M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, WILLIAM A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRIMM, ADAM C, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAMEL, JENNAFER, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JANZER, JESSICA, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, PAUL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KELLY, MICK P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KILIAN, CHRISTOPHER M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLEMENT, MITCHELL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRAUSE, JORDAN D, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAWRENCE, RYAN M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOLTE, MICHAEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEFANCZYK, RYAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HOLUB, DANIEL P, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH, CHINESE</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLEY, DANIELLE E, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMM, RYAN K, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMEL, JENNAFER, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIMM, ADAM C, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FILUT, CYNTHIA, APNP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVIES, WILLIAM A, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPPAGE, JEFFREY M, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYR, ASHLEY A, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIEDE, ALAN, PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JANZER, JESSICA, PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, PAUL R, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY, MICK P, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KILIAN, CHRISTOPHER M, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KLEMENT, MITCHELL R, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KRIESEL, NICHOLAS G, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCE, RYAN M, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOLTE, MICHAEL T, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAPANDREA, RICK F, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH, SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHNEIDER, SCOTT B, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKRYPCHAK, JULIE T, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEINER, SAMUEL R, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STODDARD, SARA L, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THIEDE, ALAN, PA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TJARKSEN, MICHAEL, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH, SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIEHE, THOMAS B, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH, SPANISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILLEY, DANIELLE E, PA-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZHU, HONGSHENG, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH, CHINESE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UROLOGY ASSOCIATES</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORELAND ENT GROUP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAIN MANAGEMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALLIATIVE MEDICINE</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDIATRIC GASTROENTEROLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PODIATRY

FOOT & ANKLE ASSOCIATES OF WI
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-542-3779
Handicap Access: Y

VAVAR, JAMES R, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XIONG, LENG, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

SOCKRIDER, NATHAN D,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XIONG, LENG, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRANCO, LETICIA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAYCZEWSKI, TADEUSZ, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BALAGANI, RAJESH, DO
Languages Spoken: URDU

AKBAR, MUHAMMAD T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, URDU

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRANCO, LETICIA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HODIOUS, MICHAEL J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLBORN, CARL A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JEANS, JAMES C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KASSIS, GEORGE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KASSIS, GEORGE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRUDOM, JASON S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KASSIS, GEORGE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAHMAN, SANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

WEST SUBURBAN CENTER FOR ARTHRITIS
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-785-0777
Handicap Access: N

JOHNSON, JAMIE S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAUFF, JENNIFER, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHEELER, JENNIFER L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHRADER, MARY C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHRADER, MARY C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEINER, SAMUEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

VIEHE, THOMAS B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

OEDER, AMANDA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALTZBERG, MITCHELL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY ASSOCIATES
240 W MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-446-3593
Handicap Access: N

PAGORIA, DUSTIN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOMACK, GREG N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VASCULAR SURGERY

WAUKESHA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-542-0444
Handicap Access: Y

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUSKEGO
NEW BERLIN

DERMATOLOGY

AFFILIATED DERMATOLOGISTS
14555 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-754-4488
Handicap Access: Y

MAJEROWSKI, JACQUELYN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RUSSELL, JAMES P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SACOTTE, RYAN M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZAJDEL, NICHOLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZIRBEL, GRETCHEK M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW BERLIN

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
S69 W15636 JAMESVILLE RD
MUSKEGO, WI 53150
1-262-928-7000
Handicap Access: N

DAHMS, VONDA B, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KASS, EDWARD G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

NEMETH, KRISZTIAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

INFECTIOUS DISEASE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-524-1024
Handicap Access: Y

SAJJAD, IMRAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

DEGNAN, DEBORAH, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY

WOMENS HEALTH CARE
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-549-2229
Handicap Access: N

AKIYA, DANA J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AMHERD, SARAH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EPPERSON, LAURA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SULLIVAN, KRISTINE M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, AMY J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRANKLIN, TERAYA R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLINDINNING, CAITLIN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HILBY, MARIAH, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATZAC, NICOLE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOLIMAS, CHRISTOPHER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOFTIS, PATRICK J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O’CONNOR, DANIEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETERSEN, GINA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBERS, HALEY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCOTT, KATIE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAGGETT, MARY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TETZLAFF, VICKI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VOIGT, DONNA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDEICS
ORTHOPEADEC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
13900 W NATIONAL AVE STE 100
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: N

BONG, MATTHEW, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

HUBACEK, LORI A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAIN MANAGEMENT
PROHEALTH CARE NEUROSCIENCE CENTER
13755 W FIELDPOINTE DR
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: Y

CORREA, COLLEEN M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

HUBACEK, LORI A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEDDRIATRIC OTOLARYNGOLOGY
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

HUBACEK, LORI A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION
ORTHOPEADEC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
13900 W NATIONAL AVE STE 100
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: N

ZOELLER, ROBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE NEUROSCIENCE CENTER
13755 W FIELDPOINTE DR
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: Y

CORREA, COLLEEN M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PULMONARY DISEASE
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

HUBACEK, LORI A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCONOMOWOC
ACUPUNCTURE
NATIONAL HEALTH CENTER FOR ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS
N56W39325 WISCONSIN AVE
UNIT C OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-354-4683
Handicap Access: Y

BROWN, AIMEE J, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARDIAC ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 350A OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-569-6900
Handicap Access: Y

JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIM, BERNARD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MACIEJEWSKI, HOLLY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE REGIONAL HEART CENTER
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 350B OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-2680
Handicap Access: Y

JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title/Role</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALI, ZUBER S, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNS, WILLIAM B, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAJEM, FIRAS, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYCHTER, KELLY R, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZARLING, TERRY A, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, PERSIAN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIEDERSTADT, JENNIFER A, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAJEM, FIRAS, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGINO, JOSEPH M, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACIEJEWSKI, HOLLY, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINTETTE, ZOE M, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYCHTER, KELLY R, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STURTZ, ADAM D, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAJEM, FIRAS, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENN, EVGENIYA, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM, BERNARD, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGINO, JOSEPH M, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACIEJEWSKI, HOLLY, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINTETTE, ZOE M, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYCHTER, KELLY R, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STURTZ, ADAM D, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAJEM, FIRAS, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENN, EVGENIYA, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM, BERNARD, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGINO, JOSEPH M, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACIEJEWSKI, HOLLY, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINTETTE, ZOE M, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYCHTER, KELLY R, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STURTZ, ADAM D, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAJEM, FIRAS, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENN, EVGENIYA, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM, BERNARD, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGINO, JOSEPH M, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACIEJEWSKI, HOLLY, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINTETTE, ZOE M, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYCHTER, KELLY R, DO</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STURTZ, ADAM D, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHAJEM, FIRAS, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENN, EVGENIYA, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIM, BERNARD, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONGINO, JOSEPH M, MD</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACIEJEWSKI, HOLLY, APNP</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUINTETTE, ZOE M, PA-C</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**

1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8999

Handicap Access: Y

1-262-928-2680
STE 350B

OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
791 SUMMIT AVE

Handicap Access: N

1-262-928-8200

OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
791 SUMMIT AVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 156
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-982-5000
Handicap Access: Y

HUFFMAN, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 120
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-3600
Handicap Access: Y

ROGERS, JAMIE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 120
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-3600
Handicap Access: Y

ROGERS, JAMIE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GI ASSOCIATES
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 120
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-3600
Handicap Access: Y

BALTZ, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BALTZ, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 120
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-3600
Handicap Access: Y

BALTZ, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 120
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-3600
Handicap Access: Y

BALTZ, AARON, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DERMATOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

HUFFMAN, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 156
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

HUFFMAN, MELISSA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FEMALE PELVIC MEDICINE & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
737 SUMMIT AVE
STE 101
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-569-0578
Handicap Access: Y

ASCHKENAZI-STERNBERG, SARIT O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEBREW

GASTROENTEROLOGY SPECIALISTS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 125
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-3600
Handicap Access: Y

STAFF, DAVID M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIJAYAPAL, ARAVIND S, MD
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Video Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 135
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

MARKUS, STANLEY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOMERS, RHONDA C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 150
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8400
Handicap Access: Y

MARKUS, STANLEY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 200
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-542-0444
Handicap Access: N

GIESE, KAYLA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEBER, MEGAN, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GERIATRIC MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5000
Handicap Access: Y

BERGNER, JACQUELINE J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GYNECOLOGICAL/Oncology

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
785 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-569-0578
Handicap Access: Y

BRAUCH, ABBIGAIL R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAKE, CHRISTOPHER R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SERNA, DEREK S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WASSENAAR, TIMOTHY R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
INFECTION DISEASE

SOMERS, RHONDA C, APNP
ENGLISH

NJIE, AJI B, MD
ENGLISH

MCHENRY, PAUL A, MD
ENGLISH

HO, JOHN L, MD
ENGLISH

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E,
ENGLISH

Handicap Access: Y

LETZER, DAVID M, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

TAFT, THOMAS A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

T IMM, WILLIAM D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE

WOJTECKI, JEREMY J, PA
American Sign Language

OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
791 SUMMIT AVE

Languages Spoken:

Handicap Access:

1-262-928-5300

INFECTIOUS DISEASE

SPECIALISTS OF SE WI
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-786-4550
Handicap Access: Y

SOMERS, RHONDA C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WACK, MATTHEW, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WICK, ANNE K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
NEUROSCIENC E CENTER
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: N

HO, JOHN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NJIE, AJI B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
ONCOLOGY
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-896-5690
Handicap Access: Y

Hamm, Kristen J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

SOMERS, RHONDA C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 150
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8400
Handicap Access: Y

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

HO, JOHN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCHENRY, PAUL A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NJIE, AJI B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOMERS, RHONDA C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ADAMS, JACQUELYN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOPPE, KARA K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

IRURETAGOYENA, JESUS I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUHLMANN, RANDALL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHODES, JANINE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEWART, KATHARINA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GERMAN

PROHEALTH CARE
Oncology
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: N

BENINATI, MICHAEL M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 350
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8800
Handicap Access: N

ISAACSON, THOMAS C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE
MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

ISAACSON, THOMAS C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARJES ALRAWI, EZZIDEEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAJEED-HAQI, LUBNA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

MUHAMMAD, QASIM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY
ASSOCIATES
36500 AURORA DR
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-434-5900
Handicap Access: Y

BARJES ALRAWI, EZZIDEEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAJEED-HAQI, LUBNA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

MUHAMMAD, QASIM, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access: N

CRAMER, KAYLA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAMER, KAYLA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAMER, KAYLA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
TAMIL

LOGANATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMIL

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMIL

ELANGOVAN,
LOGANATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMIL

ELANGOVAN,
LOGANATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMIL

ADAMS, JACQUELYN H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOPPE, KARA K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

IRURETAGOYENA, JESUS I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUHLMANN, RANDALL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHODES, JANINE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEWART, KATHARINA S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GERMAN

PROHEALTH CARE
NEUROSCIENC E CENTER
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: N

BENINATI, MICHAEL M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

MIDWEST NEPHROLOGY
ASSOCIATES
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-414-393-9810
Handicap Access: N

CRAMER, KAYLA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAMER, KAYLA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAMER, KAYLA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMIL

NORMINGTON, HAVILAH A,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ENGLISH

JANZ, SARAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIELY, JOAN W, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KURTZ, LAUREN K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEMIEX, COURTNEY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEISLES, DIANE, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NELSON, ALLISON M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JANZ, SARAH A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROSE, STEPHEN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
785 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

HOPPE, KARA K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

IRURETAGOYENA, JESUS I, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUHLMANN, RANDALL S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROSE, STEPHEN L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 135
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

SMITH, JAMI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAGGERT, MARY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 150
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, AMY J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHRISTENSON, RONELLE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRANKLIN, TERAYA R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLINDINNING, CAITLIN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GORMAN, EMILY H, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GROCZOWSKI, KATHERINE E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HENDRIKSEN, AMBER R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HILBY, MARIAH, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATCHA, NICOLE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOLIMAS, CHRISTOPHER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOFTIS, PATRICK J, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O’CONNOR, DANIEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETERSEN, GINA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POWELL, PAMELA D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RADAJ, JACQUELINE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SASS-DERUYTER, SUZANNE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCOTT, KATIE L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TETZLAFF, VICKI L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VOIGT, DONNA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Video

Telehealth Optional

WEISSMAN, MAGGIE A, APNP
Telehealth Optional

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

CRONK, ROBERT J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMAUER, KATHLEEN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLEMAN, ARIEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OEDER, AMANDA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEISSMAN, MAGGIE A, APNP
Telehealth Optional

ZUTAVER, KRISTIN S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ONCOLOGY

ADVENT LAKE COUNTRY
1360 PABST FARMS CIR
STE B
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-888-938-3838
Handicap Access: N

WEISSMAN, MAGGIE A, APNP
Telehealth Optional

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 101
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5000
Handicap Access: Y

HEWUSE, AMY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VICTOR, ANNALYSE V, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

CRONK, ROBERT J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEMAUER, KATHLEEN S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLEMAN, ARIEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OEDER, AMANDA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEISSMAN, MAGGIE A, APNP
Telehealth Optional

ZUTAVER, KRISTIN S, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

193
PROHEALTH CARE
ONCOLOGY
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-696-5690
Handicap Access: Y
^ ASMUS, KATHRYN R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BRAUCH, ABBIGAIL R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HAKE, CHRISTOPHER R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HAMM, KRISTEN J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HEWUSE, AMY L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ KAPKE, JONATHAN T, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SERNA, DEREK S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WALKER, MELISSA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPHTHALMOLOGY
MEDICAL EYE ASSOCIATES
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STEVIE 210
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-560-4224
Handicap Access: Y
^ BUTLER, CAROLYN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HALBACH, CAROLINE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHRIEBER, JESSICA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY
MEDICAL EYE ASSOCIATES
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STEVIE 210
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-560-4224
Handicap Access: Y
^ RENTMEESTER, JOANNE, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SHEIKH, SOMMER Z, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCONOMOWOC VISION
1674 OLD SCHOOL HOUSE RD
STEVIE 101
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-2295
Handicap Access: Y
^ BJORK, DAVID M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BRUNS, ELYSE M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ HERRON, DESIREE M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ YOUNG, MCKENNA R, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORTHOPEDICS
ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-569-0400
Handicap Access: N
^ AL-SHIHABI, LAITH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BOGUNOVIC, LJILJANA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
ADVENT LAKE COUNTRY
1360 PABST FARMS CIR
STEVIE B
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-888-938-3838
Handicap Access: N
^ BECKER, ALYSSA, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ FONTAINE, TIFFANY L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ PETERS, MATTHEW E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ QUINN, MAKENSIE R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHMIDT, JOSEPH M, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WEISSELMAN, MAGGIE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORAL SURGERY
ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES
1287 OLYMPIA FIELDS DR
STEVIE C
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-9167
Handicap Access: Y
^ BEST, JOSEPH A, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CENTRAL OTOLOGIC
888 THACKERAY TRL
STEVIE 108
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-567-0505
Handicap Access: Y
^ JANOWAK, MICHAEL, MD

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

May choose as a primary care provider.

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KASSIS, GEORGE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 150
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8400
Handicap Access: Y

CRIVELLO, NICOLE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 350
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8800
Handicap Access: N

LEVY, KELYN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

AHFADAL, DINA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AKBAR, MUHAMMAD T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

URDU

EYAZAGUIRRE, ARTURO E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

FRANCO, LETICIA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GASHO, CHRISTOPHER J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GAURAV, KUMAR, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLBORN, CARL A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KASSIS, GEORGE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEUP, MARGARET A, APNP
 Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIEN-SKUBAL, JACLYNN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NIELSEN, ELIZABETH M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRUDOM, JASON S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHAMAA, OABAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STRONG, DONALD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZANE, ANDREW J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AKBAR, MUHAMMAD T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAMAL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
STE 303
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: N

AKBAR, MUHAMMAD T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

URDU

BALAGANI, RAJESH, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KASSIS, GEORGE S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: N

FRANCO, LETICIA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HIPKE, KATHLEEN R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLBORN, CARL A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

FRANCIS, DAVID, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HWANG, MARK E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JONES, JAMES C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEYERS, Bambi R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RHEUMATOLOGY

WEST SUBURBAN CENTER FOR ARTHRITIS
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-785-0777
Handicap Access: N

HEMPEL, DOUGLAS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JODAT, NICOLE M, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SKAMRA, CARLY L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SLEEP MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
STE 303
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: N

BALAGANI, RAJESH, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: N

GEROUILIS, SOPHOS G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-9100
Handicap Access: N

STEINER, SAMUEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPORTS MEDICINE

ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-9400
Handicap Access: N

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 155
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5000
Handicap Access: Y

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 350
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8800
Handicap Access: N

PEROW, LAUREN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-5300
Handicap Access: Y

OEDER, AMANDA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALTZBERG, MITCHELL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROGYNECOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
STE 101
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-569-0578
Handicap Access: Y

ASCHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, HEBREW

DULKIN, INNA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KNIFFER, JESSICA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARTIN, RENEE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEDICAL GROUP
PROHEALTH CARE
ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
791 SUMMIT AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-9400
Handicap Access: N

STEINER, SAMUEL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARTIN, RENEE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
791 SUMMIT AVE
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-920-857-9141
Handicap Access: Y

^ VASCULAR SURGERY
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1185 CORPORATE CENTER DR
STE 135
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

^ SCHMITT, DAVID D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH SPANISH

PEWAUKEE

ACUPUNCTURE
NATURAL HEALTH CENTER FOR ACUPUNCTURE & HERBS
1166 QUAIL CT
STE 210
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-262-695-5311
Handicap Access: Y

^ DULKIN, INNA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1155 QUAIL CT
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-920-857-9141
Handicap Access: Y

^ ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BROWN, AIMEE J, LAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BURKART, CHERI, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CRAMER, DANIELLE R, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ EICHENOLD, LAURA, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ENGELBRECHT, KELLY, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FRAZIER, SARAH K, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FRAZIER, SARA H, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HYATT, JOCELIN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HYATT, JOCHELIN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KIEFER, AMBER L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLETT, LEONARD, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MROZ, DANIELLE E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ NICHOLAS, JESSICA R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ NICHOLAS, JESSICA R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ STRALEY, SAMANTHA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ UNGLAUB, NICOLLETTE L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VAN DYKE, CHRISTOPHER R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WIEBUSCH & NICHOLSON CENTER FOR AUTISM
N27 W23953 PAUL RD
STE 206
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-262-347-0701
Handicap Access: Y

^ KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MROZ, DANIELLE E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ZIEGLER, SCOTT, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1155 QUAIL CT
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-920-857-9141
Handicap Access: Y

^ ABRAHAMSON, ALLISON L, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BURKART, CHERI, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CRAMER, DANIELLE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ DANKERT, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ EHLEN, ALICIA C, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ EICHENOLD, LAURA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FANONE, CARLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FRAZIER, SARAH K, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GRASS, JILL M, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HASS, MELISSA N, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HYATT, JOCELIN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KIEFER, AMBER L, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KLETT, LEONARD, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KRANK, LISA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY CENTER
N15 W28300 GOLF RD
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-262-544-5311
Handicap Access: Y

KLEMENT, MITCHELL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRAUSE, JORDAN D, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SANICOLA, SHAWN M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SPANISH

KLEEMAN, SCOTT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PODIATRY

PHILIPSEN, JEREMY M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

XIONG, LENG, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

GALATI, AMY L, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

PHILIPSEN, JEREMY M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ZAVIAL, JUNO, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

VO, ANDREW N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ZOEGER, ROBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

 Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

VAVRA, JAMES R, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

VIELKAMP, TYLER, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

XIONG, LENG, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

Psychology (Autism)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1155 QUAIL CT
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-920-857-9141
Handicap Access: N

HUI, NAN, PhD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

CHINESE

MANDARIN CHINESE

MIAHAILOVIC, MICHAEL M,
PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

PHYSICAL MEDICINE AND REHABILITATION

ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN
N15 W28300 GOLF RD
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-262-303-5055
Handicap Access: Y

VO, ANDREW N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ENGLISH

ZOEGER, ROBERT, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

PODIATRY

FOOT & ANKLE ASSOCIATES OF WI
2835 N GRANDVIEW BLVD
STE 300
PEWAUKEE, WI 53072
1-262-544-3779
Handicap Access: Y

GALATI, AMY L, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SPANISH

PHILIPSEN, JEREMY M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SANICOLA, SHAWN M, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

SELLA, ANTON J, DPM
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages Spoken:</th>
<th>ENGLISH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>725 AMERICAN AVE WAUKESHA, WI 53188 1-262-928-8899 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALI, ZUBER S, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALIOTO, NINA M, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMAGANIAN, LISA L, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARKER, BRIANNA L, NP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARTLETT, COURTNEY E, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLANCHARD, MICHAEL C, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUNCK, CHERYL D, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAUDHARI, AMIR, DO Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIROPRACTIC PARTNERS</td>
<td>1720 DOLPHIN DR STE E WAUKESHA, WI 53186 1-262-547-7441 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUX, JUSTIN, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZARLING, TERRY A, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSIAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIROPRACTIC PARTNERS</td>
<td>1720 DOLPHIN DR STE E WAUKESHA, WI 53186 1-262-547-7441 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUX, JUSTIN, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUZIOS, JOHN G, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DERMATOLOGY</td>
<td>1111 DELAFIELD ST STE 308 WAUKESHA, WI 53188 1-262-754-4488 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAJEROWSKI, JACQUELYN M, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANDICAP ACCESS:</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>725 AMERICAN AVE WAUKESHA, WI 53188 1-262-928-8899 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, TAMMY, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, JENNIFER D, APNP Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZARLING, TERRY A, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSIAN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIROPRACTIC PARTNERS</td>
<td>1720 DOLPHIN DR STE E WAUKESHA, WI 53186 1-262-547-7441 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUX, JUSTIN, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOUZIOS, JOHN G, MD Languages Spoken:</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SALTZBERG, MITCHELL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WALDORF, NATE D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KREIMIER III, EDWARD L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GIESE, KAYLA R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOX, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DOUBLEDAY, AMANDA R, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STE 209
1111 DELAFIELD ST
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-542-0444
Handicap Access: N

SCHMIDT, TRAVIS P, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TOUZIOS, JOHN G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETTIT, KELLI K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KUMAR, VASAVI, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEQUET, ARCHEBALD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEBER, MEGAN, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

★ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ENGLISH

HAMM, KRISTEN J, APNP

WICK, ANNE K, APNP

WACK, MATTHEW, MD

SOMERS, RHONDA C, APNP

NJIE, AJI B, MD

MCHENRY, PAUL A, MD

HO, JOHN L, MD

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899

PROHEALTH CARE ONCOLOGY
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899

Handicap Access: Y

Hamm, Kristen J, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
N16 W24131 RIVERWOOD DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-2570

Handicap Access: Y

Hamm, Kristen J, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY ASSOCIATES
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 207
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-446-3593

Handicap Access: Y

Wick, Anne K, APNP

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INTERVENTIONAL CARDIOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899

Handicap Access: Y

Isaacson, Thomas C, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATERNAL-FETAL MEDICINE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
210 NW BARSTOW ST
STE 201
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-548-6903

Handicap Access: Y

Kuhlmann, Randall S, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
3RD FL
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-2594

Handicap Access: Y

Adams, Jacquelyn H, MD

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY

INFECTION DISEASE SPECIALISTS OF SE WI
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899

Handicap Access: N

Wojtecki, Jeremy J, PA

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 321
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-414-454-0600

Handicap Access: N

Balderas, Katie J, PA

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
1260 SENTRY DR
STE 140
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-524-1024

Handicap Access: N

Balderas, Katie J, PA

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Language Spoken: ARABIC

Language Spoken: FRENCH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deanicare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
^ ELANGOVAN, LOGANATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TAMIL
LA ROCK, REBECCA A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SAJJAD, IMRAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DREW, LISA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SAJJAD, IMRAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LA ROCK, REBECCA A, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEPHROLOGY ASSOCIATES
N16 W24131 RIVERWOOD DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-524-1024
Handicap Access: Y
^ ELANGOVAN, LOGANATHAN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TAMIL
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y
^ ACKELL, ANDREW, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COHEN, LENNY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HUGHES, BARBARA, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PEROW, LAUREN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RAHMAN, IHTESHAM-UR S, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DEGNAN, DEBORAH, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4969
Handicap Access: Y
^ DEGNAN, DEBORAH, PA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DOMARAD, WILLIAM K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GEROULIS, SOPHOS G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GRUNEBERG, ERIN T, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HEMELT, VIRGINIA B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JONES, MICHAEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JONES, GENEVIEVE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH
SMITH, STANYA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POLISH
YELICK, MARY K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH CARE NEUROSCIENCE CENTER
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: Y
^ GEROULIS, SOPHOS G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HEMELT, VIRGINIA B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NEUROSURGERY
^ WOLF, JAMIE J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH WAUKESHA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-1000
Handicap Access: N
^ WOLF, JAMIE J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
^ RADIOLoGY WAUKESHA
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-1000
Handicap Access: N
^ FRANCKEN, GREGORY A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NUTRITION
^ PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 310
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-4880
Handicap Access: Y
^ LACOURSIERE, LAURIE, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROSENMERKEL, AMANDA, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VON HELMS, ANDREA, RD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY**

**ANTHONY HOANG MD**  
725 AMERICAN AVE  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-370-6888  
Handicap Access: Y

**BAUML, CLAIRE E, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DYOCO, LORREE L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GREGORY, DARIN R, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HOANG, ANTHONY, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LANGI, ANTHONY, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MEISLES, DIANE, DO**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MEISLES, DIANE, DO**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY**

**MORELAND OB/GYN ASSOCIATES**  
1111 DELAFIELD ST  
STE 311  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-544-4411  
Handicap Access: Y

**BAUML, CLAIRE E, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BENISHEK, CLAIRE M, PA**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DYOCO, LORREE L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GREGORY, DARIN R, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HERZBERG, JESSICA M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JANZ, SARAH A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KIELY, JOAN W, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KURTZ, LAUREN K, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LEMIEUX, COURTNEY A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MEISLES, DIANE, DO**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NELSON, ALLISON M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OLSON, DEBRA J, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PALMER, CAROLYN, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SPONAGLE, CHRISTINE A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**STEIN, LARA, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SPONAGLE, CHRISTINE A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**TAYLOR, MATTHEW, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**TRESTER, MEGAN, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VOICE, STEPHANIE M, DO**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WAHL, GENEVA M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MORELAND OB/GYN ASSOCIATES**  
725 AMERICAN AVE  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-544-4411  
Handicap Access: Y

**BAUML, CLAIRE E, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BENISHEK, CLAIRE M, PA**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DYOCO, LORREE L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GREGORY, DARIN R, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HERZBERG, JESSICA M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JANZ, SARAH A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KIELY, JOAN W, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KURTZ, LAUREN K, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LEMIEUX, COURTNEY A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MEISLES, DIANE, DO**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NELSON, ALLISON M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**OLSON, DEBRA J, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PALMER, CAROLYN, APNP**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SPONAGLE, CHRISTINE A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**STEIN, LARA, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**  
210 NW BARSTOW ST  
STE 201  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-548-6903  
Handicap Access: Y

**KUHLMANN, RANDALL S, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**  
3RD FL  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-928-2594  
Handicap Access: Y

**DEVRIES, SHARON K, PA**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HOPPE, KARA K, DO**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KUHLMANN, RANDALL S, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ROSE, STEPHEN L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**  
725 AMERICAN AVE  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-928-8899  
Handicap Access: Y

**IRURETAGOYENA, JESUS I, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**  
725 AMERICAN AVE  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-928-4695  
Handicap Access: Y

**DEVRIES, SHARON K, PA**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**  
N16 W24131 RIVERWOOD DR  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-549-2229  
Handicap Access: N

**AMHERDT, SARAH, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**EPPESON, LAURA E, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MAZOLA, KRISTAL A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MCCOMIS, MARY L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SULLIVAN, KRISTINE M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WOMENS HEALTH CARE**  
721 AMERICAN AVE  
STE 304  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-549-2229  
Handicap Access: N

**AKIYA, DANA J, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**AMHERDT, SARAH, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MAZOLA, KRISTAL A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MCCOMIS, MARY L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SULLIVAN, KRISTINE M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WOMENS HEALTH CARE**  
N16 W24131 RIVERWOOD DR  
WAUKESHA, WI 53188  
1-262-549-2229  
Handicap Access: Y

**MAZOLA, KRISTAL A, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MCCOMIS, MARY L, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SULLIVAN, KRISTINE M, MD**  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH WAUKESHA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-1000
Handicap Access: Y

RAZA, MOHAMMAD A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH, URDU

OPHTHALMOLOGY

MEDICAL EYE ASSOCIATES
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 312
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-547-3352
Handicap Access: Y

BERNSTEIN, DEBORAH, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

BUTLER, CAROLYN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH, SPANISH

DALZOTTO, KATHERINE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HALBACH, CAROLINE, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LONG, DOUGLAS M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHRIEBER, JESSICA M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

MEDICAL EYE ASSOCIATES
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 312
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-547-3352
Handicap Access: Y

RENTMEESTER, JOANNE, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHEIKH, SOMMER Z, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEWAUKEE VISION
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 212
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-521-9383
Handicap Access: Y

BJORK, DAVID M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRUNS, ELYSE M, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

YOUNG, MCKENNA R, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE EYE GROUP
3228 TURNBERRY OAK DR
STE 200
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-542-7113
Handicap Access: Y

BRENNAN, KRISTIN, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAGENAIS, MARK, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEITZKE, MARCUS, OD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ORAL SURGERY

ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY ASSOCIATES
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 222
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-547-8665
Handicap Access: Y

BEST, JOSEPH A, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROOKES, CAROLYN C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNOR, KEVIN J, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNOR, MICHAEL, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNOR, SHANE C, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLZHAUER, DONALD P, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NOVAK, TIMOTHY S, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHMIDT, JOSEPH M, DDS
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
LANGUAGES SPOKEN:

**MURPHY, HEATHER C, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KASS, EDWARD G, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KASS, EDWARD G, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FOX, MARY C, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KASS, EDWARD G, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MURPHY, HEATHER C, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**KASS, EDWARD G, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**UBELL, MATTHEW L, MD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
N16 W24131 RIVERWOOD DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y

BOEHM, ERIC R, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
2130 BIG BEND RD
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y

MALONEY, JAMES D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALONEY, JAMES D, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE ONCOLOGY
N16 W24131 RIVERWOOD DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4695
Handicap Access: Y

OEDER, AMANDA L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

PEROW, LAUREN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEROW, LAUREN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

BARTLETT, COURTNEY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARTLETT, COURTNEY E, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC AND CARDIAC SURGERY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CULL, KIRSTEN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THORACIC SURGERY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y

KNIPFER, JESSICA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KNIPFER, JESSICA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROGYNECOLOGY

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
3RD FL
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-2594
Handicap Access: Y

ASCHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ASCHKENAZI-STEINBERG, SARIT O, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
STEVENSON, KATHERINE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UROLOGY

METROPOLITAN UROLOGY GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 402
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-414-476-0430
Handicap Access: Y

MOLITOR, KAREN L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1011 SPRING CITY DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53196
1-262-928-0444
Handicap Access: N

FOX, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEQUET, ARCHEBALD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUKESHA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
1625 COLDWATER CREEK DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-542-0444
Handicap Access: N

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOX, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEQUET, ARCHEBALD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUKESHA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 209
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-542-0444
Handicap Access: Y

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOX, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEQUET, ARCHEBALD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUKESHA SURGICAL SPECIALISTS
1111 DELAFIELD ST
STE 100
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-542-0444
Handicap Access: N

BARTOS, STEPHEN, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAVIES, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOX, CHRISTOPHER, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GILBERTSON, ANNA G, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSHKOSH

BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1306 S MAIN ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54902
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

PEKSA, RICHARD M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRIO ACADEMY
2850 UNIVERSAL ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54904
1-920-267-8350
Handicap Access: Y

FEDRAN, CHRISTINA J, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NICHOLS-GREEN, KIMBERLY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WADE, ANGELA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH (AUTISM)

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1306 S MAIN ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54902
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

PEKSA, RICHARD M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRIO ACADEMY
2850 UNIVERSAL ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54904
1-920-267-8350
Handicap Access: Y

FEDRAN, CHRISTINA J, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHIROPRACTIC

FOSSO GELHAR
CHIROPRACTORS
155 N SAWYER ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54902
1-920-230-7600
Handicap Access: Y

FOSSO, SHELDA S, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

GELHAR, JENNIFER J, DC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

OPTOMETRY

INSIGHT EYE CARE
251 N SAWYER ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54902
1-920-235-5530
Handicap Access: Y

AMES, RYAN P, OD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

BEERS, BRITTANY E, OD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MATZ, HAYDEN B, OD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Jo Daviess County</td>
<td>Galeana Hospital</td>
<td>Midwest Medical Center, 1 Medical Center Dr, Galena, IL 61036</td>
<td>1-815-777-1340</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Winnebago County</td>
<td>Rockford Hospital</td>
<td>Osf Saint Anthony Medical Center, 5666 E State St, Rockford, IL 61108</td>
<td>1-815-226-2000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Dubuque County</td>
<td>Dubuque Hospital</td>
<td>Finley Hospital, 350 N Grandview Ave, Dubuque, IA 52004</td>
<td>1-563-582-1881</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wisconsin</td>
<td>Adams County</td>
<td>Friendship Hospital</td>
<td>Gundersen Moundview Memorial Hospital and Clinics, 402 W Lake St, Friendship, WI 53934</td>
<td>1-608-339-3331</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Iowa County</td>
<td>Madison Hospital</td>
<td>Ssm Health Waupun Memorial Hospital, 620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Fond Du Lac County</td>
<td>Fond Du Lac Hospital</td>
<td>Ssm Health St Agnes Hospital - Fond Du Lac, 430 E Division St, Fond Du Lac, WI 54935</td>
<td>1-920-529-2300</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Ripon County</td>
<td>Ripon Hospital</td>
<td>Ssm Health Ripon Community Hospital, 845 Parkside St, Ripon, WI 54971</td>
<td>1-920-748-3101</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Grant County</td>
<td>Grant Regional Health Center</td>
<td>Gundersen Boscoebel Area Hospital, 205 Parker St, Boscoebel, WI 53805</td>
<td>1-608-375-4112</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Lancaster County</td>
<td>Lancaster Hospital</td>
<td>Smm Health Waupun Memorial Hospital, 620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Platteville County</td>
<td>Platteville Hospital</td>
<td>Ssm Health Monroe Hospital, 515 22nd Ave, Monroe, WI 53566</td>
<td>1-608-324-1000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Number of contracted hospitals: 35**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Hospital</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dodgeville</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>800 Compassion Way</td>
<td>1-608-930-8000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rock County</td>
<td>Rock County Hospital</td>
<td>1969 W Hart Rd</td>
<td>1-608-384-5011</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson County</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>611 Sherman Ave E</td>
<td>1-920-568-5000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fort Atkinson</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>1050 Division St</td>
<td>1-608-847-6161</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juneau County</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>400 Division St</td>
<td>1-608-876-4466</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette County</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>3400 E Racine St</td>
<td>1-608-373-8000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee County</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>1625 Coldwater Creek Dr</td>
<td>1-262-363-1901</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Allis</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>1706 S 68th St</td>
<td>1-414-667-4800</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richland County</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>333 E Second St</td>
<td>1-608-647-6321</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>260 26th St</td>
<td>1-608-643-3311</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>11101 N Sherman Rd</td>
<td>1-608-884-3441</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>3400 E Racine St</td>
<td>1-608-928-1000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>707 14th St</td>
<td>1-608-356-1400</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>2000 N Dewey Ave</td>
<td>1-608-524-6487</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>400 Water Ave</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>240 Maple Ave</td>
<td>1-262-363-1901</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauk Prairie</td>
<td>Hospital</td>
<td>791 Summit Ave</td>
<td>1-262-569-9400</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Skilled Nursing Facilities

Number of contracted skilled nursing facilities: 90

**ILLINOIS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WINNEBAGO COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH BELOIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR OAKS REHABILITATION &amp; HEALTH CARE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1515 BLACKHAWK BLVD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH BELOIT, IL 61080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-389-3911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IOWA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DUBUQUE COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUBUQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANORCARE HEALTH SERVICES- DUBUQUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>901 W 3RD ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUBUQUE, IA 52001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-563-556-1161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WISCONSIN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADAMS COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRIENDSHIP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VILLA PINES LIVING CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201 PARK AVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-339-3361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLUMBIA COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBIA HEALTHCARE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>323 W MONROE ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WYOCENA, WI 53969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-429-2181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLUMBUS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BLACK EARTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS HEALTH &amp; REHAB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>825 WESTERN AVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLUMBUS, WI 53925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-920-623-2520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE BAY AT BELMONT HEALTH AND REHAB**

| THE BAY AT BELMONT HEALTH AND REHAB |
| 110 BELMONT RD |
| MADISON, WI 53714 |
| 1-608-249-7391 |
| Handicap Access: Y |

**MIDDLETON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE VILLA AT MIDDLETON VILLAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6201 ELMWOOD AVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDDLETON, WI 53562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-831-8300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOUNT HOREB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INGLESIDE MANOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407 N 8TH ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNT HOREB, WI 53572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-437-5511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OREGON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OREGON HEALTHCARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>354 MAIN ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OREGON, WI 53575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-835-3535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STOUGHTON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAZARETH HEALTH &amp; REHABILITATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>814 JACKSON ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOUGHTON, WI 53589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-873-6448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LODI**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIVINE REHABILITATION &amp; NURSING AT LODI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 CLARK ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LODI, WI 53555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-592-3241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MADISON**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAPITOL LAKES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333 W MAIN ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON, WI 53703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-283-2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OAK PARK NURSING &amp; REHABILITATION CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>718 JUPITER DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON, WI 53718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-663-8600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OAK PARK PLACE OF NAKOMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4327 NAKOMA RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON, WI 53711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-640-4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OAKWOOD LUTHERAN HOMES ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6201 MINERAL POINT RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEBRON OAKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON, WI 53705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-230-4699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OAKWOOD VILLAGE EAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5833 AMERICAN PKWY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEBRON OAKS OAKWOOD VILLAGE EAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON, WI 53718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-230-4620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SKILLED NURSING FACILITY</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S CARE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3401 MAPLE GROVE DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADISON, WI 53719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-608-845-1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MUSCODA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bedrock HCS at Riverdale</td>
<td>1000 N Wisconsin Ave, Muscoda, WI 53573</td>
<td>1-608-739-3186</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLATTEVILLE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Edenbrook of Platteville</td>
<td>1300 N Water St, Platteville, WI 53818</td>
<td>1-608-348-2453</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONROE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monroe Health Services</td>
<td>516 26th Ave, Monroe, WI 53566</td>
<td>1-608-325-9141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW GLARUS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New Glarus Home</td>
<td>600 2nd Ave, New Glarus, WI 53574</td>
<td>1-608-627-2126</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN LAKE COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARKESAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Markesan Resident Home</td>
<td>1130 N Margaret St, Markesan, WI 53946</td>
<td>1-920-398-2751</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IOWA COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNEAU COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHLAND COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Richland Center</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pine Valley Community Village</td>
<td>25951 Circle View Ln, Richland Center, WI</td>
<td>53581</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCK COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELOIT</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Autumn Lake Healthcare at Beloit</td>
<td>2121 Pioneer Dr, Beloit, WI 53511</td>
<td>1-608-365-9526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Bay at Beloit Health and Rehabilitation</td>
<td>1905 West Hart Rd, Beloit, WI 53511</td>
<td>1-608-365-2554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINTON</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Alden Meadow Park</td>
<td>709 Meadow Park Dr, Clinton, WI 53525</td>
<td>1-608-676-2202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Montello Care Center</td>
<td>251 Forest Ln, Montello, WI 53949</td>
<td>1-608-297-2153</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Edgerton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## SKILLED NURSING FACILITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDGERTON CARE CENTER</strong></td>
<td>313 STOUGHTON RD, EDGERTON, WI 53534</td>
<td>1-608-884-3441</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDGERTON HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>1414 JEFFERSON ST, BARABOO, WI 53913</td>
<td>1-608-356-4838</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEMADENS ST CLARE MEADOWS</strong></td>
<td>2350 N DEWEY AVE, REEDSBURG, WI 53595</td>
<td>1-608-524-6577</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DELAVAN HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>905 E GENEVA ST, DELAVAN, WI 53115</td>
<td>1-262-726-6319</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARE-AGE OF BROOKFIELD</strong></td>
<td>1755 N BARKER RD, BROOKFIELD, WI 53045</td>
<td>1-262-821-3939</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BARABOO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EVANSSVILLE MANOR</strong></td>
<td>470 GARFIELD AVE, EVANSSVILLE, WI 53536</td>
<td>1-608-882-5700</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REEDSBURG AREA</strong></td>
<td>1051 CLARK ST, REEDSBURG, WI 53595</td>
<td>1-608-524-7500</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCYLER MANOR</strong></td>
<td>1000 MINERAL POINT AVE, JANESVILLE, WI 53548</td>
<td>1-608-756-6050</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OAK PARK PLACE OF JANESVILLE</strong></td>
<td>700 MYRTLE WAY, JANESVILLE, WI 53545</td>
<td>1-608-530-5700</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCK HAVEN</strong></td>
<td>3400 CRY TR F, JANESVILLE, WI 53547</td>
<td>1-608-757-5000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST ELIZABETH HOME</strong></td>
<td>109 S ATWOOD AVE, JANESVILLE, WI 53545</td>
<td>1-608-752-6709</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAUK COUNTY</strong></td>
<td>1414 JEFFERSON ST, BARABOO, WI 53913</td>
<td>1-608-356-4838</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAUK CITY</strong></td>
<td>501 S WINESTED ST, SPRING GREEN, WI 53588</td>
<td>1-608-588-2586</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILTON MANOR</strong></td>
<td>645 N CHURCH ST, ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
<td>1-608-723-4963</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAIRHAVEN MANOR</strong></td>
<td>435 STARIN RD, WHITEWATER, WI 53190</td>
<td>1-608-473-2140</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMS BAY HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>146 GLOVER ST, WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191</td>
<td>1-262-245-6400</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### JANESVILLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAUK CITY</strong></td>
<td>245 SYCAMORE ST, SAUK CITY, WI 53583</td>
<td>1-608-643-3383</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMS BAY</strong></td>
<td>435 STARIN RD, WHITEWATER, WI 53190</td>
<td>1-608-473-2140</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILTON MANOR</strong></td>
<td>645 N CHURCH ST, ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
<td>1-608-723-4963</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DELAVAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREENWAY MANOR</strong></td>
<td>501 S WINESTED ST, SPRING GREEN, WI 53588</td>
<td>1-608-588-2586</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMS BAY HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>146 GLOVER ST, WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191</td>
<td>1-262-245-6400</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WISCONSIN COUNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>EVANSSVILLE MANOR</strong></td>
<td>470 GARFIELD AVE, EVANSSVILLE, WI 53536</td>
<td>1-608-882-5700</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REEDSBURG AREA</strong></td>
<td>1051 CLARK ST, REEDSBURG, WI 53595</td>
<td>1-608-524-7500</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCYLER MANOR</strong></td>
<td>1000 MINERAL POINT AVE, JANESVILLE, WI 53548</td>
<td>1-608-756-6050</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OAK PARK PLACE OF JANESVILLE</strong></td>
<td>700 MYRTLE WAY, JANESVILLE, WI 53545</td>
<td>1-608-530-5700</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROCK HAVEN</strong></td>
<td>3400 CRY TR F, JANESVILLE, WI 53547</td>
<td>1-608-757-5000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ST ELIZABETH HOME</strong></td>
<td>109 S ATWOOD AVE, JANESVILLE, WI 53545</td>
<td>1-608-752-6709</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAUK COUNTY</strong></td>
<td>1414 JEFFERSON ST, BARABOO, WI 53913</td>
<td>1-608-356-4838</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAUK CITY</strong></td>
<td>501 S WINESTED ST, SPRING GREEN, WI 53588</td>
<td>1-608-588-2586</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILTON MANOR</strong></td>
<td>645 N CHURCH ST, ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
<td>1-608-723-4963</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MADISON COUNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREENWAY MANOR</strong></td>
<td>501 S WINESTED ST, SPRING GREEN, WI 53588</td>
<td>1-608-588-2586</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMS BAY HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>146 GLOVER ST, WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191</td>
<td>1-262-245-6400</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### MILWAUKEE COUNTY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREENWAY MANOR</strong></td>
<td>501 S WINESTED ST, SPRING GREEN, WI 53588</td>
<td>1-608-588-2586</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMS BAY HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>146 GLOVER ST, WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191</td>
<td>1-262-245-6400</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### OCONOMOWOC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>GREENWAY MANOR</strong></td>
<td>501 S WINESTED ST, SPRING GREEN, WI 53588</td>
<td>1-608-588-2586</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WILLIAMS BAY HEALTH SERVICES</strong></td>
<td>146 GLOVER ST, WILLIAMS BAY, WI 53191</td>
<td>1-262-245-6400</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WISCONSIN COUNTY

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
LAKE COUNTRY HEALTH SERVICES
2195 N SUMMIT VILLAGE WAY
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-560-2414
Handicap Access: Y

CROSSROADS CARE CENTER OF PEWAUKEE
N20 W23977 WATERTOWN RD
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-523-0933
Handicap Access: Y

LINDENGROVE WAUKESHA
425 N UNIVERSITY DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-524-6400
Handicap Access: Y
Outpatient Mental Health

Number of contracted outpatient mental health: 3911

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ILLINOIS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOONE COUNTY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELVIDERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSF MEDICAL GROUP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954 GATEWAY CENTER DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELVIDERE, IL 61008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-544-7400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEEHAN, RYAN M, LCSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JO DAVIESS COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GALENA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THERAPY CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 SPRING ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALENA, IL 61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-777-2850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GABBERT, GAIL, LMFT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Party Caregiver Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALENA, IL 61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READLING, RANDY, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WINNEBAGO COUNTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOVES PARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSF MEDICAL GROUP-ROCK CUT PRIMARY CARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOVES PARK, IL 61111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-639-8500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENDOZA, VICTOR H, LPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEEHAN, RYAN M, LCSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROCKFORD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANJIT BATTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6653 WEAVER RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKFORD, IL 61114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-779-770-7147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BATTH, RANJIT, LCSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone/Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELIEF TMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1641 N ALPINE RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKFORD, IL 61107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-630-974-6602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRONEK, STACY M, LPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALCOHOL &amp; DRUG/SUBSTANCE Abuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALTERNATIVE WELLNESS THERAPIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9950 N ALPINE RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACHESNEY PARK, IL 61115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-200-6444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEYMER, JEAN M, LPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone/Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PSYCHIATRY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALENA, IL 61036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-815-776-7381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUMMINS, JILL C, LCPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone/Video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Party Caregiver Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIEDRICH, JULIA A, APSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, MARY, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPRAWSKI, TERESA J, MD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ROCKTON

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**CONNECTIONS THERAPY CENTER**
1047 CANNELL CT
ROCKTON, IL 61072
1-815-957-0115
Handicap Access: Y

**SHANKS, SUSAN M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**AFFINITY COUNSELING**
5506 CLAYTON CIR
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-908-9903
Handicap Access: Y

**SHANKS, SUSAN M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROSCOE

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**HOPE CHILD & FAMILY COUNSELING**
11447 2ND ST
STE 9B
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-601-4673
Handicap Access: Y

**FRIEMUTH, KATELYN B, APSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WEYMER, JEAN M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VARGHESE, GRACE M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS**
2055 HOLLIDAY DR
STE 530
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

**BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH**
2055 HOLLIDAY DR
STE 530
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

**BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CWMS COUNSELING**
3343 CENTER GROVE DR
STE A
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-808-348-5088
Handicap Access: Y

**BELL, KARI, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MILLER, CRAIG W, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NAUMAN, RACHEL, APSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SERENITY THERAPY**
210 JONES ST
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-569-557-6869
Handicap Access: Y

**TEUBERT, AMBER M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH**
2055 HOLLIDAY DR
STE 530
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

**PAYER, MEGAN N, PSYD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MIHAJLOVIC, MICHAEL M, PSYD**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**THERAPY CENTER**

**3rd Party Caregiver Accepted**

**Chat/Phone/Video**

**Telehealth Optional**

**Languages Spoken:**

**Hope Child & Family Counseling**
11447 2ND ST
STE 9B
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-601-4673
Handicap Access: Y

**BECKER, TAYLOR S, APSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DAKOTA, NANNATTE L, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DESMANTI, JAMILYN L, LSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FRIEMUTH, KATELYN B, APSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GARRISON, JAMES B, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HART, CARLINA C, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LAKIS, KAREN A, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LAKIS, KAREN A, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VARGESE, GRACE M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**VARGESE, GRACE M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WEYMER, JEAN M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**3rd Party Caregiver Accepted**

**Chat/Phone/Video**

**Telehealth Optional**

**Languages Spoken:**

**Caravel Counseling and Diagnostics**
2055 HOLLIDAY DR
STE 530
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

**BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CWMS Counseling**
3343 CENTER GROVE DR
STE A
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-808-348-5088
Handicap Access: Y

**BELL, KARI, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LUTZE, LYNNE M, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MILLER, CRAIG W, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NAUMAN, RACHEL, APSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**DUBUQUE COUNTY**

**DUBUQUE**

**CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH**
2055 HOLLIDAY DR
STE 530
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

**BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CWMS COUNSELING**
3343 CENTER GROVE DR
STE A
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-808-348-5088
Handicap Access: Y

**BELL, KARI, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MILLER, CRAIG W, LPC**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**NAUMAN, RACHEL, APSW**
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
2738 MANITOWOC RD
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-301-3189
Handicap Access: Y

WATKINS, KYLIE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
500 AMS CT
STE B
GREEN BAY, WI 54313
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

HUAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE

NYSTROM & ASSOCIATES - GREEN BAY
480 PILGRIM WAY
STE 1300 A
GREEN BAY, WI 54304
1-920-510-5119
Handicap Access: Y

MATEL-ANDERSON, DENISE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1575 ALLOUEZ AVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ANASTASIO, EMILY R, PHD
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
1595 ALLOUEZ AVE
STE 3
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ANASTASIO, EMILY R, PHD
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
2738 MANITOWOC RD
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-301-3189
Handicap Access: Y

ANASTASIO, EMILY R, PHD
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAYER, MEGAN N, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
500 AMS CT
STE B
GREEN BAY, WI 54313
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

HUAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE

CARAVEL COUNSELING AND DIAGNOSTICS SC
1575 ALLOUEZ AVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54311
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ANASTASIO, EMILY R, PHD
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

CALUMET COUNTY

BRILLION

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
232 W WATER ST
STE A
BRILLION, WI 54110
1-920-524-1200
Handicap Access: Y

WATKINS, KYLIE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COLUMBUS

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PAUQUETTE CENTER
1341 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-5578
Handicap Access: Y

HOORNSTRA, LYNN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHULZ, JONATHAN J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
1341 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-5578
Handicap Access: Y

DIERINGER, DANIELLE A, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOORNSTRA, LYNN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2200
Handicap Access: Y

ACKERMAN, SEAN F, MD
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH CLINIC - COLUMBUS
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-1200
Handicap Access: Y

ACKERMAN, SEAN F, MD
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH CLINIC - COLUMBUS
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2200
Handicap Access: Y

ACKERMAN, SEAN F, MD
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH
1515 PARK AVE
COLUMBUS, WI 53925
1-920-623-2200
Handicap Access: Y

ACKERMAN, SEAN F, MD
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**PSYCHIATRY**

**PRAIRIE RIDGE HEALTH**  
1515 PARK AVE  
COLUMBUS, WI 53925  
1-920-623-2200  
Handicap Access: Y

- **ACKERMAN, SEAN F, MD**  
  Telehealth Optional  
  Phone/Video  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **REABE, CAROLYN J, MD**  
  Phone/Video  
  Telehealth Optional

**PORTAGE**  
1-920-623-1200  
Handicap Access: Y

- **ACKERMAN, SEAN F, MD**  
  Telehealth Optional

**LODI**  
1-608-742-5518  
Handicap Access: Y

- **ALLEY, SCOTT, MD**  
  Phone/Video  
  Handicap Access: Y

- **BIRKHOLZ, RENEE E, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **MCDONALD, SYDNEY C, APSW**  
  Telehealth Optional  
  Video

**PAUQUETTE CENTER**  
2901 HUNTERS TRL  
PORTAGE, WI 53901  
1-608-742-5518  
Handicap Access: Y

- **BIRKHOLZ, RENEE E, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**COMPASS COUNSELING**  
1508 NEW PINERY RD  
PORTAGE, WI 53901  
1-608-745-4900  
Handicap Access: Y

- **CORNELL, LORI A, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **CRAIG, NATALIE G, LCSW**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **CHAPIN, LESLEY B, PSYD**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **RAimers, Penny L, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SCHULZ, JONATHAN J, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SPARROW, JAMES M, APNP**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **VASEY, BRIAN A, MD**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**PAUQUETTE CENTER**  
1341 PARK AVE  
COLUMBUS, WI 53925  
1-920-623-5578  
Handicap Access: Y

- **SKIBICKY, ULIANA V, PHD**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**FOUNDATIONs COUNSELING CENTER**  
109 FIRST ST  
LODI, WI 53555  
1-608-424-9100  
Handicap Access: Y

- **DUPREY, KELLY JO, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LODI**  
1-608-742-5518  
Handicap Access: Y

- **HUBER, JOSEPH M, LCSW**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **LEE, JEREMY N, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **MARKS, JOCelyn H, LPC**  
  Telehealth Optional Video  
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SWAN, JAMES M, APNP**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PORTAGE**  
1-920-623-1200  
Handicap Access: Y

- **GRuba, Jennifer R, LMFT**  
  Telehealth Optional Video  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SWAN, James M, APNP**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC**  
  2817 NEW PINERY RD  
  PORTAGE, WI 53901  
  1-608-742-4131  
  Handicap Access: Y

- **HAUSEN, KRISTEN, LMFT**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **KRAVICK, SARAH J, LMFT**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **LUMBY, CRYSTAL L, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **POLLEx-Rabl, DanIELLe R, LCSW**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **Rastello, Bryan, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **SHAVER, SARA, LMFT**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **CRAIG, NATALIE G, LCSW**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **DEGregorio, CHRISTIAN, MD**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**PAUQUETTE CENTER**  
2901 HUNTERS TRL  
PORTAGE, WI 53901  
1-608-742-5518  
Handicap Access: Y

- **Lumby, Crystal L, LPC**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ASPIRUS PORTAGE CLINIC**  
2901 HUNTERS TRL  
PORTAGE, WI 53901  
1-608-742-4131  
Handicap Access: Y

- **MORGAN-JONES, TONI A, PSYD**  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- **CHAPIN, LESLEY B, PSYD**  
  Telehealth Optional
WISCONSIN DELLS

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

REDSTONE COUNSELING
1000 HWY 13
STE 15
WISCONSIN DELLS, WI
53965
1-608-432-6263
Handicap Access: Y
GROESCHEL, LYNN S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAWFORD COUNTY

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

CRAWFORD COUNTY HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES
225 N BEAUMONT RD
STE 326
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI
53821
1-608-326-0248
Handicap Access: Y
SCHNEIDER, HAILEY A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
37868 US HWY 18
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI
53821
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y
FASSBINDER, KATIE R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOPE RISING COUNSELING SERVICES
3633A 11TH LN
WISCONSIN DELLS, WI
53965
1-920-979-5457
Handicap Access: N
JOHNSON, LAURA S, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

VICKI MARQUARDT
PSYD
797 PLUM ST
WISCONSIN DELLS, WI
53965
1-608-253-6700
Handicap Access: Y
MARQUARDT, VICKI J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GROESCHEL, VALERIE, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAYES, THOMAS, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SKIBICKY, ULIANA V, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH CLINIC PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
37868 US HWY 18
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI
53821
1-608-357-2500
Handicap Access: Y
ANTHONY, LACIE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CRAM, MATTHEW, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAMILY & CHILDRENS CENTER
220 N BEAUMONT RD
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI
53821
1-608-785-0001
Handicap Access: Y
JOHNSON, LAURA S, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOLDIERS GROVE
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**KATRINA M JOHNSON**  
106 PASSIVE SUN DR  
SOLDIERS GROVE, WI 54655  
1-608-443-0279  
Handicap Access: Y  
JOHNSON, KATRINA M, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DANE COUNTY**

**BELLEVILLE**

**FOUNDATIONS COUNSELING CENTER**  
629 RIVER ST  
STE C  
BELLEVILLE, WI 53508  
1-608-424-9099  
Handicap Access: N  
^ BRIESEMESTER, LUCINDA, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
CRABTREE, AMANDA M, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ DUPREY, KELLY JO, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ GAYAN, JP, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
KELLY-MARTINA, ALISA C, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ PETERSSEN, ANDREA, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
SCHLEICHER, APRIL A, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
STORKSON, STEPHANI J, LMFT  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BLACK EARTH**

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**PURE OCD THERAPY**  
4752 OLD INDIAN TRL  
BLACK EARTH, WI 53515  
1-608-370-2345  
Handicap Access: Y  
BROWN, KERI, PHD  
Telehealth Optional

**WISCONSIN PUBLIC HEALTH**  
Handicap Access: Y  
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Video  
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Video

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**CAMBRIDGE**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**BELoved THERAPY**  
414 N MAIN ST  
CAMBRIDGE, WI 53523  
1-608-616-5085  
Handicap Access: Y  
^ LOVICK, BRENDA, LMFT  
Teleheath Optional Chat/Phone/Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CAMBRIDGE COUNSELING CLINIC**  
PO BOX 548  
120 E MAIN ST  
CAMBRIDGE, WI 53523  
1-608-423-4700  
Handicap Access: Y  
SCHUH, JACQUELINE M, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ MARSH, Jodi, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FORT HEALTHCARE CAMBRIDGE CLINIC**  
704 KATIE CT  
CAMBRIDGE, WI 53523  
1-608-423-1100  
Handicap Access: Y  
HILLMAN, NATASHA, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
HIRTE, BENJAMIN, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**COTTAGE GROVE**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**WILDWOOD FAMILY CLINIC**  
251 E COTTAGE GROVE RD  
COTTAGE GROVE, WI 53527  
1-608-839-3515  
Handicap Access: Y  
MCGRAHT, KERRY E, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
NILLSON, KRISTINA K, LCSW  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ PITROSKI, NATALIE M, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**FITCHBURG**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**ABEGGLLEN COUNSELING & CONSULTING**  
2940 CHAPEL VALLEY RD  
STE 2  
FITCHBURG, WI 53711  
1-608-709-9672  
Handicap Access: Y  
ABEGGLLEN, JESSICA M, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ BAER, ERIC T, LMFT  
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ BUCANEN, VALERIE L, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
HILLMAN, NATASHA, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
HIRTE, BENJAMIN, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ SOEHNLEIN, PAULA, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ TIBBETT, ANDREW, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
^ WOODWARD, JUSTIN D, LMFT  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MARRIAGE & FAMILY SOLUTIONS**  
6131 NESBITT RD  
FITCHBURG, WI 53719  
1-608-203-6267  
Handicap Access: Y  
D’ORAZIO, CRYSTAL, LMFT  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

---

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
A PATH FORWARD
2317 INTERNATIONAL LN
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-720-1501
Handicap Access: Y

NECKAR, RACHELLE M, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ABEGLLEN
COUNSELING &
CONSULTING
740 REGENCY ST
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-709-9672
Handicap Access: Y

SCHANK, CHEYLENE T, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ANESSION THERAPY
2701 INTERNATIONAL LN
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-268-6530
Handicap Access: Y

BALLWEG, NICK, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DOSS, KEVIN, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ANESSION THERAPY
815 FORWARD DR
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-268-6530
Handicap Access: Y

BALLWEG, NICK, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DOSS, KEVIN, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CENTER FOR
CHRISTIAN
COUNSELING
CONSULTATION
4868 HIGH CROSSING BLVD
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-274-8294
Handicap Access: Y

COLEMAN, FREDERICK, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EBBEN, DANIELLE R, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VLHLEMI-CARPENTER, JACQUELINE L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GANNS, CONNIE D, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOLDEN VIBES
COUNSELING CENTER
303 S PATERNST ST STE 1A
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-571-0558
Handicap Access: Y

HENDRICKSON, JENNIFER M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEALTHYMINDS
2909 LANDMARK PLC
MADISON, WI 53713
1-855-458-4966
Handicap Access: Y

WOODS, JANE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INSIGHT COUNSELING &
WELLNESS
1943 WINNEBAGO ST
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-244-4859
Handicap Access: Y

LAMBERT, JOSEPH M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RILEY, PATRICK S, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JESSIE CRAWFORD
RECOVERY CENTER
2801 INTERNATIONAL LN
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-576-2043
Handicap Access: Y

LOHMAN, KIMBERLY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOTNOSKE, CHERI L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATHRYN M REEDY
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
1250 FEMRITE DR
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-576-2043
Handicap Access: Y

REEDY, KATHRYN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KETTLE MORAINE
COUNSELING
700 RAYOVAC DR
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-720-1501
Handicap Access: Y

MCCHEADIE, ROBERT M, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MULCHAY, BROOKE D, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

O'BRIEN, LISA C, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PITZO, JENNIFER N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEIBEL, JOHN P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EATING DISORDER
SUPPORT NETWORK
429 GAMMON PL
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-824-7243
Handicap Access: Y

LOHMAN, KIMBERLY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOTNOSKE, CHERI L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATHRYN M REEDY
PSYCHOTHERAPIST
1250 FEMRITE DR
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-576-2043
Handicap Access: Y

REEDY, KATHRYN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KETTLE MORAINE
COUNSELING
700 RAYOVAC DR
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-720-1501
Handicap Access: Y

NECKAR, RACHELLE M, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNECTIONS
COUNSELING
5005 UNIVERSITY AVE
MADISON, WI 53705
1-608-232-2100
Handicap Access: Y

ADAMCZYK, SHANNON K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARE, KARLIN A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLUSTEIN, JOSEPH N, MD
1-608-720-1501
MADISON, WI 53716
STE 401
5900 MONONA DR
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FOHNOUTKA, RACHEL M,
LOCHEN, BRIAN E, MD
FELGUS, MATTHEW A, MD
BLUSTEIN, JOSEPH N, MD
Handicap Access: Y

1-608-720-1501
MADISON, WI 53716
STE 401
5900 MONONA DR
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

1-608-516-4347
MADISON, WI 53719
STE 212
437 S YELLOWSTONE DR
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

1-608-516-4347
MADISON, WI 53719
STE 212
437 S YELLOWSTONE DR
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

1-608-720-1501
MADISON, WI 53716
STE 401
5900 MONONA DR
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

1-608-720-1501
MADISON, WI 53716
STE 401
5900 MONONA DR
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporal accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken: English

**TELLURIAN DETOXIFICATION CENTER**
2914 INDUSTRIAL DR
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-223-3311
Handicap Access: Y

**KANNEGIESSER, MOLLY, SAC**
Languages Spoken: English

**KIM, EUN HA, MD**

**JANQUART, ANDREA L,** Phone/Video Telehealth Optional

**HECK, JENNIFER L, CSAC**

**BUISSE, JAMIE, APNP** 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted

**BARE, KARILIN A, LPC**
Languages Spoken: English

**LPC**

**LIEBE, HEATHER, LPC**
Languages Spoken: English

**LERNER, FAITH J, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**ABEGGLEN COUNSELING & CONSULTING**
740 REGENT ST
STE 201
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-709-9672
Handicap Access: Y

**BAER, ERIC T, LMFT**
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: English

**LOCHER, KARL W, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**GROSSHANS, ASHLEY, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**WOODWARD, JUSTIN D, LMFT**
Languages Spoken: English

**ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - EREDMAN CLINIC**
2202 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-443-5480
Handicap Access: Y

**COLVIN, JAMIE P, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**GROSSHANS, ASHLEY, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**LOCHER, KARL W, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - EVJUE CLINIC**
3434 E WASHINGTON AVE
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-263-3111
Handicap Access: Y

**COLVIN, JAMIE P, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**GROSSHANS, ASHLEY, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**LOCHER, KARL W, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**ACCESS COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS - WINGRA CLINIC**
1102 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-263-3111
Handicap Access: Y

**COLVIN, JAMIE P, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**GROSSHANS, ASHLEY, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**LOCHER, KARL W, LCSW**
Languages Spoken: English

**ACE MENTALITY**
2810 CROSSROADS DR
STE 4000
MADISON, WI 53718
1-855-300-9893
Handicap Access: Y

**BERNDT, KIMBERLY J, APNP**
Telehealth Optional

---

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4005 FELLAND RD
STE 1ST AND 102
MADISON, WI 53718
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

ABT, NICOLE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECHEM, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE

HUANG, YU-CHIAO, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MANDARIN CHINESE

RIEDL, KELLY R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CENTRE FOR CHRISTIAN COUNSELING
CONSULTATION
4686 HIGH CROSSING BLVD
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-274-8294
Handicap Access: Y

BANGERT, JUSTIN R, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DIENER, RENAE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DOYLE, LISA R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EBBEN, DANIELLE R, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EMMIRICH, DAVID N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HELGESTAD, CORINA J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILTON, CHERI S, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RANDALL, KEVIN C, MSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROSENBERG, JAYNE E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VINCENT, AMY L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, JASON O, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BURNS, TOYA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARRIOL, LILLIAN A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILTON, CHERI S, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SKALNIK, JACLYN H, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOLOMON SCHWABE, MADISON S, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VERDIN, REBECCA S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WRIGHT, STACEY R, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
559 ZOR SHRINE PL
MADISON, WI 53719
1-800-218-3781
Handicap Access: Y

1-608-838-8999
MADISON, WI 53719
1717 N STOUGHTON RD

BIRD, BRENDA, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLINDT, BRIAN C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDSLEY, SARAH C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEATHER, STACEY C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ABT, NICOLE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECHEM, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUAI, NAN, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHINESE
MANDARIN CHINESE

HUANG, YU-CHIAO, BCBA
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MANDARIN CHINESE

RIEDL, KELLY R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
559 ZOR SHRINE PL
MADISON, WI 53719
1-800-218-3781
Handicap Access: Y

1-608-838-8999
MADISON, WI 53719
1717 N STOUGHTON RD

BIRD, BRENDA, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BLINDT, BRIAN C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENDSLEY, SARAH C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEATHER, STACEY C, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Language Spoken: June

Handicap Access: Y

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
GIFTS OF EMOTION
301 N BROOM ST
FL 2
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-301-1570
Handicap Access: Y

ARMSTRONG, SARAH, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BECKMAN, KYRA J, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOLD, LEAH A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLOTH, MEGAN, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LECAIN, BRANDI J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIRESS, KIM, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, JENNIFER L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WULFF, MARIAH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GOLDEN VIBES COUNSELING CENTER
303 S PATERSON ST STE 1A
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-571-0558
Handicap Access: Y

AGBUDUWE, OMONOH A, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ARONOFF, JOSHUA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROWN, JESSICA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BUROKER, CHERYL N, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ELLIS, RACHEL M, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ETHUN, HANNAH M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREGG, ELIZABETH M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HENDRICKSON, JENNIFER M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HESSE, GABRIELLE L, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIESCH, JOY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAIN, DEVIN, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIRESS, KIM, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, JENNIFER L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WULFF, MARIAH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREYLEY WELLNESS
4785 HAYES RD
STE 201
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-509-9287
Handicap Access: Y

METZGER, AIMEE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MOLL, NICOLE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSTRANDER, HALEY B, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, SAWYER E, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEALTHYMINDS
2909 LANDMARK PLC
STE 210
MADISON, WI 53713
1-855-458-4966
Handicap Access: Y

ABEL, WENDY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MACPHERSON, ELIZABETH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAYER, MADISON M, CAPSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MEYER, MARY K, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLIVER, KRISTINE, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETERSON, ANDREW D, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROETHE, JUDITH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UNSER, ALEXIS N, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOODS, JANE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEART COUNSELING
700 RAYOVA DR
STE 320
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-688-3200
Handicap Access: Y

NEILL, ERIN L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLLY NEUMAN
122 E OLIN AVE
STE 255
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-439-4535
Handicap Access: Y

BARGER, MADELINE, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUMAN, HOLLY, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

I AM AUTISM
7633 GANSER WAY
STE 103
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-291-3857
Handicap Access: Y

MOREHOUSE, RACHEL A, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

INNER HAVEN WELLNESS
401 CHARMANY DR
STE 320
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-977-1297
Handicap Access: Y

GOLEMI, NINA S, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEAGLE, LEE R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHIEBER, STEPHANIE A, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Language(s)</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REISS, JODY, LMFT</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Video Telehealth Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTS, ANNA B, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBERTSON, KIMBERLY, LCSW</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHRIMPF, ELIZABETH M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUDERS, TERESA, LCSW</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WANGERIN, JENNIFER, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFESTANCE HEALTH</td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Languages Spoken:**
- English
- Spanish
- Arabic
- Handicap Access: Y

**Contact:**
- 1-608-960-5953
- Madison, WI 53719
- Suite 1006
- 583 D'ONOFRIO Dr

---

**LIVE GROW THRIVE COUNSELING & CONSULTING**
- 313 Price Pl
- Suite 213
- Madison, WI 53705
- 1-608-354-4688
- Handicap Access: N
- Languages Spoken: English, Spanish

**LOBO COUNSELING**
- 583 D'ONOFRIO DR
- Suite 1006
- Madison, WI 53719
- 1-608-492-0450
- Languages Spoken: English

**LOVE PSYCHOTHERAPY**
- 16 N Carroll St
- Suite 450B
- Madison, WI 53703
- 1-608-960-5953
- Languages Spoken: English

**DIALOGOS, LOVE C, LMFT**
- 16 N Carroll St
- Suite 450B
- Madison, WI 53703
- 1-608-960-5953
- Languages Spoken: English

**MADISON NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES**
- 6510 Grand Teton Plz
- Suite 102
- Madison, WI 53719
- 1-608-841-1606
- Languages Spoken: English, Spanish

---

**Languages Spoken:**
- English
- Spanish
- Arabic
- Handicap Access: Y

**Contact:**
- 1-608-354-4688
- Madison, WI 53719
- Suite 213
- 313 Price Pl

---

**Languages Spoken:**
- English
- Spanish
- Arabic
- Handicap Access: Y

**Contact:**
- 1-608-841-1606
- Madison, WI 53719
- Suite 102
- 6510 Grand Teton Plz
MADISON PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES
5534 MEDICAL CIR
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-274-0355
Handicap Access: Y
ARMODERFE, TAYLOR, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARTON, ALLISON A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BLAIN, ERIKA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BAKKEN, MELISSA R, LCPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COLE, DENISE J, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARER, CHRISTEN C, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MALECK THERAPY
700 RAYOVAC DR
STE 320
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-514-1625
Handicap Access: N
BURNHAM, NORA S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARRIAGE AND FAMILY FOCUS
307 S PATERSON ST
STE C
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-535-1095
Handicap Access: N
CAPRIGLIONE, D’ANGELO L, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

METTHA BHAVANA
330 W LAKESIDE
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-561-7533
Handicap Access: Y
COOGAN, DEVIN J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TEMPORARILY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER’S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCALL.COM.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
MOONTREE PSYCHOTHERAPY CENTER
401 WISCONSIN AVE
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-256-5115
Handicap Access: N
EISEN, MERIJA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOCKERS, RITA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAZAR, TAYLOR M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROOSER, CINDY, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDER, ELIZABETH, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARRIS, FREDERICK A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARTIN, JENNIFER, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BONILLA, ALEXIS A, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHERER, ABBEY M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHERRILL, AMANDA, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRYCH, DAVID A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KNUTSON, BARBARA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLASSY, RACHELE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JANKOWSKA, JULITA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOCKERS, RITA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EISEN, MERIJA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KRYCH, DAVID A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KNUTSON, BARBARA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLASSY, RACHELE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JANKOWSKA, JULITA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW BEGINNINGS COUNSELING CENTER
5944 SEMINOLE CENTRE CT
STE 220
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-630-8889
Handicap Access: Y
HARRIS, FREDERICK A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LAZAR, TAYLOR M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MOORE, CYNTHIA R, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
UTRIE, ANTHONY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NORTHSTAR COUNSELING CENTER
6506 SCHROEDER RD
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-270-1960
Handicap Access: Y
ADAMS, SARAH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BESTER, MARGARET B, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW BEGINNINGS COUNSELING CENTER
2660 TRIVERTON PIKE DR
STE 102
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-400-3818
Handicap Access: Y
BATES, KATHERINE, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BOPP, JEFFREY, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NYSTROM & ASSOCIATES - MADISON
1001 FOURIER DR
STE 200
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-668-4005
Handicap Access: Y
ALLEN, ANNE M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BAYLOR, BRIANNA K, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OPEN DOOR CENTER FOR CHANGE
2820 WALTON COMMONS
STE 128
MADISON, WI 53718
1-608-827-7220
Handicap Access: Y
BURLMEISTER, APRIL, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CUMMINGS, JENNIFER L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Dagnon, Suzannah E., APCW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Douglas, Heather H., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Duhr-Stowell, Natalie, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Ebbott, Jennifer J., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Eichenseher, Alena E., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Hector, William, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Hulbert, Katherine M., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Jackson, Sally A., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Jordan-Zammuto, Lindsay A., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Joseph, Christian, LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Katcher, Aaron S., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Lyons, Nicole L., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Matthews, Dia M., LPC**
  Languages Spoken:ENGLISH
- **Moshier-Garvey, Amy J., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Nestler, Jeni A., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Tikkanean, Lara S., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Open Door Center for Change**

6502 Grand Teton PLZ
STE 102
Madison, WI 53719
1-608-827-7220
Handicap Access: N

- **Burmeister, April, LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Cummings, Jennifer L., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Dagnon, Suzannah E., APCW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Douglas, Heather H., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Duhr-Stowell, Natalie, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Ebbott, Jennifer J., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Eichenseher, Alena E., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Hector, William, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Hulbert, Katherine M., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Jackson, Sally A., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Jordan-Zammuto, Lindsay A., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Joseph, Christian, LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Katcher, Aaron S., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Lyons, Nicole L., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Matthews, Dia M., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Moshier-Garvey, Amy J., LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Nestler, Jeni A., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Open Space**

4801 Tocora Ln
Madison, WI 53711
1-608-370-9063
Handicap Access: Y

- **Jordan, Sara J., LPC**
  Telehealth Optional
  Video
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Orchestra X**

313 Price Pl
STE 114
Madison, WI 53705
1-608-333-2369
Handicap Access: Y

- **Dienberg, Candice N., LCSW**
  Telehealth Optional
  Chat/Phone/Video
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Miller, David, LMFT**
  Telehealth Optional
  Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Orchestra X**

702 N Blackhawk Ave
STE 104
Madison, WI 53705
1-608-333-2369
Handicap Access: Y

- **Bopp, Jeffrey, LPC**
  Telehealth Optional
  Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Lamar, Cindy, LCSW**
  Telehealth Optional
  Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**Orion Family Services**

26 Schroder Ct
STE 210
Madison, WI 53711
1-608-270-2511
Handicap Access: Y

- **Alpert, Jennifer, APSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Bohling, Austin M., APSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Caceres-Turcios, Alice D., APSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Derry, Ashley, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Hawley, Jennifer, LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Howard, Michelle L., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Kanitz, Fern, LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Kelley, Lauren, LCSW**
  Telehealth Optional
  Video
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Leggiere, Laurel, LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Long, Tia J., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Lucas, Jennifer A., APSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Morioka, Shelby, LCSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Penshorn, Noelle, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Pruett, Melissa, LMFT**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Rojo, Colleen E., APSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Sanders, Molly A., LPC**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
- **Schupbach, Sarah P., APSW**
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider

- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
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^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
BANGERT, JUSTIN R, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
BARLOON, RACHEL, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
BRASHER, BRETT V, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
COTTER, BRIANNA M, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
CZERWINSKI, JORDYN S,
LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
ELSING, KATHERINE J,
LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SPANISH
GOERMAN, KATHY, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
KEARNS, ABBY, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
KING, LORI E, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
LOCHNER, REANNON M,
LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
LUCHT, ELIZABETH M, PA-C
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
MATYSIK, GREGORY J, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WILSON, ERIN C, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WINCENTSEN, CARLA J,
LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

QUAST COUNSELING
SERVICES
6601 GRAND TETON PLZ
STE B3
MADISON, WI 53719
1-262-607-0070
Handicap Access: Y
^

QUAST, COURTNEY M, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

QUEST COUNSELING &
CONSULTATION
CENTER
440 SCIENCE DR
STE 200
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-567-4465
Handicap Access: Y
^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

BAUER, JANET L, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
COHEN, STACY, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DERKS, SANDRA R, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DEVOS, ERIN, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DOHM, CHRISTINA E, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DUZAN, LORI, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
FINERTY, JANICE, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GARCIA, JODIE L, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GOLDSCHMIDT, CECILIA F,
LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GUERRERO, DANIELA G,
LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GURDA, KJERSTIN, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
HARDY, KATHRYN, CAPSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
JONES, JULIA C, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
JORDAN, SARA J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
LEGREID, DAYNE T, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
NYHOLT, TERESA A, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
O'BRIEN, LISA C, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
PERRY, ANNE, LPC

^

^

^

^

^

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
PETERSON, EMILY J, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SCHRANK, ALEXANDRA J,
LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
VALDIVIA, GABRIELA, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WRIGHT, TRAVIS, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
ZENZ, NICHOLE C, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

QUEST COUNSELING &
CONSULTATION
CENTER
700 REGENT ST
STE 300
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-567-4465
Handicap Access: Y
^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

BAUER, JANET L, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
COHEN, STACY, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DERKS, SANDRA R, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DEVOS, ERIN, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DOHM, CHRISTINA E, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DUZAN, LORI, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
FINERTY, JANICE, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GARCIA, JODIE L, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GOLDSCHMIDT, CECILIA F,
LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GUERRERO, DANIELA G,
LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GURDA, KJERSTIN, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
HARDY, KATHRYN, CAPSW
Languages Spoken:

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

^

ENGLISH
JONES, JULIA C, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
JORDAN, SARA J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
LEGREID, DAYNE T, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
NYHOLT, TERESA A, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
O'BRIEN, LISA C, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
PERRY, ANNE, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
PETERSON, EMILY J, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SCHRANK, ALEXANDRA J,
LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
VALDIVIA, GABRIELA, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WRIGHT, TRAVIS, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
ZENZ, NICHOLE C, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

REFLECTIONS MENTAL
HEALTH
2802 COHO ST
STE 203
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-291-7033
Handicap Access: N

^

ALBERT, AMY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
BORKOWSKI, KAREN, APSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
FARRELL, KATHY, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GUERRERO, DANIELA G,
LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
MILLER, RACHAEL, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WILLKOMM, NATHANIEL A,
LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

^

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
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THE Hmong Institute
4402 Femrite Dr
Madison, WI 53716
1-608-692-8918
Handicap Access: Y
Krasucki, Mai Kue, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English, Hmong

The Psychology Center
7617 Mineral Pt Rd
Ste 300
Madison, WI 53717
1-608-833-9290
Handicap Access: Y
Anderson, Jessica L, LPC
Languages Spoken: English
Bauer, Janet L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English
Cherkasky, Rebecca A, LMFT
Languages Spoken: English
Dahl, Katherine M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English
Handel, Karla J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English
Herbsman, Michal Y, LMFT
Languages Spoken: English
Hilley, Daniel J, LPC
Languages Spoken: English
Mcintosh, Lea A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English

Uplands Counseling Associates
6602 Grand Teton Plz
Ste 100
Madison, WI 53719
1-608-829-3636
Handicap Access: Y
Bartnick, Erin W, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English
Guifoose, David, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

Tellurian Day Treatment Clinic
2914 Industrial Dr
Madison, WI 53713
1-608-223-3323
Handicap Access: Y
Bright, William A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English

UW Health Behavioral Health & Recovery Clinic
1102 S Park St
Ste 400
Madison, WI 53715
1-608-282-8270
Handicap Access: Y
Ahrens, Stephanie R, LPC
Languages Spoken: English
Heck, Jennifer L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: English
Weinstein, Deena E, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

Vibrations Mental Health
2801 International Ln
Ste 207
Madison, WI 53704
1-608-225-4610
Handicap Access: Y
Burr, Samantha J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English

Languages Spoken:

English
Spanish
Hmong
COLE, DENISE J, LMFT  
Telehealth Optional  
Chat/Phone/Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBERTS, CAITLIN M, LMFT  
Telehealth Optional  
Chat/Phone/Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILLS, CERISSA J, LMFT  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIVENT HEALTH  
600 WILLIAMSON ST  
MADISON, WI 53703  
1-800-486-6276  
Handicap Access: Y

HEMKEN, MICHELLE, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

McGRATH, KERRY E, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NILSSON, KRISTINA K, LCSW  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PITROSKI, NATALIE M, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILLOW COUNSELING & THERAPEUTIC ARTS CENTER  
615 N SHERMAN AVE  
MADISON, WI 53704  
1-608-445-2510  
Handicap Access: Y

ZINE, TAMMI L, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WISCONSIN EARLY AUTISM PROJECT  
1210 FOURIER DR  
MADISON, WI 53717  
1-608-662-9327  
Handicap Access: Y

HARRIS, LEANN E, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOPER, CHRISTINA, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, LEOPOLD B, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMARRELLA, JEFFREY J, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DESAI, ATIT R, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MADISON PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES  
5534 MEDICAL CIR  
MADISON, WI 53719  
1-608-274-0355  
Handicap Access: Y

WISE MIND COUNSELING AND CONSULTING  
7818 BIG SKY DR  
STE 213  
MADISON, WI 53719  
1-608-234-1224  
Handicap Access: Y

BESTER, MARGARET B, LPC  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

ANESIS THERAPY  
2701 INTERNATIONAL LN  
STE 201  
MADISON, WI 53704  
1-608-268-6530  
Handicap Access: Y

HERRINGA, RYAN J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ANESIS THERAPY  
815 FORWARD DR  
MADISON, WI 53711  
1-608-268-6530  
Handicap Access: Y

HERRINGA, RYAN J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CONNECTIONS COUNSELING  
5005 UNIVERSITY AVE  
MADISON, WI 53705  
1-608-233-2900  
Handicap Access: Y

TAYLOR, LESLIE, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EDELWEISS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH  
725 HEARTLAND TRL  
MADISON, WI 53717  
1-608-205-4450  
Handicap Access: N

DESAI, ATIT R, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST  
1821 S STOUTON RD  
MADISON, WI 53716  
1-608-260-6500  
Handicap Access: Y

BALLAMUDI, BHAWANI, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BROWN, JULIANNE J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC  
310 N MIDVALE BLVD  
MADISON, WI 53705  
1-608-238-9991  
Handicap Access: Y

WITKOVSKY, MICHAEL T, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC  
5555 ODANA RD  
MADISON, WI 53719  
1-608-238-9991  
Handicap Access: Y

WITKOVSKY, MICHAEL T, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WESTSIDE PSYCHOTHERAPY  
16 N CARROLL ST  
MADISON, WI 53703  
1-608-236-4460  
Handicap Access: Y

PAULSEN, LISA A, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIEBERT, SARAH A, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILDFLOWER EXPRESSIVE ARTS THERAPIES  
700 RAYOCAC DR  
MADISON, WI 53711  
1-608-520-0846  
Handicap Access: Y

CATES, TARYN G, LPC  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KELLY, LAUREN, LCSW  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TOLTZIEN, KELLY, LPC  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILDWOOD FAMILY CLINIC  
4801 COTTAGE GROVE RD  
MADISON, WI 53716  
1-608-221-1501  
Handicap Access: Y

MCGRATH, KERRY E, LPC  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NILSSON, KRISTINA K, LCSW  
Telehealth Optional Video  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARRIS, LEANN E, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOOPER, CHRISTINA, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, LEOPOLD B, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SQUIRE, STACIE R, BCBA  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THIMM-JURADO, LUCINDA, LCSW  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DIMOND, ALAN R, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOWELL-LITTLE, EMILY, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LARSON, PAUL, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMARRELLA, JEFFREY J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES  
2727 MARSHALL CT  
MADISON, WI 53705  
1-608-238-9354  
Handicap Access: Y

HERRMANN, KENNETH J, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCMURRAY, ALEXANDRA, MD  
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC  
248
SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
^ COPELAND, TRAVIS B, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SHUEY, RICHARD M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THE RAINBOW PROJECT
831 E WASHINGTON AVE
MADISON, WI 53703
1-608-255-7356
Handicap Access: Y
^ HERRINGA, RYAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEUROPSYCHOLOGY
ARBOR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
2801 INTERNATIONAL LN
STE 106
MADISON, WI 53704
1-715-204-4280
Handicap Access: N
^ MACMILLAN, CHAD L, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COUNSELING RESOURCES NEUROPSYCHOLoGICA L ASSOCIATES
4785 HAYES RD
STE 100
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-242-7160
Handicap Access: Y
^ BAYLESS, JOHN D, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HUMPHREY, PATRICIA A, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROADES, MARY M, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DEEPER INSIGHTS
2701 INTERNATIONAL LN
STE 105
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-260-5138
Handicap Access: Y
STUBBS, LUCIA, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ANESIS THERAPY
2701 INTERNATIONAL LN
STE 201
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-268-6530
Handicap Access: Y
^ HERRINGA, RYAN J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DESAI, ATIT R, MD
Handicap Access: N
^ LA MORGESHEALING
6402 ODANA RD
STE 102
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-582-9610
Handicap Access: N
^ LA MORGESHEALING, CYNTHIA L, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

MADISON PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES
5034 MEDICAL CIR
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-274-0355
Handicap Access: Y
^ DESAI, ATIT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DIMOND, ALAN R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOWELL-LITTLE, EMILY, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMARRELLA, JEFFREY J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VASEY, BRIAN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATTHEW A FELGUS
6402 ODANA RD
STE 106
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-257-1581
Handicap Access: Y
FELGUS, MATTHEW A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MENTAL HEALTH SOLUTIONS
7633 GANSER WAY
STE 204
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-829-1800
Handicap Access: Y
CHEERS, ERIN A, MD

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
MADISON HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY
700 RAYOVAC DR
STE 311
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-492-0053
Handicap Access: Y
DIEM, GRETCHEN, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MADISON PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES
5534 MEDICAL CIR
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-274-0355
Handicap Access:
Y
FORSCHER, EMILY, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
MACCOON, DONAL G, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
SWEETNAM, MICHAEL N, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WOLFINSOHN, LAWRENCE S, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MENTAL HEALTH SOLUTIONS
7633 GANSER WAY
STE 204
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-621-1800
Handicap Access: Y
EHRlich, MARK E, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GIOIA, CHRISTOPHER J, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
MORAN, ZACHARY D, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MIDWEST CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
313 PRICE PL
STE 10
MADISON, WI 53705
1-608-231-3300
Handicap Access: N
BILLINGHAM, STEPHEN C, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

NICK YACKOVICH PHD
2800 ROYAL AVE
STE 202
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-471-4222
Handicap Access: Y
YACKOVICH, NICK S, PSYD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

NORTHSTAR COUNSELING CENTER
6506 SCHROEDER RD
MADISON, WI 53711
1-608-270-1960
Handicap Access: Y
STEIN, STEVEN R, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
2702 INTERNATIONAL LN
STE 102
MADISON, WI 53704
1-608-405-5712
Handicap Access: Y
CHAPIN, LESLEY B, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DICKSON - BAURES, JILL D, PSYD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GONSALVES, VALERIE, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
310 N MIDVALE BLVD
STE 202
MADISON, WI 53705
1-608-238-9991
Handicap Access: Y
BLACK, JAMES H, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
LEHMAN, KERRI, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
NELSON, ANDREA, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
5555 ODANA RD
STE 202
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-238-9991
Handicap Access: Y
BLACK, JAMES H, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
LEHMAN, KERRI, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
NELSON, ANDREA, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

REGENT MENTAL HEALTH GROUP
700 RAYOVAC DR
STE 103
MADISON, WI 53719
1-608-238-9826
Handicap Access: Y
OBIEN, ANNE M, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SAMUEL LUSTGARTEN PHD LLC
702 N BLACKHAWK AVE
STE 205
MADISON, WI 53705
1-720-260-4362
Handicap Access: Y
LUSTGARTEN, SAMUEL D, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST
1821 S STOUGHTON RD
MADISON, WI 53716
1-608-260-6000
Handicap Access: Y
CAIN, JANICE A, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
DYSZELSKI, REBECCA H, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
KAHN, RACHEL E, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST
752 N HIGH POINT RD
MADISON, WI 53717
1-608-824-4000
Handicap Access: Y
BAARDSETH, TIMOTHY P, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GETZ, NANCY L, PSYD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GREBLO, PAUL, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
GUSTAFSON, DANIEL T, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
HUNTER, CELESTE A, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
KANE, PETER P, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
MILLER, NATHAN, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH SLEEP CENTER
2844 INDEX RD
MADISON, WI 53713
1-608-229-7979
Handicap Access: Y
GREBLO, PAUL, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
May choose as a primary care provider

* Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
LAKE CITY COUNSELING
1532 W BROADWAY
STE 202
MONONA, WI 53713
1-608-661-2829
Handicap Access: Y
HENDRICKS, SANDRA B, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KOREN, GABRIELLE G, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VOECK, MICHAELA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

HIGHER GROUND COUNSELING
600 GISHOLT DR
STE 202
MONONA, WI 53713
1-608-205-5212
Handicap Access: Y

FISHER, LOREN A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LADD WHITE COUNSELING SERVICES
1250 FEMRITE DR
STE 205D
MONONA, WI 53716
1-920-988-7160
Handicap Access: N
WHITE, LADD E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAKE CITY COUNSELING
1532 W BROADWAY
STE 202
MONONA, WI 53713
1-608-661-2829
Handicap Access: Y

CONRAD, TAMMY J, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEBL, MICHAEL A, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KATZFYEY, LEEANN F, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOREN, GABRIELLE G, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NILSSON, KRISTINA K, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TELLURIAN COUNSELING
1250 FEMRITE DR
STE 2
MONONA, WI 53716
1-608-333-9030
Handicap Access: N

LINDNER, ELIZABETH A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RIVERSTONE COUNSELING
2000 ENGEL ST
STE 100-C
MONONA, WI 53713
1-618-408-1309
Handicap Access: Y
BROCKNER, CHRISTEN R, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Samaritan Counseling Center
5900 MONONA DR
STE 100
MONONA, WI 53716
1-608-663-0763
Handicap Access: Y
BADGER, WILLIAM T, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FEASTER, DAN G, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRUEN, SUZANNE R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOVICK, BRENDAL, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCAPULE-SCHROEDER, WILLIAM R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Meir, Jason G, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Pichette, Casey E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SMITH, John A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Tellurian Adult Residential Program
300 FEMRITE DR
MONONA, WI 53716
1-608-222-7311
Handicap Access: Y

DIALOGOS, LOVE C, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Tellurian Outpatient Clinic
300 FEMRITE DR
MONONA, WI 53716
1-608-442-4333
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, Ann M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHESLIS, ASC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAK, SAMKHANN, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCLAULIFFE-SCHROEDER, WILLIAM R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PICHETTE, CASEY E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, John A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Tellurian Treatment Clinic
5900 MONONA DR
STE 200
MONONA, WI 53716
1-608-223-3323
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, ANN M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRIGHT, WILLIAM A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BRYAN, Gina M, DNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCLAULIFFE-SCHROEDER, WILLIAM R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Meir, Jason G, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PICHETTE, CASEY E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, John A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**ENGLISH**

**MERCYLAND PSYCHIATRY**
425 W MAIN ST
STE 201
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-318-2233
Handicap Access: Y
TROST, JEAN A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PRAIRIE COUNSELING SERVICES**
1460 W MAIN ST
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-837-4814
Handicap Access: N
BROWN, NICOLE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**CROSROADS COUNSELING CENTER**
722 LOIS DR
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-837-9112
Handicap Access: N
BAUMAN, ERIC B, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CURI, BAI, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FLOYD, ROCHELL D, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HELLER, COLLIN D, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KOHLMEYER, DAVID, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NOWAK, JENNIFER M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RAGSDALE, ALLISON A, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RAZA, HASAN, PA-C
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SHILTS III, GUY W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THOMPSON, ALISA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
TOMSYCK, THERESA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DEEP HEALING
310 PROGRESS WAY
STE 100
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-414-207-6703
Handicap Access: Y
MUTSCH, JESSICA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HEALING HEARTS
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
1268 W MAIN ST
STE 2
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-834-1122
Handicap Access: Y
BIRO, LAUREN A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GARRISON, LEAH, LPCIT
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
IRISH, JONATHAN K, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ST GERMAIN, PAT A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
INSIGHT COUNSELING & WELLNESS
121 S BRISTOL ST
STE 102
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-244-4859
Handicap Access: Y
BECKER, JOANNA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DITLOW, THERESA J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ELLINGTON-DEITZ, VICTORIA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HAMELINK, JAMIE, LPCIT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HERRMANN, MATTHEW P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JAMINSKI, KELLY, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KEARNS, ABBY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KENDRICKS, KELLY B, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KOLKER, JEANNE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LAING, ELYSE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LAURIE, KATHERINE I, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LAMBERT, JOSEPH M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LAW, KELLY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MAO, JENNA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARTORANA, JULIE, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MERINO, CARRIE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MIZE, JENNIFER N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MONTANINO, JOSFSA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NATERA, EMILY, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NIENE, RACHEL M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PEDERSON, TRACY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PETERSON, JEFFREY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PETERS, CHRISTOPHER D, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RAGSDALE, ALLISON A, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RASHID, AMR S, CRNP
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RENNY, JEREMY, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ROLLINS, TARA E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHUEFFNER, ANGELA M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHULTZ, JESSICA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ZAMZOW, APRIL A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**MERCYLAND PSYCHIATRY**
425 W MAIN ST
STE 201
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-318-2233
Handicap Access: Y
TROST, JEAN A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PRAIRIE COUNSELING SERVICES**
1460 W MAIN ST
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-837-4814
Handicap Access: N
BROWN, NICOLE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUILFOOSE, DAVID, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WOOD, ANDREW, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SUN PRAIRIE**
10 TOWER DR
SUN PRAIRIE, WI 53590
1-608-825-3500
Handicap Access: Y
BALKANZ, EVA T, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
COLLINS, ASHLEY M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HAUGEN, STEPHANIE W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOTTMANN-RINDY, PATRICIA L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MORROW, ROSA M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PETERS, CHRISTOPHER D, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
JAPANESE

^ SCHUEFFNER, ANGELA M, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ TAYLOR, KYLIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ WARPULA SCHULTZ, JESSICA, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ ZAMZOW, APRIL A, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

WINDING PATH
PSYCHOTHERAPY
200 W VERONA AVE
VERONA, WI 53593
1-608-354-2397
Handicap Access: Y
ALMOND, LAURA A, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ APRILL, MARY K, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
ARENA, CLAIRE, LCSW
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ HOLDER, AMY, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
JOHNSON, SHEILA J, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
RIDDIOUGH, CLAIRE E, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
CI PEDIATRIC THERAPY
CENTERS
807 LIBERTY DR
STE 106
VERONA, WI 53593
1-608-819-6394
Handicap Access: Y
FITTS, MARGARET M, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

INSIGHT COUNSELING & WELNESS
324 S MAIN ST
VERONA, WI 53593
1-608-244-4859
Handicap Access: Y
HYLAND, LYNN T, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

WINDING PATH
PSYCHOTHERAPY
200 W VERONA AVE
VERONA, WI 53593
1-608-354-2397
Handicap Access: Y
FOX, TRAVIS R, PHD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

WAUNAKEE
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
PSYCHOTHERAPY CENTER OF WAUNAKEE
251 PROGRESS WAY
STE 102
WAUNAKEE, WI 53597
1-608-849-5430
Handicap Access: Y
ABUSHIHIWA, BAKIR T, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

BARGER, ALISON B, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ CURTIS, ERIN M, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
KAMMERZELT, TODD J, MD
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

MCKINNON, KELLY, LPC
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
ROY, AMY L, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

STONETREE THERAPY
1108 STEPHENSON LN
STE 116
WAUNAKEE, WI 53597
1-608-849-4161
Handicap Access: Y
CLEMENS, ASHLEY, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH
WEBSTER, CHRISTOPHER, LMFT
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

TRAILWAYS COUNSELING
1001 ARBORETUM DR
STE 110
WAUNAKEE, WI 53597
1-608-886-9023
Handicap Access: N
BIRKETT, DEREK C, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ GEIGER, JOANN, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ MOORE, DANIELLE J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ PIERSON, HALEY C, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

^ WHEELER, SARAH, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

DODGE COUNTY
BEAVER DAM
ROAD LESS TRAVELED COUNSELING
606 COOPER RD
WAUNAKEE, WI 53597
1-608-581-2008
Handicap Access: Y

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ALCOHOL &amp; DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFFILIATED COUNSELING CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1007 N CENTER ST STE 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAVER DAM, WI 53916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-920-219-4440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>^</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASSIE, DANIEL J, LCSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **ALARUS HEALTHCARE** |
| 111 WAREN ST |
| STE 2 |
| BEAVER DAM, WI 53916 |
| 1-920-219-4440 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| BIRKHOLZ, ASHLEY E, LCSW |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **CHURCH HEALTH SERVICES** |
| 115 N CENTER ST |
| BEAVER DAM, WI 53916 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| HEIDEMAN, CASSANDRA, LPC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **FOUNTAINS COUNSELING CENTER** |
| 1807 N CENTER ST |
| BEAVER DAM, WI 53916 |
| 1-608-424-9100 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| BRIESEMEISTER, LUCINDA, LCSW |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **NEUROPSYCHOLOGY** |
| **SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - BEAVER DAM** |
| 130 CORPORATE DR |
| BEAVER DAM, WI 53916 |
| 1-920-219-4440 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| MORGAN, KELLY N, PSYD |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **JUNEAU** |
| **ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-219-4440 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| BEIER, PATRICIA, APSW |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| KULTGEN, DEBRA J, LCSW |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| LINTON, SCOTT W, LPC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| BARTON, ALLISON A, APNP |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| JONES, PHILIP R, LCSW |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| JUNEAU, JAMES, LPC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| JUNEAU, LINDSAY A, LPC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| JUNEAU, MICHAEL J, LPC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |

| **ENGLISH** |
| **BEHAVIORAL HEALTH** |
| **DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES** |
| 199 COUNTY RD DF |
| JUNEAU, WI 53039 |
| 1-920-386-4094 |
| Handicap Access: Y |
| ^ |
| JUNEAU, NICHOLAS, LPC |
| Languages Spoken: ENGLISH |
CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
199 COUNTY RD DF
JUNEAU, WI 53039
1-920-386-4094
Handicap Access: Y

BRIGHT, LISA N, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Video
Telehealth Optional

NONHOF, KAYLA J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

WATERTOWN

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 110
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4800
Handicap Access: Y

HOWARD, PATRICIA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 110
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4800
Handicap Access: Y

BLAKE, CHRISTINA L, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CADA, MARIA, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HESLER, JANICE M, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOWARD, PATRICIA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KANE, TARA S, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIM, KAREN S, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY

DODGE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
199 COUNTY RD DF
JUNEAU, WI 53039
1-920-386-4094
Handicap Access: Y

ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Video
Telehealth Optional

GRADY, KATHERINE L,
ENGLISH

FRANCIONE, DAVID J, LCSW
ENGLISH

ROST, LORI L, CSAC
ENGLISH

KIRKWOOD, MARY V, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
608 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

TAPP, CHERYL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

WAUPUN

SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
620 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-926-4200
Handicap Access: Y

FAUSKA, TRICIA M, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROST, LORI L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAPP, CHERYL R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY

DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER
123 HOSPITAL DR
STE 110
WATERTOWN, WI 53098
1-920-262-4800
Handicap Access: Y

DAS, PIYUSH, MD
Languages Spoken: HINDI, PUNJABI

EMBRESCIA, MARY M, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HERALD, MATTHEW R, MD
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHETH, ATUL K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WALTER, MARK W, MD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

SMH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
608 W BROWN ST
WAUPUN, WI 53963
1-920-926-4200
Handicap Access: Y

DOMASKY, HANNAH K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRANCIONE, DAVID J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRADY, KATHERINE L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GREER, LORI, PSYD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAPP, CHERYL R, MD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIRKWOOD, MARY V, MD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIESEGE, JENNIFER, DO</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHAR-TIRADO, RACHEL M, PSYD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUE, KAZOUA M, APSW</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLL, MATTHEW D, PHD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DONAHUE, MAUREEN A, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZACHAR-TIRADO, CHRISTOPHER N, PSYD</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LANGUAGES**

- Languages Spoken: English
- Languages Spoken: Chinese
- Languages Spoken: Mandarin Chinese
- Languages Spoken: Polish
- Languages Spoken: Spanish
- Languages Spoken: French
- Languages Spoken: German
- Languages Spoken: Russian
- Languages Spoken: Arabic
- Languages Spoken: Hindi
- Languages Spoken: Urdu
- Languages Spoken: Japanese
- Languages Spoken: Korean

**PHONE NUMBERS**

- 1-920-926-4200
- 1-920-929-2300
- 1-920-857-9041
- 1-920-907-8201
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-857-9041
- 1-920-926-4200
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100
- 1-920-926-8100

**LOCATION**

- Waupun, WI 53963
- Fond du Lac, WI 54935
- Eau Claire, WI 54701
- Milwaukee, WI 53212
- Madison, WI 53711
- Appleton, WI 54911
- Milwaukee, WI 53207
- Eau Claire, WI 54701
- Milwaukee, WI 53207
- Fond du Lac, WI 54935
- Fond du Lac, WI 54935
- Fond du Lac, WI 54935
- Fond du Lac, WI 54935
- Fond du Lac, WI 54935
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

ALICIA HANS LCSW
815 WISCONSIN AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54937
1-920-630-1324
Handicap Access: Y
HANS, ALICIA S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAWHIDE YOUTH SERVICES
N5682 CTY RD K
FOND DU LAC, WI 54937
1-877-300-9101
Handicap Access: Y

BOEHRIG, GABRIELLE J,
LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KETTER, MEGAN M, APSW
Telehealth Optional

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEQUE, TABITHA M, APSW
Telehealth Optional

Chat/Phone/Video

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEFFEN, JEFFREY L,
APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
231 N NATIONAL AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-8100
Handicap Access: Y

JEDLICKA, EDWARD J,
LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEHRMEYER, MICHELLE R,
APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STEIN, GIDEON J, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
371 E 1ST ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-907-8201
Handicap Access: Y

FRANCIONE, DAVID J,
LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENZ, LYNN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-907-8201
Handicap Access: Y

DRAKE-RICART, SARAH R,
LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GENZ, LYNN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-4200
Handicap Access: Y

BOCK, JACQUELYN M,
LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

YUNUS, AZHAR M, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
231 N NATIONAL AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-8100
Handicap Access: Y

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
 Languages Spoken: ENGLISH HINDI URDU

**PSYCHIATRY**

**SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**
231 N NATIONAL AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-8100
Handicap Access: Y

- CHAPMAN, JEREMY A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SOOD, ASHVIN R, MD
  Telehealth Optional
  Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- YUNUS, AZHAR M, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH HINDI URDU

**SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**
40 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-907-8201
Handicap Access: Y

- GIESIGE, JENNIFER, DO
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- IGBRUDE, WILSON O, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- KIRKWOOD, MARY V, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- OPANEYE, BABABO O, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- OYINLOYE, GBOLAHAN D, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PANDYA, HITESH N, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- TAPP, CHERYL R, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC**
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

- CHAN, CHEONG W, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- CHAPMAN, JEREMY A, MD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY**

**CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH**
51 W SCOTT ST
UNIT 4
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

- ANASTASIO, EMILY R, PHD
  Telehealth Optional
  Chat/Phone/Video
  3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**
231 N NATIONAL AVE
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-8100
Handicap Access: Y

- DOLL, MATTHEW D, PHD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- ROGERS DOLL, ELIZABETH S, PHD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- SCHAEFER, EVELYN, PSYD
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**RIPON**

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**SSM HEALTH BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**
845 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-926-4200
Handicap Access: Y

- FAUSKA, TRICIA M, CSAC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- PLUM-BERGMANN, RACHEAL A, LCSW
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**SSM HEALTH RIPON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL**
845 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-3101
Handicap Access: Y

- FAUSKA, TRICIA M, CSAC
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**BLUE LOTUS COUNSELING**
3036 WATSON ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-896-6381
Handicap Access: Y

**COUGHLIN, KATELYNN J,**
**ENGLISH**

**PLUIM-BERGMANN,**
**ENGLISH**

**3rd Party Caregiver Accepted**

**BARES, ALLYSEN C, LPC**

**MARTIN, TYLER T, LPC**

**SKOOG, CHRISTINE L, LPC**

**ENGLISH**

**Handicap Access:**

1-920-926-4200
RIPON, WI 54971
845 PARKSIDE ST

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**OLIVE BRANCH COUNSELING**
303 WATSON ST
STE D
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-896-0189
Handicap Access: Y

**BARES, ALLYSEN C, LPC**

**3rd Party Caregiver Accepted**

**Telehealth Optional**

**ENGLISH**

**Handicap Access:**

1-920-926-4200
RIPON, WI 54971
845 PARKSIDE ST

**Languages Spoken:**

**Y**

**GRANT COUNTY**

**BOSCOBEL**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**ASHLEY HADY**
1126 WISCONSIN AVE
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-391-2434
Handicap Access: Y

**HADY, ASHLEY R, LCSW**

**Telehealth Optional**

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**GUNDERSSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL & CLINICS**
208 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4144
Handicap Access: Y

**DOWNS, JONI L, PHD**

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**ALCOHOL & SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**FENNIMORE**

**SOUTHWEST COUNSELING**
1160 LINCOLN AVE
FENNIMORE, WI 53809
1-608-822-5052
Handicap Access: Y

**WOLF, MEGAN L, LPC**

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**LEIBFRIED, SAMANTHA A,**
**ENGLISH**

**LUTHER, KYLA M, CSAC**

**FATZINGER, KERI L, LCSW**

**DOWNS, JONI L, PHD**

**ENGLISH**

**Handicap Access:**

1-608-723-4433
LANCASTER, WI 53813
702 S MADISON ST

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**UNIFIED COMMUNITY SERVICES**
200 W ALONA LN
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-6357
Handicap Access: Y

**FATZINGER, KERI L, LCSW**

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**LUTHER, KYLA M, CSAC**

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

**EMPOWERMENT COUNSELING**
702 S MADISON ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-4433
Handicap Access: Y

**LEIBFRIED, SAMANTHA A,**
**LPC**

**Languages Spoken:**

**ENGLISH**

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

May choose as a primary care provider
ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

THE CHANGE GROUP
139 W NOYES ST
BERLIN, WI 54923
1-608-977-1189
Handicap Access: N

STARKS, CLINT W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FATZINGER, KERI L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Phone/Video
Telehealth Optional

FUEGER, VICTORIA L, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HILBERT, LANA K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PRINCETON

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

ANGLES OF THE MIND
435 W WATER ST
PRINCETON, WI 54968
1-608-577-3436
Handicap Access: Y

FUEGER, VICTORIA L, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREEN LAKE

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

GREEN LAKE COUNTY DHSS
571 COUNTY RD A
GREEN LAKE, WI 54941
1-920-294-4070
Handicap Access: Y

HILBERT, LANA K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Phone/Video
Telehealth Optional

IOWA COUNTY

DODGEVILLE

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

UNIFIED COMMUNITY SERVICES
1122 PROFESSIONAL DR
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2776
Handicap Access: Y

FATZINGER, KERI L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUTHER, KYLA M, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

DODGEVILLE MEDICAL CENTER OF UPLAND HILLS HEALTH
1204 N JOSEPH ST
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2308
Handicap Access: Y

GEISKING, ALLISON M, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOLB, BARBARA A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OREGON MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
101 E FOUNTAIN ST STE 2
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-835-5050
Handicap Access: Y

CUellar-MONTES, ANA K, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DRENNAN, SARAH J, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRITZ, SARAH L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SELLA, ANTONIO G, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SELLA, MARY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STORKSON, MORGAN M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WIKER, JUSTINE P, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PLATTEVILLE FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
218 E SWAYNE ST STE 200
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-348-4060
Handicap Access: Y

DEMPSEY, DIXIE R, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHROEDER, NICOLE E, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

VANDEN HEUVEL, TRACY L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZETTLE-BRUEGGER, MICHELLE R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UNIFIED COMMUNITY SERVICES
1122 PROFESSIONAL DR
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2776
Handicap Access: Y

FATZINGER, KERI L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HANSON, ASHLEY R, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEER, PATRICIA A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MANNING, BECKY R, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEVERSON, LORENA W, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TEAL, KAYZIA L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRAINOR, ABIGAIL A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UPLANDS COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1118 PROFESSIONAL DR
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2838
Handicap Access: Y

BARTNICK, ERIN W, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GUILFOOSE, DAVID, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RIEMER, MICHICLE L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROUM BRUE, MARCIA C, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, MARY E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SOLGANICK, MYRNA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Waters, RUTH M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILSER, DAVID E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY

UNIFIED COMMUNITY SERVICES
1122 PROFESSIONAL DR
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2776
Handicap Access: Y

FULTON, LOUIS, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

UPLANDS COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1118 PROFESSIONAL DR
DODGEVILLE, WI 53533
1-608-935-2838
Handicap Access: Y

HODULIK, CHARLES J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JEFFERSON COUNTY

FORT ATKINSON

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

CENTER FOR CHRISTIAN COUNSELING CONSULTATION
208 MILWAUKEE AVE E
FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538
1-608-274-8294
Handicap Access: Y

EBBEN, DANIELLE R, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
Temporary accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
PSYCHIATRY

JEFFERSON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
1541 ANNEX RD
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
1-920-674-3105
Handicap Access: Y
HAGGART, MELVIN A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY

FAMILY RESOURCES ASSOCIATES
248 S WISCONSIN DR
JEFFERSON, WI 53549
1-920-261-4100
Handicap Access: Y

LAKE MILLS

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

OPENING DOORS TOGETHER
322 N MAIN ST
STE A
LAKE MILLS, WI 53551
1-608-630-5696
Handicap Access: Y
LINS, DEBRA A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALMYRA

PSYCHOLOGY

LAURA MATHIS & ASSOCIATES
W1362 SOUTH SHORE DR
PALMYRA, WI 53156
1-920-547-4770
Handicap Access: N
MATHIS, LAURA L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WATERTOWN

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

FAMILY RESOURCES ASSOCIATES
1315 W MAIN ST
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-920-261-4100
Handicap Access: Y
DEHNERT, EDWARD A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

FAMILY RESOURCES ASSOCIATES
1315 W MAIN ST
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-920-261-4100
Handicap Access: Y
ABRAHAMSEN, PAMELA M, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DEHNERT, EDWARD A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ERDMAN, CAROL, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
109 AIR PARK DR
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-262-929-5100
Handicap Access: Y
GOLEMI, NINA S, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUNVILLE, TERENCE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SERENITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
300 N 3RD ST
STE 112
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-920-545-4357
Handicap Access: Y
GOLEMI, NINA S, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOLM, CATHLEEN L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WATERTOWN COUNSELING
302 N 3RD ST
STE 804
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-262-223-6125
Handicap Access: Y
BANNASCH, ROBERT C, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
♦ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
JUNEAU COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
200 HICKORY ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-847-2400
Handicap Access: Y
^ JAMES, COLLEEN S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ JINDRICK, LYNNE, SAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LUNOG, KEVIN P, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHLUTER, BROOKE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WERREN, KATIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WINCHEL, ANGELINE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY

JUNEAU COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
200 HICKORY ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-847-2400
Handicap Access: Y
^ KLEIN, ROGER J, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SERENITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
300 N 3RD ST
STE 112
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
1-920-545-4357
Handicap Access: Y
^ DIORIO, CHRISTINA L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JUNEAU COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
200 HICKORY ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-847-2400
Handicap Access: Y
^ JAMES, COLLEEN S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ JINDRICK, LYNNE, SAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LUNOG, KEVIN P, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SCHLUTER, BROOKE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WERREN, KATIE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ WINCHEL, ANGELINE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW LISBON

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

INNERVISIONS COUNSELING & CONSULTING CENTER
231 E STATE ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-477-9858
Handicap Access: Y
^ BROOKS, CHRISTINA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SHERWOOD, ALYSSA R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAUSTON

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

INNERVISIONS COUNSELING & CONSULTING CENTER
231 E STATE ST
MAUSTON, WI 53948
1-608-477-9858
Handicap Access: Y
^ JAMES, COLLEEN S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIVENT HEALTH

1212 57TH ST
KENOSHA, WI 53140
1-262-657-6644
Handicap Access: N
^ AUGUSTINE, CATHY J, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ BLASZAK, PAMELA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WONEWOC

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUARDSEN LUTHERAN
1705 OMAHA ST
ELROY, WI 53929
1-608-489-8270
Handicap Access: Y
^ JAMES, COLLEEN S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ SHERWOOD, ALYSSA R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KENOSHA COUNTY

KENOSHA

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
6525 GREEN BAY RD
STE 2
KENOSHA, WI 53142
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y
^ JACKSON, LEEANN G, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PALS

1-608-847-2400
Handicap Access: Y
^ MCCONNELL, CATHERINE A, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ PALMER, KRISTEN A, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
4006 WASHINGTON RD
STE A
KENOSHA, WI 53144
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
^ BOWMAN, KATHERINE J, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ CRAMER, DANIELLE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
 Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**FAMILY & CHILDRENS CENTER**
1707 MAIN ST
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
1-608-785-0001
Handicap Access: Y

BAILEY, CARRIE, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BARGHAHN, BARBARA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, LAURA S, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LI, NICOLE C, APNP
Languages Spoken: Y

LYNCH, MITCHELLE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MCLEAN, CRYSTAL Z, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MITCHELL, MICHELE, LPC/IT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAULSEN, LISA A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TURNER JR, JOHNNIE B, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Telehealth Optional

**PSYCHIATRY**

VIVENT HEALTH
111 ROSE ST
LA CROSSE, WI 54603
1-608-785-9866
Handicap Access: Y

PAN, VICTORIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY**

NYSTROM & ASSOCIATES - LACROSSE
201 MAIN ST
STE 500
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
1-608-668-4005
Handicap Access: Y

MUELLER, JENNIFER L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LAFAYETTE COUNTY**

ARGYLE

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**PRIMARY CARE CLINIC**
107 CENTER ST
ARGYLE, WI 53504
1-608-543-3392
Handicap Access: Y

ARGALL, ABIGAIL M, APSW
Telehealth Optional Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DARLINGTON**

ARGYLE

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**PRIMARY CARE CLINIC**
309 S MAIN ST
BLANCHARDVILLE, WI 53516
1-608-776-5820
Handicap Access: Y

ARGALL, ABIGAIL M, APSW
Telehealth Optional Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**DARLINGTON AREA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER**
435 MAIN ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-361-0311
Handicap Access: Y

BECHARD, SHANLEIGH E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CULLEN, JESSICA E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DRUCK, DENISE K, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARRIS, MARYL, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HUMPHREY, DEBORA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PINTARRO, MARY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RICK, LAUREN A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TREPTON, KELLIE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEIDNER, JENNIFER L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LAFAYETTE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES**
15701 CTR RD K
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4800
Handicap Access: N

BYRNES, HEIDI A, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DRESSLER, CHRISTINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHITE, MICHAEL A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PRIMARY CARE CLINIC
DARLINGTON
731 CLAY ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4497
Handicap Access: Y
^ ARGALL, ABIGAIL M, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY
DARLINGTON AREA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
435 MAIN ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-361-0311
Handicap Access: N
FISCHER, HARRY W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ JAFRY, SHAHINA H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAFAYETTE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
15701 CTY RD K
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4800
Handicap Access: N
FISCHER, HARRY W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
DARLINGTON AREA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
435 MAIN ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-361-0311
Handicap Access: Y
^ JAFRY, SHAHINA H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LAFAYETTE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
15701 CTY RD K
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4800
Handicap Access: N
FISCHER, HARRY W, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SHULLSBURG
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
PRIMARY CARE CLINIC
SHULLSBURG
104 S JUDGEMENT ST
SHULLSBURG, WI 53586
1-608-965-4475
Handicap Access: Y
^ ARGALL, ABIGAIL M, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARATHON COUNTY
ROTHSCHILD
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1480 COUNTRY RD XX
ROTHSCHILD, WI 54474
1-715-643-8110
Handicap Access: Y
^ WATKINS, KYLEE M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUSAU
NEUROPSYCHOLOGY
ARBOR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
500 N 3RD ST
STE 220
WAUSAU, WI 54403
1-715-204-4260
Handicap Access: Y
^ MACMILLAN, CHAD L, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
ARBOR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
500 N 3RD ST
STE 220
WAUSAU, WI 54403
1-715-204-4260
Handicap Access: Y
^ MACMILLAN, CHAD L, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH
^ SNIDER, JONATHON A, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARQUETTE COUNTY
ROTHSCHILD
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
MARQUETTE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
480 UNDERWOOD AVE
ROTHSCHILD, WI 53949
1-608-297-3181
Handicap Access: Y
HARBERT, LISA L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LEE, JEREMY N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
MARQUETTE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
480 UNDERWOOD AVE
MONTELLO, WI 53949
1-608-297-3181
Handicap Access: Y
FLANNERY, KRISTIN A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
^ LEE, JEREMY N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
MARQUETTE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
480 UNDERWOOD AVE
MONTELLO, WI 53949
1-608-297-3181
Handicap Access: Y
LINZMEIER, ALLISON A, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WILLIAMS, JODI L, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
ARBOR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
500 N 3RD ST
STE 220
WAUSAU, WI 54403
1-715-204-4260
Handicap Access: Y
^ MACMILLAN, CHAD L, PHD
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH
^ ROJJ, MARTHA L, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
MARQUETTE COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
480 UNDERWOOD AVE
MONTELLO, WI 53949
1-608-297-3181
Handicap Access: Y
MORGAN-JONES, TONI A, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Oxford
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
ASPRUS OXFORD CLINIC
N4390 CROSSROADS CLINIC RD
OXFORD, WI 53952
1-608-589-5333
Handicap Access: Y
^ SWAN, JAMES M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WESTFIELD
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
NORTHLAND COMMUNITY SERVICES
PO BOX 248
161 SPRING ST
WESTFIELD, WI 53964
1-608-339-4144
Handicap Access: Y
^ HUBER, JOSEPH M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
NORTHLAND COMMUNITY SERVICES
PO BOX 248
161 SPRING ST
WESTFIELD, WI 53964
1-608-296-2139
Handicap Access: Y
^ HODULIK, CHARLES J, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
NORTHLAND COMMUNITY SERVICES
PO BOX 248
161 SPRING ST
WESTFIELD, WI 53964
1-608-296-2139
Handicap Access: Y
^ MORGAN-JONES, TONI A, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• May choose as a primary care provider
◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
^ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
ENGLISH

CRAKER, DANIELLE R,
ENGLISH

BOWMAN, KATHERINE J,
ENGLISH

STRALEY, SAMANTHA,
ENGLISH

SKUHRA, ERIKA E, BCBA
ENGLISH

RIECK, TASHA M, BCBA
ENGLISH

HYATT, JOCELIN M, BCBA
ENGLISH

HYATT, JOCELIN M, BCBA
ENGLISH

SKUHRA, ERIKA E, BCBA
ENGLISH

STRALEY, SAMANTHA, BCBA
ENGLISH

STRALEY, SAMANTHA, BCBA
ENGLISH

STRALEY, SAMANTHA, BCBA
ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM
5000 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-414-367-2710
Handicap Access: Y

Bowman, Katherine J, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Cramer, Danielle R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Hyatt, Jocelin M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Klett Leo, Lesley, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Mutz, Joline M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Rieck, Tasha M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Caravel Counseling and Diagnostics SC
5006 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

Huai, Nan, PhD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Chinese

Mandarin Chinese

Caravel Autism
5006 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

Huai, Nan, PhD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Chinese

Mandarin Chinese

PSYCHIATRY

Lifestance Health
9809 S FRANKLIN DR
STE 302
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

Medit, Daniel D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Psychotherapy

Caravel Autism
5006 W ASHLAND WAY
FRANKLIN, WI 53132
1-414-367-2710
Handicap Access: Y

Payer, Megan N, PsyD
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GlenDALE

Alcohol & Drug/Substance Abuse

Lifestance Health
5555 N PORT WASHINGTON RD
STE 200
GLENDALE, WI 53217
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

Poehlmann, David C, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Behavioral Health

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
5555 N PORT WASHINGTON RD
STE 200
GLENDALE, WI 53217
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

GALten, Thomas K, LcsW
TelEhalth Optional
Phone/video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HERRUNG, Marie
THERESE, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOLTZ, JAMES, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Hristov, Ivaylo I, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Low, Emma L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Medlock, Daniel D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NeRone, Jeffrey M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PERKINS, AMY S, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Pittleman, Carin A, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PoeHlmann, David C, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Rugg, Cheryl A, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Sayrs, Camilla P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Schneider, Lisa M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Sievert, Stacey L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SoOk, Kristi L, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WasserMan, Melanie M, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Yauk, Gina L, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
5650 N GREEN BAY AVE
STE 205
GLENDALE, WI 53209
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

BiNNS, Jazmin C, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Calabrese, Lisa E, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Camarata, Damon R, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Cipriano, Madeline R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Mceath, Patricia N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
5650 N GREEN BAY AVE
STE 205
GLENDALE, WI 53209
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

Vanden NOven, Michelle K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

psychiatry

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
5555 N PORT WASHINGTON RD
STE 200
GLENDALE, WI 53217
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

Mgdlock, Daniel D, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Vanden NOven, Michelle K, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

psychiatry

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
5650 N GREEN BAY AVE
STE 205
GLENDALE, WI 53209
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

Janis-toWey, Andrea P, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SPANISH

ADDICTION MEDICINE

CLEANSLATE CENTERS
4848 S 76TH ST
STE 210
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-847-7080
Handicap Access: Y

Greenya, Joel G, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Alcohol & Drug/Substance Abuse

LIFESTANCE HEALTH
4811 S 76TH ST
STE 208
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y

Leibsle, Katherine H, LcsW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken:
- English
- Spanish
- French
- Mandarin
- Arabic
- Other

Handicap Access:
- Yes
- No
- Not Available

Services:
- Video
- Phone/Video
- Telehealth Optional
- Telehealth
- In-person
- Online

Notes:
- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
BCS CARE SOLUTIONS
11414 W PARK PL
STE 202
MILWAUKEE, WI 53224
1-877-906-9699
Handicap Access: Y

VOLM, JEAN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH


BCS OF WISCONSIN
11414 W PARK PL
STE 202
MILWAUKEE, WI 53224
1-877-906-9699
Handicap Access: Y

NIGITO, JAMIE L, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH


BE THE CHANGE GLOBAL WELLNESS
4650 N PORT WASHINGTON RD
STE 120
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
1-888-839-6181

MARTENS, JODIE A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH


CHILDRENS SERVICE SOCIETY OF WISCONSIN
620 S 67TH ST
STE 120
MILWAUKEE, WI 53214
1-414-463-1400
Handicap Access: N

MEINDL, COURTNEY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH


CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS
510 E BURLEIGH ST
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y

DONOVAN, WHITNEY L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH


CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
1020 W HISTORIC MITCHELL ST
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: N

CRAMER, DANIELLE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH


Clear.Wisconsin.com/Providers
• May choose as a primary care provider
◇ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
◆ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
VIVENT HEALTH
1311 N 6TH ST
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
1-414-223-6800
Handicap Access: N

PAN, VICTORIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VEHICLE
5007 S HOWELL AVE
STE 350
MILWAUKEE, WI 53207
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: N

FEDERLY, SHARON S, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SERKETICH, WENDY J, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIVENT HEALTH
820 N PLANKINTON AVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53203
1-414-273-1991
Handicap Access: Y

LEWIS, ANGELIQUE W, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OAK CREEK
ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

KETTLE MORaine COUNSELING
7280 S 13TH ST
STE 103
OAK CREEK, WI 53154
1-262-334-4340
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, CATHERINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOEHLCK, CATHERINE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOCHTE, ALEXANDRA E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ELLER, CONSTANCE, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREGORIUS, LISA A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEWIS, ANGELIQUE W, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BOCHTE, ALEXANDRA E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEWIS, ANGELIQUE W, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wauwatosa</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug/Substance Abuse</td>
<td>No Worries Wellness</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10425 W North Ave</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wauwatosa, WI 53226</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-414-509-0029</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dell, Amy L, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Johnson, Latoya R, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Behavioral Health</td>
<td>Tosa Pediatrics</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8851 W North Ave</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wauwatosa, WI 53226</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-414-774-9200</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Burnett, Caroline A, LMFT</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Eckert, Marina R, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gonnring, Mary E, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Allis</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug/Substance Abuse</td>
<td>Asap - Behavioral Health</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11380 W Theodore</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trecker Way</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Allis, WI 53214</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-414-310-9685</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conroy, Tajuin L, CSAC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preiss, Laura M, CSAC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suchorski, Dawn M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug/Substance Abuse</td>
<td>Asap - Behavioral Health</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11380 W Theodore</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trecker Way</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Allis, WI 53214</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-414-310-9685</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conroy, Tajuin L, CSAC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preiss, Laura M, CSAC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suchorski, Dawn M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe County</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug/Substance Abuse</td>
<td>Asap - Behavioral Health</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11380 W Theodore</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Trecker Way</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Allis, WI 53214</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-414-310-9685</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conroy, Tajuin L, CSAC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Preiss, Laura M, CSAC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suchorski, Dawn M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Allis</td>
<td>Alcohol &amp; Drug/Substance Abuse</td>
<td>Northshore Clinic &amp;</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Consultants</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2363 S 102nd St</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Allis, WI 53227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-262-375-1116</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Anderson, Catherine A, APNP</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Allis</td>
<td>TMS</td>
<td>Relief TMS</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2448 S 102nd St</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West Allis, WI 53227</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1-630-974-6602</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gronke, Stacy M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages Spoken: ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provider Name</td>
<td>Specialty</td>
<td>Languages Spoken</td>
<td>Handicap Access</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS</td>
<td>4351 W COLLEGE AVE STE 410</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNeil, Kathryn M, LMFT</td>
<td>WISCONSIN ST STE 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORBY, CONSTANCE J, LPC</td>
<td>SPARTA, WI 54656</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS</td>
<td>2500 E ENTERPRISE AVE UNIT B</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYSTROM &amp; ASSOCIATES - APPLETON</td>
<td>2500 E ENTERPRISE AVE UNIT B</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETRY, ERICA L, LPC</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WISCONSIN ST STE 3</td>
<td>SPARTA, WI 54656</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 2D</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STE 410</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY CHOOSE AS A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLERABLY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER'S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Outagamie County**

**Appleton**

**Alcohol & Drug/Substance Abuse**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTEGRITY COUNSELING</td>
<td>1011 N LYNNDALE DR STE 2D</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROACH, LAURA E, LPC</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHERSCHEL, MARC D, LPC</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY CHOOSE AS A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLERABLY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER'S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Behavioral Health**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH</td>
<td>2171 W PERSHING ST</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHARNIAK, Kim S, LCSW</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54914</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY CHOOSE AS A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLERABLY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER'S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Psychiatry**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS</td>
<td>4351 W COLLEGE AVE STE 410</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHNSON, KATHRYN Q, DO</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY CHOOSE AS A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLERABLY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER'S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Psychology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS</td>
<td>4351 W COLLEGE AVE STE 410</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER, RACHEL S, PSYD</td>
<td>APPLETON, WI 54913</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages Spoken:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handicap Access:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY CHOOSE AS A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOLERABLY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER'S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Languages Spoken</td>
<td>Address</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEHAVIORAL HEALTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RED OAK COUNSELING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>136 N MAIN ST</td>
<td>1-262-242-3369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THIENSVILLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALAIKO, JOSEPH M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALENSKY, SUSAN M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE, SHANNON N, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICHOLSON, MICHAEL R, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALAMA, JAMIE-LYN M, LPC</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POZORSKI, JENNIFER L, LCSW</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONER HEATH, MEREDITH, LCSW</td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RACINE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOUNT PLEASANT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIFESTANCE HEALTH</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASCENSION ALL SAINTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RACINE MEDICAL BLDG A &amp; B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASCENSION ALL SAINTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RACINE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**RICHLAND COUNTY**

**LIFESTANCE HEALTH**
1143 WARWICK WAY
STE B
RACINE, WI 53406
1-262-789-1191
Phone/Video

Languages Spoken: English

Handicap Access: Y

**ENGLISH**

**PAMELA NIGL**
146 N CENTRAL AVE
STE 110
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-649-8181
Handicap Access: Y

NIGL, PAMELA J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: English

**RICHLAND COUNTY HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES**
221 W SEMINARY
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-8821
Handicap Access: Y

FISCHER, MACKENZIE L, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: English

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**RICHLAND COUNTY HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES**
221 W SEMINARY
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-8821
Handicap Access: Y

TATESIAN, MARIANNE, DO
Languages Spoken: English

**WOOD COUNTY**

**CHAPLINS COUNSELING**
1101 SPARTAN DRIVE
STE B
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-1227
Handicap Access: Y

Languages Spoken: English

Handicap Access: Y

**RICHLAND COUNTY**

**RICHLAND CENTER**

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**PINE COUNSELING**
204 S ORANGE ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-383-1261
Handicap Access: N

FERGUSON, AMBER, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English

KRAMER, ASHLEY M, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: English

KRAMER, ELLIJAH, SAC
Languages Spoken: English

**RICHLAND COUNTY HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES**
221 W SEMINARY
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-8821
Handicap Access: Y

BARGER, ALISON B, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

CHRISTIANSON, BRANDI J, CSAC
Languages Spoken: English

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES

**RICHLAND COUNTY HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES**
221 W SEMINARY
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-8821
Handicap Access: Y

HUMPHREY, DEBORA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

PETRY, ERICA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

**TRANSPORTATION SERVICES**

**PINE COUNSELING**
204 S ORANGE ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-383-1261
Handicap Access: N

FERGUSON, AMBER, LCSW
Languages Spoken: English

KRAMER, ASHLEY M, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: English

Handicap Access: Y

**RICHLAND COUNTY HEATH & HUMAN SERVICES**
55 ECLIPSE CENTER
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-361-0311
Handicap Access: Y

**BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - COUNSELING CARE CENTER**
1989 W HART RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-5686
Handicap Access: Y

ANLEU-SMITH, MARIA-MARIA, MD
Languages Spoken: English

SPANISH

BYRNE, SEAN P, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

**ENLIGHTENED WAYS THERAPY**
2797 PRAIRIE AVE
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-302-6194
Handicap Access: Y

WILSON, BEVERLY J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: English

**LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES**
1850 CRANSTON RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-752-7660
Handicap Access: Y

MATTINGLY, KATHRYN, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

ENGLISH

**ATTENTIVE COUNSELING SERVICES**
400 E GRAND AVE
STE 208
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-713-9291
Handicap Access: Y

SCHUH, ROBERT J, LPC
Languages Spoken: English
BELOIT AREA
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
55 ECLIPSE CENTER
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-361-0311
Handicap Access: Y

TAMANJI, MARIE M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBBE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y

JOHNSON, AMY R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - COUNSELING CARE CENTER
1969 W HART RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-5686
Handicap Access: Y

ANEY, MALINDA B, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELOIT PSYCHOTHERAPY
136 W GRAND AVE
STE 250
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-346-8315
Handicap Access: N

BECKFORD, MELISSA L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM HEALTH
2040 SUTLER AVE
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y

BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GARMON, KRYSTALANN, BCBA
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENLIGHTENED WAYS THERAPY
2797 PRAIRIE AVE
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-299-7669
Handicap Access: Y

KIND, KAYLA M, LPC
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATTISON, FAITH E, LCSW
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIXON, AMBERLY J, LCSW
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WENTHOLD, KIERSTEN P, LPC
Telehealth Optional Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILSON, BEVERLY J, LPC
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LIFE BY DESIGN COUNSELING
1517 HUEBBE PKWY
STE A
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-302-6194
Handicap Access: Y
RAMSEY, TONYA, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
1850 CRANSTON RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-752-7660
Handicap Access: Y

^ COLLINS, CHAD M, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KONIAR, TRAVIS W, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MATTINGLY, KATHRYN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ NESSEL, BRITTANY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ PAN, VICTORIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STATELINE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
545 E GRAND AVE
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-368-8087
Handicap Access: Y

^ BALL, SAMANTHA J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BEU, JENNIFER J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ EVERSON, KELLEY F, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FISCHER, DAVID M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ FISCHER, GARTH L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KNUEPPEL, STEPHANIE S, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY

BELOIT AREA COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
55 ECLIPSE CENTER
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-361-0311
Handicap Access: Y

JAFRY, SHAHINA H, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - BELOIT CLINIC
1905 HUEBRE PKWY
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-2200
Handicap Access: Y

IQBAL, JAVAAD, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - COUNSELING CARE CENTER
1969 W HART RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-5686
Handicap Access: Y

ANLEU-SMITH, MARIA-MARIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

POLISH

KHOGA, YEHIA A, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VIVENT HEALTH
136 W GRAND AVE
STE 202
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-4027
Handicap Access: N

^ PAN, VICTORIA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EDGERTON

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

EDGERTON HOSPITAL & HEALTH SERVICES
11101 N SHERMAN RD
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-884-3441
Handicap Access: Y

^ PAULI, MARY T, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ROUBACHKINA, OLGA R, APRN
Telehealth Optional
Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BELOIT HEALTH SYSTEM - EDGERTON

EDGERTON HOSPITAL
111 W FULTON ST
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-561-6614
Handicap Access: Y

^ PAULI, MARY T, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**PSYCHIATRY**

EDGERTON HOSPITAL & HEALTH SERVICES
1101 N SHERMAN RD
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-884-3441

- **GANDHI, SHAILESH, MD**
  - Video
  - Telehealth Only
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EDGERTON HOSPITAL
FULTON SQUARE CLINIC
111 W FULTON ST
EDGERTON, WI 53534
1-608-561-6614

- **GANDHI, SHAILESH, MD**
  - Video
  - Telehealth Optional
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JANESVILLE**

**ADDACTION MEDICINE**

**EMPOWERED THERAPY**
4465 MILTON AVE
STE 107
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-302-6395
Handicap Access: Y

- **HANNA, NICKOLAS F, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HANNA MEDICAL CLINIC**
4465 MILTON AVE
STE 107
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-302-6395
Handicap Access: Y

- **HANNA, NICKOLAS F, MD**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**JANESVILLE COUNSELING CENTER**
1717 CENTER AVE
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-757-5025
Handicap Access: Y

- **JANESVILLE, WI 53546**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**ASSOCIATES IN PSYCHOTHERAPY**
4700 DRESSER DR
STE 100
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-752-7255
Handicap Access: 

- **DAVIS, REBECCA L, LPC**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CLEANSLATE CENTERS**
101 E MILWAUKEE ST
STE 315
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-305-0201
Handicap Access: Y

- **COOPER, MARTA, APNP**
  - Telehealth Optional Video
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**COMPASS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINIC**
203 W SUNNY LANE RD
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-755-1475
Handicap Access: Y

- **KROLL, TIFFANY N, LCSW**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER**
17 S RIVER ST
STE 254
JANESVILLE, WI 53548
1-608-755-5260
Handicap Access: Y

- **BRIGGS-BRADLEY, NANCY, LCSW**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**EMPOWERED THERAPY**
4465 MILTON AVE
STE 107
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-302-6395
Handicap Access: Y

- **DREWS, BECKY L, LPC**
  - Telehealth Optional
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GENESIS COUNSELING SERVICES**
1 S MAIN ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-757-0404
Handicap Access: Y

- **CERAR, SARA A, LPC**
  - Telehealth Optional Video
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**GUIDING WATERS COUNSELING**
20 E MILWAUKEE ST
STE 308
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-371-7313
Handicap Access: Y

- **PLOSSET, LACY J, LPC**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HANNA MEDICAL CLINIC**
4465 MILTON AVE
STE 107
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-302-6395
Handicap Access: Y

- **DREWS, BECKY L, LPC**
  - Telehealth Optional
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**HEALTHNET OF ROCK COUNTY**
113 S FRANKLIN ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53548
1-608-755-4638
Handicap Access: Y

- **AUSTIN, KRISTIN N, LCSW**
  - Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THE WILLOWS
COUNSELING AND
EMDR CENTER
20 S MAIN ST
STE 21
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-851-0348
Handicap Access: Y
COLLINS, MARY J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

ASSOCIATES IN
PSYCHOTHERAPY
4700 DRESSER DR
STE 100
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-752-7255
Handicap Access: Y
CORTEZ, ASHLEY E, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CREEKMORE, MIKHAELA L,
APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

AVENUE OF INSIGHT
2000 E RACINE ST
STE 120
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-247-1520
Handicap Access: N
TINDER, HOLLI K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BILINGUAL
PSYCHOTHERAPY
1326 CRESTON PARK DR
STE 10
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-470-2750
Handicap Access: Y
BRAUN, MYRA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM
HEALTH
462 MIDLAND CT
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CARAVEL AUTISM
HEALTH
519 MIDLAND CT
STE 2 & 5
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-920-857-9041
Handicap Access: Y
BECHEN, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CLEANSLATE CENTERS
101 E MILWAUKEE ST
STE 315
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-305-0201
Handicap Access: Y
COOPER, MARTA, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COMPASS BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH CLINIC
203 W SUNNY LANE RD
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-755-1475
Handicap Access: Y
MACEK, CURTIS V, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CROSSROADS
COUNSELING CENTER
17 S RIVER ST
STE 254
JANESVILLE, WI 53548
1-608-755-5260
Handicap Access: Y
BAUMAN, ERIC B, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
^ ELMER, ANGELINE, LCPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GIBBS, SHARI, LCPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KAUFMAN, THOMAS M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LEVANETZ, AMBER, LCPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HEMBROOK, KAREN F, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ MILLER, KATHLEEN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ RIEL, KRISTEN A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATRIX MENTAL WELLNESS
4465 MILTON AVE
STE 107
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-9770
Handicap Access: Y

^ ISUNZA, AMANDA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIND BODY & SOUL COUNSELING
1326 CRESTON PARK DR
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-501-2016
Handicap Access: Y

^ MILLER, KATHLEEN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PASSAGEWAY
3246 E ROLLINGWOOD DR
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-563-5633
Handicap Access: Y

^ MILLER, KATHLEEN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ LANE, NICHOLAS C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
17 S RIVER ST
STE 254
JANESVILLE, WI 53548
1-608-755-5260
Handicap Access: Y

^ DESAI, ATIT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
ASSOCIATES IN PSYCHOTherapy
4700 DRESSER DR
STE 100
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-752-7255
Handicap Access: Y

^ WEISS, MONICA L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ LANE, NICHOLAS C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MATRIX MENTAL WELLNESS
4465 MILTON AVE
STE 107
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-9770
Handicap Access: Y

^ ISUNZA, AMANDA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MIND BODY & SOUL COUNSELING
1326 CRESTON PARK DR
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-501-2016
Handicap Access: Y

^ MILLER, KATHLEEN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PASSAGEWAY
3246 E ROLLINGWOOD DR
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
1-608-563-5633
Handicap Access: Y

^ MILLER, KATHLEEN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - JANESVILLE EAST
3200 E RACINE ST
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-371-8000
Handicap Access: Y

^ LANE, NICHOLAS C, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
17 S RIVER ST
STE 254
JANESVILLE, WI 53548
1-608-755-5260
Handicap Access: Y

^ DESAI, ATIT R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
ASSOCIATES IN PSYCHOTherapy
4700 DRESSER DR
STE 100
JANESVILLE, WI 53546
1-608-752-7255
Handicap Access: Y

^ WEISS, MONICA L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

‡ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
HOUSE OF WELLNESS
S2845 WHITE EAGLE RD
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-1240
Handicap Access: Y
DOZER, RACHAEL A, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FAUST, SHELI, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PLEUGERS, JOHN E, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
POWERS, JENNIFER D, LPC
Telehealth Optional
PLEUGERS, JOHN E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FAUST, SHELI, LPC
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Video
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

INNERVISIONS COUNSELING & CONSULTING CENTER
840 STATE RD 136
STE 1
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-477-9858
Handicap Access: Y
JAMES, COLLEEN S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
414 BROADWAY ST
STE 101
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-628-355-4203
Handicap Access: Y
FERYANCE, SAMANTHA I, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FISCHER, KRISTEN L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MATTINGLY, KATHRYN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
1002 LINCOLN AVE
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-356-9055
Handicap Access: Y

BIRKHOLZ, RENEE E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CROWELL, KIMBERLY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HOORNSTRA, LYNN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JURISHICA, CYNTHIA J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NELSON, WHITNEY M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PRESTON, CHRISTINE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
REINARDY, SANDRA J, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WHITE EAGLE, STEPHANIE L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEASONS COUNSELING
1212 8TH ST
STE 3
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-448-2497
Handicap Access: Y
ANDERSON, DIANE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BROWN, KIM A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VANDRE, ANNELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SEASON COUNSELING
1212 8TH ST
STE 3
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-448-2497
Handicap Access: Y
ANDERSON, DIANE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BROWN, KIM A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VANDRE, ANNELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THERAPY WITHOUT WALLS
908 8TH ST
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-415-9956
Handicap Access: Y
ANDERSON, DIANE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BROWN, KIM A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VANDRE, ANNELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

• May choose as a primary care provider
◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
NEUROPSYCHIATRY
SAUK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
505 BROADWAY
4TH FL
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-4200
Handicap Access: Y

VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

NELSON, ANDREA, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LEHMAN, KERRI, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLER, JOCELYN R, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAYES, THOMAS, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Handicap Access:
BARABOO, WI 53913
4TH FL
505 BROADWAY

Languages Spoken:
Y
1-608-448-2797
BARABOO, WI 53913
137 3RD AVE

Languages Spoken:
Y
1-608-355-4200
BARABOO, WI 53913
4TH FL

Languages Spoken:
Y
MIJAL, JESSICA, PSYD

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY
SAUK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
505 BROADWAY
4TH FL
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-4200
Handicap Access: Y

VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH

Handicap Access:
BARABOO, WI 53913
4TH FL
505 BROADWAY

Languages Spoken:
Y
1-608-448-2797
BARABOO, WI 53913
137 3RD AVE

Languages Spoken:
Y
1-608-355-4200
BARABOO, WI 53913
4TH FL

Languages Spoken:
Y
MIJAL, JESSICA, PSYD

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY
PAUQUETTE CENTER
1002 LINCOLN AVE
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-356-9055
Handicap Access: Y

HAYES, THOMAS, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MILLER, JOCelyn R, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
50 PRAIRIE AVE
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3147
Handicap Access: Y

HAYES, THOMAS, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAIMER, PENNY L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WHITE EAGLE, STEPHANIE L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
50 PRAIRIE AVE
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3147
Handicap Access: Y

KIRCH, BREANA M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLSEN, MELISSA P, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZABRISKIE, RICHARD T, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
50 PRAIRIE AVE
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3147
Handicap Access: Y

KIRCH, BREANA M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLSEN, MELISSA P, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZABRISKIE, RICHARD T, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
137 3RD AVE
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-448-2797
Handicap Access: Y

LEHMANN, KERRI, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NELSON, ANDREA, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KING, LORI E, LCSW
Languages Spoken: SPANISH

LUCHT, ELIZABETH M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILSON, ERIN C, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WINCENTSEN, CARLA J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
505 BROADWAY
4TH FL
BARABOO, WI 53913
1-608-355-4200
Handicap Access: Y

MIJAL, JESSICA, PSYD

Languages Spoken:
ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
PATHWAY TO WELLNESS COMMUNITY CLINIC
560 4TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3663
Handicap Access: Y

CASCARO, ROSE T, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DIVINE, CORY S, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GREENWOOD, KELSEY M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HAHN, LIZA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JOHNSON, CAROL ANN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KIRCH, BREANA M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLSEN, MELISSA P, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WEISS, JOHN R, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ZABRISKIE, RICHARD T, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DIVINE, CORY S, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WASHINGTON, KELSEY M, PARC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WINCENTSEN, CARLA J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
1190 PRAIRIE ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-370-6551
Handicap Access: Y

ANDERSON, ANN M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BAKER, JESSE A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BANGERT, JUSTIN R, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COTTER, BRIANNA M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

CZERWINSKI, JORDYN S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

DEZELL, GREG T, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ELSING, KATHERINE J, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LOCHNER, REANNON M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LUCHT, ELIZABETH M, PA-C
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WILSON, ERIN C, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WINCENTSEN, CARLA J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK PRAIRIE HEALTHCARE
260 26TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3311
Handicap Access: Y

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PHARO, KYM A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
1190 PRAIRIE ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-370-6551
Handicap Access: Y

^ WITKOVSKY, MICHAEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHIATRY

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
1190 PRAIRIE ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-370-6551
Handicap Access: Y

^ WITKOVSKY, MICHAEL T, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PATHWAY TO WELLNESS COMMUNITY CLINIC
560 4TH ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3663
Handicap Access: Y

^ HAMMER, MICHAEL L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ORRICO, MICHAEL J, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ NELSON, OLIVIA R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUQUETTE CENTER
50 PRAIRIE AVE
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-643-3147
Handicap Access: Y

^ CHAPIN, LESLEY B, PSYD
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GONSALVES, VALERIE, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ HAYES, THOMAS, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PSYCHOLOGY CLINIC
1190 PRAIRIE ST
PRAIRIE DU SAC, WI 53578
1-608-370-6551
Handicap Access: Y

^ LEHMAN, KERRI, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ NELSON, ANDREA, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GRACE COUNSELING
222 N WALNUT ST
STE A AND B
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-562-3976
Handicap Access: Y

^ HELMANN, HOLLY, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LOMBARD, KACEY M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PAUQUETTE CENTER
710 N WEBB AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-524-5151
Handicap Access: Y

^ RAIMER, PENNY L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WHITE EAGLE, STEPHANIE L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
425 SIXTH ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-355-4200
Handicap Access: Y

^ BEUTHIN, SARAH R, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Therapy Without Walls
2155 E MAIN ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-415-9956
Handicap Access: Y

^ ANDERSON, DIANE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

GOODMAN’S BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINIC
2213 E MAIN ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-768-4545
Handicap Access: Y

^ BAVLNKA, CLAUDIA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ETHUN, SCOTT A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GOODMAN, BARBARA G, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-524-0487
Handicap Access: Y

^ NELSON, OLIVIA R, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
425 SIXTH ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-355-4200
Handicap Access: Y

^ BEUTHIN, SARAH R, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ KAHLER, LINDSEY M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SAUK COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1051 CLARK ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-824-7513
Handicap Access: Y

^ DRURY, NATASHA C, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

THERAPY WITHOUT WALLS
2155 E MAIN ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-415-9956
Handicap Access: Y

^ ANDERSON, DIANE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BROWN, KIM A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VANDRE, ANNELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VOORDRAN, KATIE S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ BIRKETT, DEREK C, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GEIGER, JOANN, LPC
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ TRAILWAYS COUNSELING
2560 E MAIN ST
REEDSBURG, WI 53595
1-608-886-9023
Handicap Access: Y

^ BIRKETT, DEREK C, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GEIGER, JOANN, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
Languages Spoken: Y
Handicap Access:
^ MOORE, DANIELLE J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ GERTONSON, PETER J, DO
ENGLISH

^ PIERSON, HALEY C, LPC
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ WHEELER, SARAH, LPC
Telehealth Optional
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ CULLEN, RANDALL K, MD
ENGLISH

^ VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ REEDSBURG AREA MEDICAL CENTER
2000 N DEWEY AVE
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
1-608-524-6487
Handicap Access: Y

^ GERTONSON, PETER J, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ENGLISH

^ LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VANDRE, ANNIELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VORNDRAN, KATIE S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ENGLISH

^ LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VANDRE, ANNIELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VORNDRAN, KATIE S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VALENZUELA, MARIO R, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ ENGLISH

^ LEE, TARA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VANDRE, ANNIELIESE K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ VORNDRAN, KATIE S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

^ SAWYER, LAUREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provider Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Languages Spoken</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HORNAK, LINDA A, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGER, KELLY T, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTMAN, EDEN A, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISCOE, BROOKE C, LMFT</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATTEK, PATRIC W, PHD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREDENCE THERAPY ASSOCIATES</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACKSON, LEEANN G, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKALNIK, JACLYN H, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERDIN, REBECCA S, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYNOLDS, KRISTI L, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>ELKHORN, WI 53121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATHEW, ELAINE M, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRENNER, SARAH, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOFF, KRISTIN, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACOBS, KRISTINE M, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEINDL, COURTNEY J, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSITANO, MAUREEN M, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLSON, KIMBERLY A, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRISTINE, APNP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIERCE, CHRISTA B, APNP</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSS, BRADLEY T, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIMEL, JESSICA M, LPC</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEMH, JACLYN H, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEIN, KIM A, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARREN, GEORGE W, LCSW</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZBLEWSKI, RANDALL J, MD</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAMPIER, RACHEL M, BCBA</td>
<td></td>
<td>ENGLISH</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>LAKE GENEVA, WI 53147</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Languages Spoken: English

- Martens, Jodie A, LCSW
- Nwabugwu, John I, APNP
- Telehealth Optional Video
- 3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: English
- Provost, Sharayah K, LPC
- Languages Spoken: English
- Reik, Sarah M, LPC
- Languages Spoken: English
- Reineke, Laura M, LMFT
- Languages Spoken: English
- Roach, Laura E, LPC
- Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
- Languages Spoken: English
- Robles, Julie M, LPC
- Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
- Languages Spoken: English
- Rosenbaum, Melissa J, LCSW
- Languages Spoken: English
- Siggelkow, Alan H, LCSW
- Languages Spoken: English
- Stevens, Helena G, LPC
- Telehealth Optional Video
- Languages Spoken: English
- Straseske, Julie M, LPC
- Languages Spoken: English
- Thompson, Renee B, LCSW
- Languages Spoken: English
- Unruh, Christine M, LPC
- Languages Spoken: English

Christian Life Counseling
W175 N11163 Stonewood DR
1-262-785-1008
Handicap Access: N

Christian Family Solutions
W175 N11120 Stonewood DR
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y

Kisler-Mikulanecek, Karen J, LPC
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: English

Kiser-Mikulanecek, Karen J, LPC
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: English

Lifestyle Health
W175N11081 Stonewood DR
1-262-244-6177
Handicap Access: Y

Britton, Sarah, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Flynn, Brian M, LCSW
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Kiser-Mikulanecek, Karen J, LPC
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: English

Lifestyle Health
W175N11081 Stonewood DR
1-262-244-6177
Handicap Access: Y

Britton, Sarah, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Flynn, Brian M, LCSW
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Kiser-Mikulanecek, Karen J, LPC
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: English

Psychiatry
Christian Family Solutions
W175 N11120 Stonewood DR
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y

Johnson, Kathryn Q, DO
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Psychology
Christian Family Solutions
W175 N11120 Stonewood DR
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y

Hayes, Brandon B, PhD
Languages Spoken: English

Klockow, Samantha L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: English

Miller, Rachel S, PSYD
Languages Spoken: English

Schoof, Ashley D, PSYD
Languages Spoken: English

Christian Life Counseling
W175 N11163 Stonewood DR
1-262-785-1008
Handicap Access: N

Lifestyle Health
W175N11081 Stonewood DR
1-262-244-6177
Handicap Access: Y

Britton, Sarah, LPC
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Flynn, Brian M, LCSW
Telehealth Optional Video
Languages Spoken: English

Kiser-Mikulanecek, Karen J, LPC
Telehealth Optional Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: English

Psychiatry
Christian Family Solutions
W175 N11120 Stonewood DR
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y

Hayes, Brandon B, PhD
Languages Spoken: English

Klockow, Samantha L, PSYD
Languages Spoken: English

Miller, Rachel S, PSYD
Languages Spoken: English

Schoof, Ashley D, PSYD
Languages Spoken: English

Hartford Counseling
384 W Sumner St
Hartford, WI 53027
1-262-223-6125
Handicap Access: N

Klassen, Carmen R, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

Behavioral Health
Hartford Counseling
384 W Sumner St
Hartford, WI 53027
1-262-223-6125
Handicap Access: N

Klassen, Carmen R, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

Alcohol & Drug/Substance Abuse
Hartford Counseling
384 W Sumner St
Hartford, WI 53027
1-262-223-6125
Handicap Access: N

Klassen, Carmen R, LPC
Languages Spoken: English

Psychiatry
Hartford Counseling
384 W Sumner St
Hartford, WI 53027
1-262-223-6125
Handicap Access: N

Lehmann, Thomas S, PhD
Languages Spoken: English
BORDEN, CHRISTOPHER J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRAFFORD, RITA J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CASSEUS, JANE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SKUHRA, ERIKA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GAETHKE, JAY, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GOLDBLATT, MAUREEN R,
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CASSEUS, JANE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRAFFORD, RITA J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SKUHRA, ERIKA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ENGLISH
KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RICE, TASHA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SKUHRA, ERIKA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STRALEY, SAMANTHA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS
16535 W BLUEMOUND RD
STE 305
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-800-438-1772
Handicap Access: Y
BUELOW-GODEC, SUSAN M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
ERLT, ANGELA E, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FEHRMANN, JENNIFER H, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
FISCHER, KAREN E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GONRING, MARY E, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GONEK, MEGAN L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUSE, TERESA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LINESMEYER, JULIE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MANZANO, ROCHELLE, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARTENS, JODIE A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NWABUGWU, JOHN I, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
DANKERT, HANNAH R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HYATT, JOCELIN M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KLETT LEO, LESLEY, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
RICE, TASHA M, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SKUHRA, ERIKA E, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STRALEY, SAMANTHA, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROVOST, SHARAYAH K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STEVENS, HELENA G, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STRASEKE, JULIE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
THOMPSON, RENEE B, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
UNRUH, CHRISTINE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LIFESTANCE HEALTH
16535 W BLUEMOUND RD
STE 200
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005
1-262-789-1191
Handicap Access: Y
ADAMS, SANDRA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
AMBROS, MEGAN, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BARTSCH, PAUL L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BASHAM, MARY E, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BAST, DIANE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
HINTZ, JUSTINE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BORDEN, CHRISTOPHER J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BRAFFORD, RITA J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
BUCKETT, DAMON W, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARRINGTON, PATRICIA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CARRINGTON, PATRICIA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KLEMM, HEATHER, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KLEMM, HEATHER, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOHNSON, ANGELA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KELLY, ELIZABETH A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KINGSLEY, LINDSEY P, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KRAMER, DANIELLE R, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GAETHKE, JAY, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MARTENS, JODIE A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
CASSEUS, JANE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
This provider sees patients at multiple locations.

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
**PSYCHIATRY**

**CHRISTIAN FAMILY SOLUTIONS**  
16535 W BLUEMOUND RD  
STE 305  
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005  
1-800-438-1772  
Handicap Access: Y

- JOHNSON, KATHRYN Q, DO  
  Telehealth Optional Video  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**LIFESTANCE HEALTH**  
16535 W BLUEMOUND RD  
STE 200  
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005  
1-262-789-1191  
Handicap Access: Y

- ANDERSON, MICHELLE L, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  CAMPBELL, TODD C, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  HYDE, TREvor, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  JACOBSEN, TIFFANY M, PSYD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  PETERSON, BRITT A, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  ROEGLIN, RACHEL A, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  SHAY, NICOLE, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  STANIk, PATRICIA C, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  TORRES, REBECCA L, PHD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**DELAFIELD**

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

**HEALING HEARTS FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER**  
2574 SUN VALLEY DR  
DELAFIELD, WI 53018  
1-808-834-1122  
Handicap Access: Y

- IRISH, JONATHAN K, LPC  
  Telehealth Optional Video  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  ST GERMAIN, PAT A, LPC  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP**  
1101 GENESSEE ST  
DELAFIELD, WI 53018  
1-262-928-4036  
Handicap Access: N

**LIFESTANCE HEALTH**  
17100 W NORTH AVE  
STE 300  
BROOKFIELD, WI 53005  
1-262-240-8177  
Handicap Access: Y

- HANSEN, ELIZABETH L, PSYD  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**ELM GROVE**

**ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE**

**RED OAK COUNSELING**  
12970 W BLUEMOUND RD  
STE 200  
ELM GROVE, WI 53122  
1-262-780-1020  
Handicap Access: Y

- BEAUCHESNE, JEAN J, LPC  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  BERTONI, JUDY W, LPC  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  CLARK, LESLIE A, LPC  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH  
  CONDON, SUSAN M, LPC  
  Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- MAY CHOOSE AS A PRIMARY CARE PROVIDER  
- TEMPORARILY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER’S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.  
- PROVIDES SERVICES IN THIS COMMUNITY ON A LIMITED BASIS.  
- THIS PROVIDER SEES PATIENTS AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS.
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
240 MAPLE AVE
MUKWONAGO, WI 53149
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: Y

BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEATON, MICHELLE K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MAKHJA, VERONICA, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RASTER, MICHAEL, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

NEW BERLIN

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-613-0918
Handicap Access: Y

GLICK, DAVID, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Behavioral Health

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

BAKOS, ELIZABETH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EDWARDS, WENDY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ERICKSON, LISA K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLICK, DAVID, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIEVILA, ANDREW, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Psychiatry

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

HEATON, MICHELLE K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUSKEGO

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
S69 W15636 JANESVILLE RD
MUSKEGO, WI 53150
1-262-928-7000
Handicap Access: Y

PATTENGALE, STEPHANIE C, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHNELL, NATALIE, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

STRYCKER, ALISON M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Sweet, Leah, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

COPELAND, KAREN, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLEMM, HEATHER, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOSCHNICK, TERRI L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAPENFUS, EMMA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWARTZ, PAULA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TSORIS, STEPHANIE J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WUERL, BETH A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCONOMOWOC

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

GLICK, DAVID, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

JAEGER, KIM J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEGGY SCARGALL
888 THACKERAY TRL
STE 211
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-613-0918
Handicap Access: Y

SCARGALL, PEGGY, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Behavioral Health

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

BAKOS, ELIZABETH, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

EDWARDS, WENDY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ERICKSON, LISA K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GLICK, DAVID, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIEVILA, ANDREW, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Psychiatry

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
13900 W NATIONAL AVE
NEW BERLIN, WI 53151
1-262-928-4500
Handicap Access: Y

HEATON, MICHELLE K, DO
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OCEANIC HEALTH MEDICAL GROUP
307 E WISCONSIN AVE
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-613-0918
Handicap Access: Y

JAEGER, KIM J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KLEMM, HEATHER, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KOSCHNICK, TERRI L, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAPENFUS, EMMA, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SWARTZ, PAULA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TSORIS, STEPHANIE J, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WUERL, BETH A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

Peace of Mind Wellness

169 E WISCONSIN AVE
UNIT G
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-226-2482
Handicap Access: N

DONATH, AMANDA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOFFMAN, AUDRA C, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PARYS, RYAN C, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PEGGY SCARGALL
888 THACKERAY TRL
STE 211
OCONOMOWOC, WI 53066
1-262-613-0918
Handicap Access: Y

SCARGALL, PEGGY, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

May choose as a primary care provider
 TEMPORARILY ACCEPTING EXISTING PATIENTS ONLY. TO CHECK THIS PRACTITIONER'S MOST CURRENT PRACTICE STATUS, PLEASE CHECK DEANCARE.COM.
 PROVIDES SERVICES IN THIS COMMUNITY ON A LIMITED BASIS.
 THIS PROVIDER SEES PATIENTS AT MULTIPLE LOCATIONS.
ENGLISH
^ SHESKEY, KAITLYN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SULLIVAN, JOHN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SWARTZ, PAULA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VAN ROSSUM, JENNIFER M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WESTPHAL, ASHLEY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
717 W MORELAND BLVD
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4036
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, WENDY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-7555
Handicap Access: Y
STILES, PAMELA N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH
^ SULLIVAN, JOHN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUNVILLE, LYNETTE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
GUNVILLE, TERENCE M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KANGAS, MATTHEW R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KELLY, CARRIE L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KOLINSKI, JANINE A, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
KWAT, CHRISTEL, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
MAJOWSKI, ELLEN M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
NOLTE, JONATHAN D, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PORTER, ROBERT, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SCHMIDT, JODY R, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SHERSON, RYAN P, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 310
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4880
Handicap Access: Y
STILES, PAMELA N, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ENGLISH
^ SHESKEY, KAITLYN L, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SULLIVAN, JOHN M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
SWARTZ, PAULA M, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
VAN ROSSUM, JENNIFER M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
WESTPHAL, ASHLEY, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-3000
Handicap Access: N
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
JOACHIM, JACKIE, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LEPIEN, JENNIE, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
LORENO, LAURIE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
OWENS, REBECCA, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
1011 SPRING CITY DR
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
1-262-928-0370
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, WENDY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
2130 BIG BEND RD
WAUKESHA, WI 53189
1-262-928-7555
Handicap Access: Y
FREITAG, ROBERTA, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PORTER, ROBERT, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
STINE, CHRISTINE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
717 W MORELAND BLVD
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4036
Handicap Access: Y
EDWARDS, WENDY, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8899
Handicap Access: Y
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: Y
STINES, CHRISTINE M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: N
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 310
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4880
Handicap Access: Y
ALEXANDER, EMILY S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: Y
ALEXANDER, EMILY S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: N
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: Y
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: N
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
STE 501
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: N
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
Handicap Access: Y
BUCK, JOANNA E, MD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4880
Handicap Access: Y

SMITH, BRIANNA, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP
721 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-4036
Handicap Access: Y

MCGRAVEY, KATIE A, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH CARE NEUROSCIENCE CENTER
721 AMERICAN AVE STE 108
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-8200
Handicap Access: Y

SMITH, BRIANNA, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PROHEALTH WAUKESHA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
725 AMERICAN AVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
1-262-928-1000
Handicap Access: Y

FROST, KATHERINE A, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARSCHALL, JON, PSYD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SIKES, BRIAN, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUPACA COUNTY

NEW LONDON

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH

RAWHIDE YOUTH SERVICES
E7475 RAWHIDE RD
NEW LONDON, WI 54961
1-877-990-9101
Handicap Access: Y

LEQUIE, TABITHA M, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Chat/Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MARTIN, AMANDA B, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TURNER-SMITH, DESHANNA, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video

3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUSHARA COUNTY

WAUTOMA

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

FAMILY HEALTH / LA CLINICA
400 S TOWNLINE RD
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
1-920-787-5514
Handicap Access: Y

AMBROSIIUS, RANDALL J, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLIGNEY, JANE E, SAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBOTCEK, KRISTEN K, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBINSON, PHILIP W, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUSHARA COUNTY CLINICAL SERVICES
230 W PARK ST
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
1-920-787-6550
Handicap Access: Y

BLESKEY, BOBBIE J, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FRINTNER, ANN L, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ISENBERGER, PATRICK N, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SCHWOBE, MEGAN M, APSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

SMITH, ALEXIA M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

KEKOW, HEATHER, APSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

LADWIG, LISA A, APNP
Telehealth Optional
Phone
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

ROBINSON, PHILIP W, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WAUSHARA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
230 W PARK ST
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
1-920-787-6590
Handicap Access: N

ISENBERGER, PATRICK N, CSAC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARD, JENNIFER A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WITTENHAGEN, LAURINDA S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAIRCHILD, KIMBERLY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HARKER, KRISTEN M, APNP
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

VOIGTLANDER, CLARA L, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WARD, JENNIFER A, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WITTENHAGEN, LAURINDA S, LCSW
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FAIRCHILD, KIMBERLY A, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH
**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

A HEALING PLACE
COMPLETE COUNSELING CARE
145 W WISCONSIN AVE
NEENAH, WI 54956
1-920-725-1230
Handicap Access: Y

DIENER, REBECCA J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FISCHER, TARA C, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEGGESETH, JOLIE, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETEKRSON, COURTNEY L, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAKE, AMY, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, LISA T, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHIATRY**

FAMILY HEALTH / LA CLINICA
400 S TOWNLINE RD
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
1-920-787-5514
Handicap Access: Y

DIENER, REBECCA J, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

FISCHER, TARA C, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HEGGESETH, JOLIE, LMFT
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PETEKRSON, COURTNEY L, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TAKE, AMY, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

WOOD, LISA T, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY**

WAUSCHA COUNTY CLINICAL SERVICES
230 W PARK ST
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
1-920-787-6550
Handicap Access: Y

BERNEY, KENT M, PhD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**WINNEBAGO COUNTY**

NEENAH

ALCOHOL & DRUG/SUBSTANCE ABUSE

A HEALING PLACE
COMPLETE COUNSELING CARE
145 W WISCONSIN AVE
NEENAH, WI 54956
1-920-725-1230
Handicap Access: Y

TAKE, AMY, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OSHKOSH

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH**

INTEGRITY COUNSELING
404 N MAIN ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
1-920-365-1420
Handicap Access: Y

CHARNIAK, KIM S, LCSW
Telehealth Optional
Phone/Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

**PSYCHOLOGY**

NYSTROM & ASSOCIATES - OSHKOSH
2935 UNIVERSAL CT
STE 2
OSHKOSH, WI 54904
1-920-379-1704
Handicap Access: Y

ALLEN, ANNE M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

GROMOWSKI, COLLEEN M, LMFT
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

HOLCOMB, CHRISTINA M, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

PAUL, JOSHUA T, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

RAFN, STEPHANIE, LPC
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

OLIVE BRANCH COUNSELING
3475 OMRO RD
STE 400
OSHKOSH, WI 54904
1-920-267-3470
Handicap Access: Y

BARES, ALLYSEN C, LPC
Telehealth Optional
Video
3rd Party Caregiver Accepted
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

TRIO ACADEMY
2850 UNIVERSAL ST
OSHKOSH, WI 54904
1-920-267-8350
Handicap Access: Y

FEDRAN, CHRISTINA J, BCBA
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

MUELLER, JENNIFER L, PHD
Languages Spoken: ENGLISH

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Other Plan Providers

Number of contracted other plan providers: 554

**CALIFORNIA**

**ALAMEDA COUNTY**

**LIVERMORE**

**DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT**

**ACELIS CONNECTED HEALTH SERVICES**
6455 NATIONAL DR
LIVERMORE, CA 94550
1-877-262-4669
Handicap Access: N

**COOK COUNTY**

**CHICAGO**

**DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT**

**MINIMED DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION**
13101 COLLECTIONS CENTER DR
CHICAGO, IL 60693
1-800-646-4633
Handicap Access: N

**DU PAGE COUNTY**

**DOWNERS GROVE**

**DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT**

**SERVICE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT**
5017 CHASE AVE
DOWNERS GROVE, IL 60515
1-630-324-4242
Handicap Access: N

**LENA**

**PHYSICAL THERAPY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**
214 SCHUYLER
LENA, IL 61048
1-815-369-4541
Handicap Access: Y

**WINNEBAGO COUNTY**

**LOVES PARK**

**HOME HEALTH AGENCY**

**SAINT ANTHONY CENTER FOR HOME CARE**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-381-6330
Handicap Access: Y

**INFUSION/ CHEMOTHERAPY**

**OSF HOME INFUSION PHARMACY - ROCKFORD**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-921-8780
Handicap Access: Y

**MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER**

**OSF CENTER FOR HEALTH - ROCK CUT CROSSING**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-639-8320
Handicap Access: Y

**MRI**

**OSF CENTER FOR HEALTH - ROCK CUT CROSSING**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-639-8320
Handicap Access: Y

**ILLINOIS**

**BOONE COUNTY**

**BELVIDERE**

**MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER**

**OSF CENTER FOR HEALTH - BELVIDERE**
1916 GATEWAY CENTER DR
BELVIDERE, IL 61008
1-815-547-9580
Handicap Access: Y

**MRI**

**OSF CENTER FOR HEALTH - BELVIDERE**
1916 GATEWAY CENTER DR
BELVIDERE, IL 61008
1-815-547-9580
Handicap Access: Y

**JO DAVIES COUNTY**

**GALENA**

**MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER**

**MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER**
ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-777-1340
Handicap Access: Y

**PHYSICAL THERAPY**

**SSM HEALTH MONROE CLINIC MEDICAL GROUP**
1301 S KIWANIS DR
FREEPORT, IL 61032
1-815-235-1406
Handicap Access: Y

**MRI**

**OSF CENTER FOR HEALTH - ROCK CUT CROSSING**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-639-8320
Handicap Access: Y
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

*Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.*

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</th>
<th>PHYSICAL THERAPY</th>
<th>RADIATION THERAPY CENTER</th>
<th>PHYSICAL THERAPY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST</td>
<td>1821 S STOUGHTON RD MADISON, WI 53716 1-608-260-8000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>C I PEDIATRIC THERAPY CENTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST</td>
<td>1821 S STOUGHTON RD MADISON, WI 53716 1-608-260-8000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST</td>
<td>752 N HIGH POINT RD MADISON, WI 53717 1-608-824-4000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON</td>
<td>1211 FISH HATCHERY RD MADISON, WI 53715 1-608-252-8000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S HOSPITAL MADISON</td>
<td>700 S PARK ST MADISON, WI 53715 1-608-251-6100 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS</td>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALJAN COMPANY</td>
<td>CI PEDIATRIC THERAPY CENTERS</td>
<td>701 DEMING WAY STE 110 MADISON, WI 53717 1-608-819-6394 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON EAST</td>
<td>1821 S STOUGHTON RD MADISON, WI 53716 1-608-260-8000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST</td>
<td>752 N HIGH POINT RD MADISON, WI 53717 1-608-824-4000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - SOUTH MADISON</td>
<td>1211 FISH HATCHERY RD MADISON, WI 53715 1-608-252-8000 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOBAL PROSTHETICS</td>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td>CI PEDIATRIC THERAPY CENTERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH AT HOME</td>
<td>PSYCHIATRIC FACILITY - INPATIENT</td>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S HOSPITAL MADISON</td>
<td>700 S PARK ST MADISON, WI 53715 1-608-251-6100 Handicap Access: Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4639 HAMMERSLEY RD MADISON, WI 53711 1-608-276-3420 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S HOSPITAL MADISON</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONONA</td>
<td>DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>HANGER PROSTHETICS &amp; ORTHOTICS EAST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>514 RIVER PL MONONA, WI 53716 1-608-268-5101 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUNT HOREB</td>
<td>EYEGLASSES - PEDIATRICS</td>
<td>HANGER PROSTHETICS &amp; ORTHOTICS EAST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>514 RIVER PL MONONA, WI 53716 1-608-268-5101 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SAMUELSON EYECARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>428 W MAIN ST MOUNT HOREB, WI 53572 1-608-437-3377 Handicap Access: Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Handicap Access: Y
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
### CI PEDIATRIC THERAPY CENTERS
- **SPEECH PATHOLOGY**
  - Address: 807 Liberty Dr, Ste 106, Verona, WI 53593
  - Phone: 1-608-819-6394
  - Handicap Access: Y

- **PHYSICAL THERAPY**
  - Address: 807 Liberty Dr, Ste 106, Verona, WI 53593
  - Phone: 1-608-819-6394
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUNAKEE**
  - **EYEGLASSES - PEDIATRICS**
  - Address: SSM Health Davis Duehr Dean Eye Care, 1300 S Century Ave, Ste 200, Waunakee, WI 53502
  - Phone: 1-608-850-1650
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUWENU**
  - **EPSILON DOCTOR GROUP**
  - Address: 125 Hospital Dr, Watertown, WI 53096
  - Phone: 1-920-261-4210
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Pharmacists - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Speech Pathology - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y

### Physical Therapy - WI
- **WAUSAU**
  - **AMERICAN PHARMACY INC**
  - Address: 600 E Main St, Ste 150, Wausau, WI 54403
  - Phone: 1-715-843-1212
  - Handicap Access: Y
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td>SSM Health Dialysis Center</td>
<td>1-920-324-6531</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INFUSION/ CHEMOTHERAPY</td>
<td>SSM Health Cancer Care</td>
<td>608 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-926-4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>SSM Health Waupun Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td>SSM Health Waupun Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARING AID</td>
<td>SSM Health Fond Du Lac Regional Clinic</td>
<td>421 Camelot Dr, Fond Du Lac, WI 54935</td>
<td>1-920-923-7400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LACTATION COUNSELING</td>
<td>SSM Health Waupun Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER</td>
<td>SSM Health Waupun Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>SSM Health Waupun Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td>SSM Health Waupun Memorial Hospital</td>
<td>620 W Brown St, Waupun, WI 53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- ♦ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- + Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- ▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH THERAPY SERVICES
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7940
Handicap Access: Y

ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS

SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY

SSM HEALTH THERAPY SERVICES
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7940
Handicap Access: Y

PSYCHIATRIC FACILITY - INPATIENT

SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

RADIATION THERAPY CENTER

SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE
480 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-926-4100
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

SPEECH PATHOLOGY

SSM HEALTH ST AGNES HOSPITAL - FOND DU LAC
430 E DIVISION ST
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-929-2300
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH THERAPY SERVICES
421 CAMELOT DR
FOND DU LAC, WI 54935
1-920-923-7940
Handicap Access: Y

RIPON

DIALYSIS

FRESENIUS MEDICAL CARE RIPON SOUTH
37 STONEY RIDGE RD
STE 100
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-8651
Handicap Access: Y

HEARING AID

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

INFUSION/ CHEMOTHERAPY

SSM HEALTH CANCER CARE
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-926-4100
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH RIPON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
845 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-748-3101
Handicap Access: Y

SSM HEALTH FOND DU LAC REGIONAL CLINIC
835 PARKSIDE ST
RIPON, WI 54971
1-920-745-3520
Handicap Access: Y

MRI

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

ASSOCIATED BALANCE & HEARING
109 E BLUFF ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4327
Handicap Access: Y

INFUSION/ CHEMOTHERAPY

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

GRANT COUNTY

BOSCOBEL

HEARING AID

GUNDERSEN BOSCOBEL AREA HOSPITAL
205 PARKER ST
BOSCOBEL, WI 53805
1-608-375-4112
Handicap Access: Y

LANCASTER

EYEGLASSES - PEDIATRICS

THE EYE CENTER AT SOUTHWEST HEALTH
1509 IHM ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2020
Handicap Access: Y

HEARING AID

GRANT REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
507 S MONROE ST
LANCASTER, WI 53813
1-608-723-2143
Handicap Access: Y
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| May choose as a primary care provider |
| Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com. |
| Provides services in this community on a limited basis. |
| This provider sees patients at multiple locations. |
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
SPEECH PATHOLOGY

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF LAFAYETTE COUNTY
800 CLAY ST
DARLINGTON, WI 53530
1-608-776-4466
Handicap Access: Y

MARQUETTE COUNTY

PHYSICAL THERAPY

ASPIRUS OXFORD CLINIC
N4390 CROSSROADS CLINIC RD
OXFORD, WI 53952
1-608-589-5333
Handicap Access: Y

WESTFIELD

PHYSICAL THERAPY

NEW LIFE PHYSICAL THERAPY & SPORTS MEDICINE
215 PIONEER PARK RD
WESTFIELD, WI 53964
1-608-742-9356
Handicap Access: Y

MILWAUKEE COUNTY

GREENFIELD

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

HOME CARE MEDICAL
4886 S 74TH ST
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-423-8800
Handicap Access: Y

EYEGLASSES - PEDIATRICS

THE EYE GROUP
3670 S 108TH ST
STE 204
GREENFIELD, WI 53228
1-414-453-1010
Handicap Access: Y

ORTHOTICS/PROSTHETICS

HOME CARE MEDICAL
4886 S 74TH ST
GREENFIELD, WI 53220
1-414-423-8800
Handicap Access: Y

MILWAUKEE

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

CRANIAL TECHNOLOGIES
115 S 84TH ST
STE 410
MILWAUKEE, WI 53214
1-252-643-4418
Handicap Access: Y

HOME HEALTH AGENCY

HEARTLAND HOME HEALTH CARE & HOSPICE
1233 N MAYFAIR RD
STE 100
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
1-886-216-5708
Handicap Access: N

WIUWATOSA

INFUSION/ CHEMOTHERAPY

OPTION CARE
10101 W INNOVATION DR
STE 200
WAUWATOSA, WI 53226
1-886-256-7234
Handicap Access: N

WEST ALLIS

PSYCHIATRIC FACILITY - INPATIENT

GRANITE HILLS HOSPITAL
1706 S 68TH ST
WEST ALLIS, WI 53214
1-414-667-4800
Handicap Access: Y

OUTAGAMIE COUNTY

APPLETON

DURABLE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

WALKING AND WHEELEING
W4652 GLENN ST
APPLETON, WI 54913
1-920-968-7825
Handicap Access: Y

RICHLAND COUNTY

RICHLAND CENTER

DIALYSIS

TRI STATE DIALYSIS
190 N ORANGE ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-383-7020
Handicap Access: N

EYEGLASSES - PEDIATRICS

GUDELSEN EYE CLINIC - RICHLAND CENTER
165 W HASELTINE ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-8995
Handicap Access: N

HEARING AID

ASSOCIATED BALANCE & HEARING
1313 W SEMINARY ST
CENTER CREEK
PROFESSIONAL BLDG
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6161
Handicap Access: Y

MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER

RICHLAND HOSPITAL CLINIC
301 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

MRI

RICHLAND HOSPITAL CLINIC
301 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

RICHLAND HOSPITAL CLINIC
301 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

PHYSICAL THERAPY

RICHLAND HOSPITAL CLINIC
301 E SECOND ST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
1-608-647-6321
Handicap Access: Y

ROCK COUNTY

BELOIT

DIALYSIS

BELOIT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
1969 W HART RD
BELOIT, WI 53511
1-608-364-5011
Handicap Access: Y
May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
**May choose as a primary care provider**

♦ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

‡ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERVICE</th>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>PHONE NUMBER</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LACTATION COUNSELING</td>
<td>ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN</td>
<td>400 WATER AVE</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>400 WATER AVE</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMMOGRAPHY SCREENING CENTER</td>
<td>ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN</td>
<td>400 WATER AVE.</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN</td>
<td>400 WATER AVE.</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td>ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN</td>
<td>400 WATER AVE.</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td>ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN</td>
<td>400 WATER AVE.</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td>ST JOSEPHS HEALTH SERVICES GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN</td>
<td>400 WATER AVE.</td>
<td>1-608-489-8000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td>GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN DIALYSIS - VIROQUA</td>
<td>407 S MAIN ST STE 300</td>
<td>1-608-637-4376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>407 S MAIN ST STE 300</td>
<td>1-608-637-4376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EYEGGLASSES - PEDIATRICS</td>
<td>ADAMS EYE CLINIC</td>
<td>105 S MAIN ST WESTBY, WI 54667</td>
<td>1-608-634-3434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARING AID</td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL HEARING CARE</td>
<td>110 N MAIN ST WESTBY, WI 54667</td>
<td>1-608-847-2444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME HEALTH AGENCY</td>
<td>ALLAY HOME &amp; HOSPICE</td>
<td>325 N CORPORATE DR STE 260</td>
<td>1-608-787-2980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td>PROHEALTH IMAGING CENTER</td>
<td>18905 W CAPITOL DR STE 110</td>
<td>1-608-328-0845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td>PROHEALTH CARE MEDICAL GROUP</td>
<td>17280 W NORTH AVE BROOKFIELD, WI 53045</td>
<td>1-262-780-0707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td>GUNDERSEN LUTHERAN DIALYSIS - VIROQUA</td>
<td>128 N TRATT ST WHITewater, WI 53190</td>
<td>1-608-473-4514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARING AID</td>
<td>FORT HEALTHCARE ENT SPECIALISTS</td>
<td>1461 W MAIN ST WHITEWATER, WI 53190</td>
<td>1-920-563-6667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td>FORT HEALTHCARE THERAPY &amp; SPORT CENTER</td>
<td>1461 W MAIN ST STE F WHITEWATER, WI 53190</td>
<td>1-608-473-5599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME HEALTH AGENCY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME HEALTH AGENCY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME HEALTH AGENCY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOME HEALTH AGENCY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL THERAPY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEECH PATHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIALYSIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VIROQUA**
May choose as a primary care provider

Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner's most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
Urgent & Emergent Care Providers

Number of contracted urgent & emergent care providers: 87

**ILLINOIS**

**JO DAVIESS COUNTY**

**GALENA**

**EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

**MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER**
ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-777-1340
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**OSF PROMPTCARE-ST ANTHONY**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-395-6000
Handicap Access: Y

**OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP**
3500 DODGE ST
STE 135
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-557-3935
Handicap Access: Y

**GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP**
425 RAILROAD AVE
STE F
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-3030
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**ROSCOE**

**EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

**MIDWEST MEDICAL CENTER**
ONE MEDICAL CENTER DR
GALENA, IL 61036
1-815-777-1340
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**OSF PROMPTCARE-ROCK CUT**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-639-8450
Handicap Access: Y

**OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-525-4500
Handicap Access: Y

**SOUTHERN WISCONSIN EMERGENCY ASSOCIATES**
5605 E ROCKTON RD
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-525-4500
Handicap Access: Y

**UNITYPOINT CLINIC URGENT CARE - EAST**
1550 UNIVERSITY AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-589-4960
Handicap Access: Y

**UNITYPOINT CLINIC URGENT CARE - WEST**
2255 JOHN F KENNEDY RD
STE 150
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-589-4961
Handicap Access: Y

**WINNEBAGO COUNTY**

**LOVES PARK**

**URGENT CARE**

**OSF PROMPTCARE-ST ANTHONY**
3500 N GRANDVIEW AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52004
1-563-582-1881
Handicap Access: Y

**OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP**
3500 DODGE ST
STE 135
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-557-3935
Handicap Access: Y

**GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP**
425 RAILROAD AVE
STE F
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-3030
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**ROSCOE**

**EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

**BELoit health system - northpointe immediate care**
5605 E ROCKTON RD
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-525-4500
Handicap Access: Y

**SOUTHERN WISCONSIN EMERGENCY ASSOCIATES**
5605 E ROCKTON RD
ROSCOE, IL 61073
Handicap Access: N

**UNITYPOINT CLINIC URGENT CARE - WEST**
2255 JOHN F KENNEDY RD
STE 150
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-589-4961
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**BELoit health system - northpointe immediate care**
5605 E ROCKTON RD
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-525-4500
Handicap Access: Y

**UNITYPOINT CLINIC URGENT CARE - EAST**
1550 UNIVERSITY AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-589-4960
Handicap Access: Y

**WINNEBAGO COUNTY**

**LOVES PARK**

**URGENT CARE**

**OSF PROMPTCARE-ROCK CUT**
9951 ROCK CUT CROSSING
LOVES PARK, IL 61111
1-815-639-8450
Handicap Access: Y

**OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-525-4500
Handicap Access: Y

**GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP**
3500 DODGE ST
STE 135
DUBUQUE, IA 52003
1-563-557-3935
Handicap Access: Y

**GRAND RIVER MEDICAL GROUP**
425 RAILROAD AVE
STE F
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-557-3030
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**ROSCOE**

**EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

**CEP AMERICA ILLINOIS**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**OSF SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER**
5666 E STATE ST
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
1-815-226-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**URGENT CARE**

**BELoit health system - northpointe immediate care**
5605 E ROCKTON RD
ROSCOE, IL 61073
1-815-525-4500
Handicap Access: Y

**UNITYPOINT CLINIC URGENT CARE - EAST**
1550 UNIVERSITY AVE
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
1-563-589-4960
Handicap Access: Y

**UNITYPOINT CLINIC URGENT CARE - WEST**
2255 JOHN F KENNEDY RD
STE 150
DUBUQUE, IA 52002
1-563-589-4961
Handicap Access: Y

**CRAWFORD COUNTY**

**PRAIRIE DU CHIEN**

**EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

**CROSSING RIVERS HEALTH**
37868 US HWY 18
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53921
1-608-357-2000
Handicap Access: Y

**DANE COUNTY**

**MADISON**

**EMERGENCY MEDICINE**

**MADISON EMERGENCY PHYSICIANS**
700 S PARK ST
MADISON, WI 53715
1-608-258-4504
Handicap Access: Y
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Handicap Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH ST MARY'S HOSPITAL MADISON</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>700 S PARK ST</td>
<td>MADISON, WI</td>
<td>53715</td>
<td>1-608-251-6100</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSM HEALTH DEAN MEDICAL GROUP - MADISON WEST</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>752 N HIGH POINT RD</td>
<td>MADISON, WI</td>
<td>53717</td>
<td>1-608-824-4000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC FARLAND</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>5614 US HWY 51</td>
<td>MC FARLAND, WI</td>
<td>53558</td>
<td>1-608-873-6611</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OREGON</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>900 JANESVILLE ST</td>
<td>OREGON, WI</td>
<td>53575</td>
<td>1-608-335-5373</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOUGHTON</td>
<td>EMERGENCY MEDICINE</td>
<td>900 RIDGE ST</td>
<td>STOUGHTON, WI</td>
<td>53589</td>
<td>1-608-873-6611</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOUGHTON</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>900 RIDGE ST</td>
<td>STOUGHTON, WI</td>
<td>53589</td>
<td>1-608-873-6611</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUN PRAIRIE</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>700 S PARK ST</td>
<td>MADISON, WI</td>
<td>53715</td>
<td>1-608-324-4000</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERG COUNTY</td>
<td>EMERGENCY MEDICINE</td>
<td>1400 EASTSIDE RD</td>
<td>SUN PRAIRIE, WI</td>
<td>53066</td>
<td>1-608-324-1940</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSCOBEL</td>
<td>CONVENIENT CARE</td>
<td>205 PARKER ST</td>
<td>BOSCOBEL, WI</td>
<td>53505</td>
<td>1-608-375-4112</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERTOWN</td>
<td>EMERGENCY MEDICINE</td>
<td>125 HOSPITAL DR</td>
<td>WATERTOWN, WI</td>
<td>53098</td>
<td>1-920-262-4210</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERTOWN</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>125 HOSPITAL DR</td>
<td>WATERTOWN, WI</td>
<td>53098</td>
<td>1-920-262-4210</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERTOWN REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>EMERGENCY PHYSICIAN ASSOCIATES OF WISCONSIN</td>
<td>125 HOSPITAL DR</td>
<td>WATERTOWN, WI</td>
<td>53098</td>
<td>1-920-262-4210</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAUPUN</td>
<td>EMERGENCY MEDICINE</td>
<td>620 W BROWN ST</td>
<td>WAUPUN, WI</td>
<td>53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAUPUN</td>
<td>URGENT CARE</td>
<td>620 W BROWN ST</td>
<td>WAUPUN, WI</td>
<td>53963</td>
<td>1-920-324-5581</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN COUNTY</td>
<td>EMERGENCY MEDICINE</td>
<td>1400 EASTSIDE RD</td>
<td>PLATTEVILLE, WI</td>
<td>53818</td>
<td>1-608-348-2331</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONROE</td>
<td>CONVENIENT CARE</td>
<td>100 W 8TH ST</td>
<td>MONROE, WI</td>
<td>53566</td>
<td>1-608-324-1940</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- May choose as a primary care provider
- Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.
- Provides services in this community on a limited basis.
- This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
May choose as a primary care provider

◊ Temporarily accepting existing patients only. To check this practitioner’s most current practice status, please check deancare.com.

+ Provides services in this community on a limited basis.

▲ This provider sees patients at multiple locations.
For assistance understanding these materials in a language other than English, call 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711), and a Customer Care Center representative will assist you.

We comply with applicable Federal civil rights laws and do not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, or religion. The Health Plan does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, or religion.

We provide free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as qualified sign language interpreters and written information in other formats (large print, audio, accessible electronic formats, or other formats).

We provide free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as qualified interpreters and information written in other languages.

If you believe that we have failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, sex, or religion, you can file a grievance with the organization’s Civil Rights Coordinator. If you need help filing a grievance, the Civil Rights Coordinator for the Health Plan is available to help you. You can file a written grievance in person, by mail, or by email at:

Civil Rights Coordinator
1277 Deming Way
Madison, Wisconsin 53717
1-608-828-2216 (TTY: 711)
civilrightscoordinator@deancare.com

You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, electronically through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, by mail, or phone at:

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Ave, SW
Room 509F, HHH Building
Washington, D.C. 20201
1-800-368-1019 or 1-800-537-7697 (TDD)

For help to translate or understand this or other documents, please call 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711).


Gujarati- આમારી સ્વાસ્થ્ય કે દવા યોજના વિષે આપને કોઈ પ્રશ્ન હોય તો તેનો ઉત્તર આપવા આમારી પાસે મફત હુલ્લુ સેવા ઉપલબ્ધ છે. ગુજરાતી બોલીવને આપને મફત કરી શકે એવો હુલ્લુ સેવાઓ મેળવવા માટે, માત્ર અમને 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711) પર કોલ કરો. આ મફત સેવા છે.

Hindi- हमारे पास हमारे स्वास्थ्य या औषधि योजना से संबंधित आपके किसी भी प्रश्न का उत्तर देने के लिए नि:शुल्क दुमाधिया सेवाएं हैं। दुमाधिया प्राप्त करने के लिए, बस हमें 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711)
For questions to our health insurance or medication plan. Please call 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711)

Offriamo servizi gratuiti di interpretazione per rispondere a eventuali domande in merito alla nostra assicurazione sanitaria o al nostro piano farmacologico.

Il servizio è gratuito.


Nous proposons des services d’interprétation gratuits pour répondre à toutes vos questions à propos de notre régime d’assurance maladie ou d’assurance médicaments. Pour bénéficier d’un(e) interprète, appelez simplement le 1 877 317 2410 (TTY: 711). Une personne parlant français pourra vous aider. Ce service est gratuit.

Услуга является бесплатной.

Osoba, która zawoła do numeru 1 877 317 2410 (TTY: 711) udzieli Państwu pomocy.

B您可以拨打1 877 317 2410 (TTY: 711) 与我们联系，申请安排说中文的人员为您提供协助。此为免费服务。

Chúng tôi có dịch vụ thông dịch viễn điện miễn phí để trả lời các câu hỏi của quý vị về chương trình bảo hiểm sức khoẻ hoặc thuốc.

Nếu quý vị cần thông dịch viễn điện, chỉ cần gọi cho chúng tôi theo số 1-877-317-2410 (TTY: 711), sẽ có nhân viên nói tiếng Việt có thể hỗ trợ quý vị. Đây là dịch vụ miễn phí.

لدينا خدمات مترجم فوري للإجابة على أي أسئلة قد تكون لديك حول خطة الدواء أو الصحة. للحصول على مترجم فوري، فقط اتصل بنا على الرقم 1-877-317-2410. الرجاء إلقاء الاتصال على اللغة العربية يمكن أن يساعدك. هذه هي خدمة مجانية.


اپک مفت سروس پي

Permission to translate or reproduce all or part of this material is granted for educational purposes only. Further reproduction or translation is prohibited without written permission. 


This service is provided free of charge.

This document is provided free of charge.

The information in this document is provided free of charge.

The text in this document is provided free of charge.

The content in this document is provided free of charge.
Glossary

**Allergy and Immunology:** Diagnosis and treatment of allergic conditions and diseases of the immune system.

**Ambulatory Surgery:** A facility in which surgery is done on an outpatient basis and recovery is expected to be a few hours.

**Anesthesiology:** Administration of anesthesia to achieve temporary, partial or complete loss of sensation to patient undergoing surgery.

**Cardiology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the heart and blood vessels.

**Chiropractic (D.C.):** Diagnosis and treatment of misalignments of the joints, particularly of the spinal column.

**Dermatology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the skin.

**Endocrinology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the endocrine glands (thyroid, pituitary, pancreas, ovaries and testes) including diabetes.

**Family Medicine:** Diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions of people of all ages with an emphasis on family health problems.

**Family Medicine and Obstetrics:** Diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions of people of all ages with an emphasis on family health problems and the management of care during pregnancy and childbirth.

**Gastroenterology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the stomach and intestines.

**General Practice:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases, injuries and disorders of people of all ages.

**General Practice and Obstetrics:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases, injuries and disorders of people of all ages and the management of care during pregnancy and sometimes childbirth.

**General Surgery:** Operative treatment of internal and external diseases.

**Geriatrics:** Diagnosis and treatment of medical conditions of elderly people.

**Infectious Disease:** Diagnosis and treatment of complicated infections.

**Internal Medicine:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the body of adult men and women.

**Nephrology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the kidneys.

**Neurology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the nervous system.

**Neurosurgery:** Operative treatment of disorders and injuries of the brain and nervous system.

**Obstetrics/Gynecology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases specific to women and girls, particularly those affecting the reproductive system.

**Occupational Medicine:** The prevention and treatment of job-related injuries and illnesses.

**Oncology:** Diagnosis and treatment of tumors and cancer.

**Ophthalmology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the eye.

**Optometry (O.D.):** Practice of examining the eyes for visual defects and prescribing corrective lenses.

**Oral Surgery (D.D.S.):** Surgery to treat disorders of gums, teeth and mouth.

**Orthopedics/Orthopedic Surgery:** Diagnosis and treatment of disorders involving bones, joints and muscles.

**Osteopathy (D.O.):** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases, injuries and disorders through the manipulation and massage of the bones, joints and muscles.

**Otolaryngology (Ear, Nose, Throat - ENT):** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the ear, nose and throat.

**Pediatrics:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases of children and adolescents and general management of their health.

**Physiatry:** Physical medicine, including physical therapy and rehabilitation techniques.

**Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation:** Therapeutic use of physical medicine and equipment in the treatment of injuries and diseases.

**Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery:** Repair and restoration of external body structures due to physical defect or trauma.

**Psychiatry/Psychology:** Diagnosis and treatment of emotional or mental disorders.

**Podiatry (D.P.M.):** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and injuries of the foot.

**Pulmonary Medicine:** Diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the lungs.

**Rheumatology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the joints and associated structures such as arthritis and degenerative joint disease.

**Sports Medicine:** Diagnosis and treatment of sports related injuries.

**Urology:** Diagnosis and treatment of diseases and disorders of the urinary system.
Questions? Connect with us

Call us toll-free at
1 (800) 279-1301 (TTY: 711).

Dean Health Plan, Inc.
1277 Deming Way
Madison, WI 53717

Toll-free: 1 (800) 279-1301 (TTY: 711)
DeanCare.com

Dean Health Plan is a qualified health plan issuer in the Health Insurance Marketplace.

This directory was current at the time of printing. For the most up-to-date listing, please visit DeanCare.com/Doctors

Dean Health Plan does not discriminate on the basis of disability in the provision of programs, services or activities. Our Customer Care Center has free language interpreter services available for non-English speakers. For additional information, call the Customer Care Center at 1 (800) 279-1301.
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